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Most of the applications of airborne laser scanner data to forestry require that the point cloud be
normalized, i.e., each point represents height from the ground instead of elevation. To normalize
the point cloud, a digital terrain model (DTM), which is derived from the ground returns in the point
cloud, is employed. Unfortunately, extracting accurate DTMs from airborne laser scanner data is a
challenging task, especially in tropical forests where the canopy is normally very thick (partially
closed), leading to a situation in which only a limited number of laser pulses reach the ground.
Therefore, robust algorithms for extracting accurate DTMs in low-ground-point-density situations
are needed in order to realize the full potential of airborne laser scanner data to forestry.
The objective of this thesis is to develop algorithms for processing airborne laser scanner data in order to: (1) extract DTMs in demanding forest conditions (complex terrain and low number of ground
points) for applications in forestry; (2) estimate canopy base height (CBH) for forest fire behavior
modeling; and (3) assess the robustness of LiDAR-based high-resolution biomass estimation models
against different field plot designs. Here, the aim is to find out if field plot data gathered by professional foresters can be combined with field plot data gathered by professionally trained community
foresters and used in LiDAR-based high-resolution biomass estimation modeling without affecting
prediction performance. The question of interest in this case is whether or not the local forest communities can achieve the level technical proficiency required for accurate forest monitoring.
The algorithms for extracting DTMs from LiDAR point clouds presented in this thesis address the
challenges of extracting DTMs in low-ground-point situations and in complex terrain while the algorithm for CBH estimation addresses the challenge of variations in the distribution of points in the
L i DAR point cloud caused by things like variations in tree species and season of data acquisition.
These algorithms are adaptive (with respect to point cloud characteristics) and exhibit a high degree
of tolerance to variations in the density and distribution of points in the LiDAR point cloud.
Results of comparison with existing DTM extraction algorithms showed that DTM extraction algorithms proposed in this thesis performed better with respect to accuracy of estimating tree heights
from airborne laser scanner data. On the other hand, the proposed DTM extraction algorithms, being
mostly based on trend surface interpolation, can not retain small artifacts in the terrain (e.g., bumps,
small hills and depressions). Therefore, the DTMs generated by these algorithms are only suitable
for forestry applications where the primary objective is to estimate tree heights from normalized
airborne laser scanner data.
On the other hand, the algorithm for estimating CBH proposed in this thesis is based on the idea
of moving voxel in which gaps (openings in the canopy) which act as fuel breaks are located and

their height is estimated. Test results showed a slight improvement in CBH estimation accuracy over
existing CBH estimation methods which are based on height percentiles in the airborne laser scanner
data. However, being based on the idea of moving voxel, this algorithm has one main advantage
over existing CBH estimation methods in the context of forest fire modeling: it has great potential in
providing information about vertical fuel continuity. This information can be used to create vertical
fuel continuity maps which can provide more realistic information on the risk of crown fires compared to CBH.
Keywords: Digital terrain model, LiDAR, forest inventory, remote sensing, forest fire, canopy
base height, ground filtering, airborne laser scanning
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PART I: OVERVIEW OF THE T HESIS

C HAPTER I

Introduction

Forests are one of earth’s natural resources that serve humans in multiple ways. For example, for
many years forests have been used for their economic value—construction, as a source of energy,
and as material for making furniture. In the wake of the underlying consequences of the global
warming problem, mainly climate change, forests are seen to play yet another key role as one of
the most important carbon sinks (van Minnen et al., 2008). In this role, forests help to counter the
problems caused by accumulation of green house gases (GHGs) in the earth’s atmosphere by sequestering carbon from the atmosphere through the process of photosynthesis (see e.g., Liu, 2013);
a prominent example of these problems is global warming. Following this fact, it is therefore of
great interest to put in place proper, accurate, and reliable forest management procedures.
These procedures will equip forest managers with the information they need to make timely and
informed decisions pertaining to different aspects of the management and well-being of forests. For
example, to estimate how much carbon has been sequestered by a forest, the amount of biomass
in that forest needs to be estimated. Also, in order to prevent forest fires, for example, fire managers need to know which areas contain high fuel loads that need immediate attention—thinning
or prescribed fires—to minimize the risk of fire or reduce the intensity of the fire if it breaks. All
these tasks require timely and reliable information if they are to be effective, especially when the
operation in question is large scale, for example operations at the regional and national levels).
Traditionally, forest mensuration had been largely manual whereby people would go physically
to the forest and take measurements of interest. This approach has the advantage that it can be
relatively accurate if done with care. However, the approach suffers from two major limitations.
First, it is prohibitively time consuming especially when large areas of forest need to be measured,
and second, it is very expensive—it involves a large number of people. Because of these reasons,
nowadays this method is limited to small forests and is of no practical use to large scale forest
management.
Today, forest management is done at levels as high as the national or even the global level at unprecedented levels of accuracy and flexibility. This has been possible thanks to the application of
remote sensing technologies (Næsset, 2004b,a, 2007). Remote sensing technologies such as aerial
and satellite imagery, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), and photogrammetry provide a wealthy
source of data about forests that can be used to monitor forests in many different ways, from estimating biomass (e.g., Hauglin et al., 2013); detecting changes due to growth and disturbances such
as deforestation (e.g., Reutebuch et al., 2005; Herold et al., 2011); and modeling forest fire behavior
15
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(e.g., Wulder et al., 2009).
What makes remote sensing technologies attractive as a source of data for forest mensuration is
their ability to cover large areas with relatively low cost and the high accuracy of the data they offer,
which is a result of advances in sensor technology in the last decade (Lemmens, 2011a). Moreover,
it is possible to combine several remote sensing data sources (data fusion) to achieve even higher
estimation accuracy when needed (e.g., Zhang, 2010; Erdody and Moskal, 2010).
L i DAR has received a lot of attention among the forestry community over the last decade. This is
mainly due to the advantages LiDAR offers over other remote sensing technologies such as passive
optical remote sensing and passive imaging. The most important advantage of LiDAR over other
remote sensing technologies is its ability to penetrate the forest canopy and measure the vertical
structure of the forest. This ability provides crucial information which other remote sensing technologies do not—height. It is this capability that has made LiDAR a tool of choice for foresters when
it comes to estimating various parameters pertaining forests. Moreover, being an active remote sensing technology LiDAR is only slightly affected by weather and visibility conditions therefore data
can be acquired both in the day and at night throughout the year (Lemmens, 2011a). Currently,
L i DAR is being extensively used in forest fire modeling, biomass estimation, and growth monitoring.

Over the last decade, LiDAR technology has developed into a mature and reliable technology. LiDAR
is now considered mainstream by foresters and natural resources researchers in general due to the
cost-efficiency of LiDAR data collection and the added value of LiDAR products. Availability of
standard algorithms for processing LiDAR data (see e.g., Axelsson, 1999; Hyyppä et al., 2004) and
open (as opposed to proprietary) data exchange formats such as the LAS file format (see American
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) , 2014) used for exchanging 3-D LiDAR
data are additional reasons contributing to the widespread adoption of LiDAR technology in the
forestry community .
This thesis contributes to LiDAR processing in three areas: (1) Digital terrain model (DTM) extraction in challenging environments; (2) forest fire behavior modeling; and (3) LiDAR-based biomass
estimation using different sources of field data (sampling designs) for model training. In (1) and (2)
novel methods are proposed while in (3) model-based comparison results of biomass estimation are
presented and analyzed.
DTM s play a key role when it comes to the application of L i DAR to forestry, for instance biomass
estimation and forest fire behavior modeling, as it is normally necessary to estimate the height of
the trees/canopy as a prerequisite step for subsequent processing of the LiDAR data. Unfortunately,
DTM extraction from L i DAR data is a challenging task, especially when the number of ground points
is limited due to, e.g., canopy cover, high-altitude acquisition of LiDAR data, or when the terrain is
complex (steep, rough, or both) (Sithole and Vosselman, 2004).

Forest fires are becoming increasingly difficult to control and they cause a lot of damage when they
break out due to large quantities of fuels that has been accumulating in the forests over the years (see
e.g., Schoennagel et al., 2004). Furthermore, countries such as Greece, Portugal, and Spain spend
a lot of money and considerable time every year for fighting forest fires (San-Miguel-Ayanz et al.,
2013). Thus, the ability to model the behavior of forest fires is crucial as it enhances our ability to
understand the behavior of forest fires and puts us in a better position to prevent and control forest
fires.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives a background on

L i DAR

tech-
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nology, followed by the application of LiDAR technology in forestry in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 covers
methods for DTM extraction from LiDAR data while Chapter 5 covers methods for CBH estimation from LiDAR data. Chapter 6 discusses some common challenges faced when applying LiDAR
technology to forestry while Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.
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C HAPTER II

Overview of LiDAR Technology

This chapter gives a background in LiDAR technology and how the technology is being used in
forestry today. The chapter begins by giving an overview of the technology (Section 2.1), followed
by a discussion of how LiDAR data is acquired (Section 2.2).

2.1

How LiDAR Technology Works

L i DAR is an active remote sensing technology which uses opto-mechanical sensors to send laser
beams to the targets (Wehr and Lohr, 1999). LiDAR technology is used for ranging purposes that
measures the distance between the laser sensor and the targets—trees in case of forestry applications—
by measuring accurately the 2-way travel time the laser beams use to travel from the sensor to the
targets and back (Andersen et al., 2006). The range is estimated by multiplying the speed of light
by the time it takes for the laser beam to travel from the sensor to the targets, i.e.,
 
t
(2.1)
R=c∗
2

where R is the range, c is the speed of light, and t is the time of travel of the laser beams from the
sensor to the targets and back. A typical LiDAR system consists of three main parts (Wehr and Lohr,
1999; Lemmens, 2011a): (1) laser scanner (sensor); (2) Global Positioning System (GPS); and (3)
Inertial Navigation System (INS) (also known as Inertial Navigation Unit (INU)).
The laser scanner (sensor) is responsible for ranging, scanning, control, and processing (Wehr and
Lohr, 1999). Each of these functions is built in a separate unit. The sensor emits laser pulses at
a very high frequency (typically 100000–250000 pulses per second). Reflected pulses are picked
up by the receiver part of the sensor. Range calculation is done using the speed of light and the
time (measured by a clock) of travel of the laser pulses. The GPS is responsible for measuring the
position of the sensor in space (X -, Y-, and Z-coordinates) while the INS measures the orientation of
the sensor (roll, pitch, and yaw). Section 2.2 explains the process of LiDAR acquisition.
Most of today’s LiDAR systems can be classified into several classes based on different criteria. The
most prominent classification is based on the platform used to host the LiDAR system. In the first
type, known as airborne LiDAR or airborne laser scanning (ALS), the LiDAR system is mounted on
aircraft and flown over the area of interest (Wehr and Lohr, 1999; Lemmens, 2011a). Depending
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on circumstances, e.g., nature of terrain and the desired flying altitude, either a helicopter or fixed
wing aircraft can be used as an aerial platform. The second type of LiDAR system is known as
terrestrial LiDAR or terrestrial laser scanning (TLS). This type of LiDAR system is land-based and
is normally mounted on a moving platform such as a motor vehicle or sometimes is mounted on a
tripod (Lemmens, 2011b). Figure 2.1 shows typical examples of LiDAR systems.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Examples of LiDAR systems: (a) Optech Pegasus ALTM airborne LiDAR system;
(b) Leica Geosystems terrestrial LiDAR system mounted on a tripod. Image sources: (a) Optech
(2014); (b) Leica Geosystems UK (2014). Reprinted with permission.

Terrestrial LiDAR systems have received a lot of attention in recent years (Dassot et al., 2011). The
main reason for this attention is the range of attractive features and the potential terrestrial LiDAR
systems have for forestry applications. The ability to produce rich point clouds with very high precision (in order of millimeters) make terrestrial LiDAR systems suitable for applications aiming at
studying forest structures at a very detailed level (Slob and Hack, 2004; Dassot et al., 2011; Listopad
et al., 2011), e.g., reconstruction of individual trees (van Leeuwen and Nieuwenhuis, 2010; Dassot
et al., 2011) and estimating timber quality (Kankare et al., 2014a). Moreover, a study comparing airborne and terrestrial laser scanning for timber assortments and stem distribution estimation
conducted by Kankare et al. (2014b) showed that more accurate results are obtained when the two
methods are combined.
However, terrestrial LiDAR is a relatively new technology and therefore it still suffers from some
important limitations which airborne LiDAR doesn’t (Wulder et al., 2008). The first limitation is the
high cost of data acquisition and processing per unit area. The second limitation is restricted operational range inherent with terrestrial LiDAR sensors (typically 50 m) (van Leeuwen and Nieuwenhuis, 2010). In addition, the technology is more susceptible to occlusions—such as branches and
leaves—which diminishes its ability to map vegetation. The discussion in this thesis will be restricted to airborne LiDAR and from this point on, unless otherwise stated, the term LiDAR is going
to refer to airborne LiDAR. Moreover, the term LiDAR is going to refer to airborne LiDAR technology
or LiDAR data.
Another classification of LiDAR is discrete return versus full-waveform LiDAR. Majority of LiDAR
sensors in use today can record from one to five returns for each emitted laser pulse; these sensors
operate by emitting short laser pulses in the visible and/or infrared part of the electromagnetic
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spectrum (Evans et al., 2009; Ussyshkin and Theriault, 2011). As the pulse continue to travel
down the canopy it hits tree branches and part of it is reflected back to the sensor. The first return
corresponds to the first reflection of the pulse while the last return corresponds to the last reflection
of the pulse (Lemmens, 2011a). When scanning forests the first return is normally from the top of the
top of canopy while the last return is normally from the ground. In contrast, full-waveform LiDAR
sensors sample and record sequences of the returning pulse power at fixed time intervals (typically
1 ns). Because of this high sampling rate, full-waveform LiDAR provides a rich representation of
the vertical structure of the canopy (Wagner et al., 2004, 2008). This characteristic makes fullwaveform LiDAR more suitable for some kinds of applications, such as vegetation classification
and for describing canopy geometry, over discrete return LiDAR (see e.g., Hovi and Korpela, 2014).
Moreover, due to its high sampling rate, full-waveform LiDAR is good at positioning scatters and
attributing them with echo widths and pick amplitude. This quality is suitable for detecting solid
scatters such as the ground and makes full-waveform LiDAR potentially useful for DTM extraction.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the difference between discrete return and full-waveform LiDAR.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the difference between full-waveform and discrete return LiDAR.
This figure also demonstrates the inability of discrete return LiDAR to separate echoes with two
adjacent peaks, indicated by B. Also note note that in this example the system can record up to
four echoes and it misses the echo labelled with an A.
L i DAR can also be classified based on the size of the laser pulse footprint. Pulse footprint refers to
the diameter of a laser pulse’s circle of illumination on the ground (Wulder et al., 2008). LiDAR may
be considered small footprint (0.1–0.2 m in radius) or large footprint (10–100 m in radius). Strictly
speaking, footprint size is not a characteristic of a particular LiDAR sensor, rather it is a function
of beam divergence and flying altitude (see Section 2.2) (Lemmens, 2011a). For a fixed beam divergence angle, increasing the flying altitude will also lead to an increase in footprint size and vice
versa. Also, for a fixed flight altitude, increasing the beam divergence will lead to an increase in
footprint size and vice versa. However, since the within-footprint illumination (W/m2 ) is important
when acquiring ground echoes through gaps of varying size, increasing beam divergence should be
accompanied by an increase in beam power per unit area or this increase in beam divergence will
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have a detrimental effect on the underlying signal to noise ratio (SNR). Large footprint LiDAR is
currently acquired from space (satellites) and its main purpose it not forestry applications; therefore, most forestry applications of LiDAR make use of small footprint LiDAR (van Leeuwen and
Nieuwenhuis, 2010).

2.2

Airborne LiDAR Acquisition

Figure 2.3 demonstrates how LiDAR is acquired—an aircraft with the LiDAR system on board flies
over the target area in a pre-determined pattern known as flight lines while the LiDAR system scans
the area in strips of terrain below the sensor, and along the flight line known as swath widths. As it
can be seen in Figure 2.3, this process is affected by several parameters. The most important ones
are described next.

Figure 2.3: Demonstration of airborne laser scanning/LiDAR acquisition showing how the three
main parts of LiDAR work together. In this example positioning is based on the global positioning
system but any global navigation satellite system (GNSS) system can be used.

2.2.1 Important LiDAR Acquisition Parameters
L i DAR acquisition parameters have a direct effect on the characteristics of the resulting L i DAR data,
i.e., the point cloud, particularly point density—total number of returns per square meter. These
parameters are of two kinds. The first kind is LiDAR system parameters and the second is flight
specification parameters. Table 2.1 presents examples of these parameters and their typical values.

In addition to the parameters which have been mentioned before, other parameters include (Wulder
et al., 2008; Evans et al., 2009): projection and datum, which are used for georefencing purposes;
pulse density, which refers to the horizontal horizontal spacing of the laser footprints; sensor type,
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Table 2.1: Examples of common LiDAR acquisition parameters and their values (see Maguya
et al., 2014).
Parameter

Value

Projection
Datum
Aerial platform
Flying altitude
Flying speed
Sensor type
Scan angle
Sensor pulse rate
Sensor scan speed
Pulse density
Swath width
Beam footprint

UTM
WGS84
Helicopter
2200 m AGL
80 knots
Leica ALS-50 II
20 degrees
52.9 kHz
20.4 lines/s
0.8 points/m2
1601.47 m
50 cm

which refers to the actual LiDAR system, i.e., hardware; scan angle, which is the angular breadth of
a scan line (determined by the sensor’s scan mechanism); and sensor scan speed, which is the the
rate at which laser pulses are directed across the flight line each second. In Table 2.1, the first five
parameter are flight specification parameters while the rest are system parameters.
2.2.2

LiDAR Deliverables

McGaughey et al. (2006) recommends a minimum of the following deliverables for a LiDAR acquisition mission: (1) coordinate system; (2) datum; (3) ellipsoid information; (4) the geoid used
to compute return elevations; and (5) a description of file formats and file naming conventions. In
addition to these deliverables, metadata describing the flight and instrument specifications during
L i DAR acquisition, and processing should also be given. The L i DAR point cloud is the fundamental
product of any LiDAR acquisition project on which most of the applications of LiDAR in forestry are
based (see Figure 2.4).
2.2.3 LiDAR Pre-processing
Pre-processing of the raw LiDAR point cloud is normally done by the vendor before the data is
handled over to the client (Evans et al., 2009). Pre-processing includes, among other things, geometrical correction and transformation to a specified geographical projection system and vertical
datum; sensor correction to correct for pitch, yaw, and roll of aircraft; and tiling which refers to the
division of the data into manageable blocks.
The pre-processed LiDAR point cloud is normally delivered in LAS file format (American Society for
Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) , 2014). The LAS file format is an open binary file
format commonly used for exchanging LiDAR. The format is supported by many LiDAR processing
utilities, both open source and proprietary.
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Figure 2.4: An example of a LiDAR point cloud.

C HAPTER III

Applications of Airborne LiDAR in Forestry

The ability of LiDAR to penetrate the forest canopy and give 3-D measurements of the canopy
increases its potential for estimating various forest structural parameters with high accuracy. Many
forest structural parameters correlate well with metrics derived from LiDAR. This chapter reviews
the most common applications of LiDAR in forestry, i.e., forest structural parameter estimation from
L i DAR . For the purpose of this discussion, the parameters in question are going to be grouped into
L i DAR -observed and derived parameters. First, L i DAR metrics, which are the basis for estimating
most of the forest structural parameters from LiDAR are introduced in Section 3.1, followed by an
overview of LiDAR-observed forest parameters in Section 3.2. Next, derived forest parameters are
discussed in Section 3.3. Section 4.1 gives some examples of high level forestry applications of
the aforementioned parameters. Section 3.5 presents a case study on the application of LiDAR in
biomass estimation using different field plot designs.

3.1

LiDAR Metrics

L i DAR does not give direct measurements of the forest structural parameters, such as height, canopy
cover, etc., instead, it gives rich 3-D data about the general structure of the forest canopy—the
point cloud. Thus, in order to use LiDAR for estimating/predicting forest structural parameters,
special variables are normally created from the point cloud that exhibit good correlation with forest
structural parameters to be estimated/predicted. These variables are referred to as LiDAR metrics.

Common practice has been to use LiDAR metrics as predictor (independent) variables in regression
models and to use field-measured variables as response (dependent) for calibrating these models.
Commonly used LiDAR metrics are based on LiDAR height percentiles; they include the 25th (h25 ),
50th (h50 ), 75th (h75 ), and the 90th (h90 ) height percentiles (see e.g., Andersen et al., 2005; Skowronski et al., 2011). These metrics are normally computed from the point cloud at the plot level. Since
the metrics are based on LiDAR heights—the Z-coordinate of the points in the point cloud—the point
cloud must first be normalized by subtracting the elevation of each point from the elevation of the
corresponding XY-coordinate on the DTM so that the points represent height above ground instead of
elevation. Other LiDAR metrics include the maximum height (hmax ), average height (hmean ), canopy
cover (CC), and coefficient of variation (CV). Figure 3.1 shows an example of a plot extracted from
a point cloud which can be used to compute LiDAR metrics at the plot level.
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Figure 3.1: An example of a circular plot extracted from LiDAR. LiDAR metrics used for estimating various forest parameters are normally computed from plots similar to this with varying
radii. In this example the plot has a radius of 12 m.

3.2

LiDAR-Observed Forest Parameter Estimation

In the following discussion, LiDAR-observed forest parameters refer to those parameters that describe either trees (individual or at the stand/plot level) or the canopy in general. These parameters
include: (1) tree height; (2) canopy height; (3) canopy cover; (4) canopy base height; (5) canopy
height; and (6) canopy bulk density.

3.2.1

Tree Height

Tree height is a fundamental attribute which may refer to either individual trees or a group of trees
in a plot/stand (mean tree height). Tree height is used as an input in many allometric models used
to predict derived forest parameters such as biomass (e.g., Asner et al., 2012; Asner and Mascaro,
2014). Many studies have proposed methods for estimating tree height from LiDAR. Majority of
these studies use image segmentation approaches (or local maxima filtering) to detect individual
tree-top locations in aerial images and consequently locate and extract the corresponding trees from
L i DAR (e.g., Leckie et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2005). Other studies (e.g.,
Maltamo et al., 2004) use a similar approach but they use canopy height models (CHMs) (see Section
3.2.2) instead of aerial imagery for local maxima filtering. Although these studies demonstrated that
individual tree height can accurately be estimated from LiDAR, the density of the LiDAR used needs
to be relatively high to obtain good results.
Regarding mean tree height, the general approach has been to employ regression analysis to estimate
average tree height at the stand level. In the regression models, field-measured individual tree
heights are used to calibrate the models while LiDAR metrics are used as predictors (e.g., Næsset
and Økland, 2002; Næsset et al., 2005; Yamamoto et al., 2011). This approach takes advantage of
the high correlation present between LiDAR metrics and mean tree height (Holmgren, 2004).
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3.2.2 Canopy Height
Canopy height (CH) refers to the height of the canopy as a whole and is normally represented as a
3-D surface or raster known as the canopy height model (CHM) (Wulder et al., 2008; van Leeuwen
and Nieuwenhuis, 2010). As described in the previous section, CHM is the basis for estimating the
height of individual trees (see Figure 3.2) as well as estimating many derived forest parameters (see
Section 3.3). LiDAR has proven to be very successful for generating CHMs. To generate a CHM
from LiDAR, first LiDAR returns are identified and used for interpolating a 3-D surface known as the
canopy surface model (CSM). CHM is then computed as the difference between the canopy surface
model and the digital terrain model (DTM), i.e., CHM = CSM − DTM (Næsset, 1997; Magnusen and
Boudewyn, 1998). Figure 3.2 illustrates this process.
Estimating CH directly from first returns, however, has proven to be underestimating canopy height
(Gaveau and Hill, 2003; Yu et al., 2004; Ronnholm et al., 2004). The reason for the underestimation
has to do with the smearing effect of the peaks (e.g., tree apexes) due to the lack of enough sample
points to required to generate an accurate CSM. Moreover, small canopy elements do not trigger an
echo. As a result, indirect methods (e.g., statistical methods) for CH estimation have been proposed
(e.g., Wang and Glenn, 2008).
3.2.3

Canopy Cover

Canopy cover refers to the fraction/percentage of the ground area covered by vegetation when
viewed vertically from above (projection of tree crowns onto the ground) (van Leeuwen and Nieuwenhuis, 2010). Canopy cover plays an important role in many forest monitoring applications, e.g.,
growth modeling and fire risk assessment (Jupp et al., 2009). Leaf area index (LAI) is another
cover parameter which expresses the ratio of total leaf area to unit ground surface area (Zheng and
Moskal, 2009). LAI plays an important role in ecological research focusing on understanding of
gas-vegetation exchange phenomenon (Zheng and Moskal, 2009).
L i DAR has been used extensively in estimating canopy cover and LAI (e.g., Riaño et al., 2004;
Morsdorf et al., 2006; Korhonen et al., 2011). Using LiDAR, canopy cover can be estimated for
any vertical layer of the forest (e.g., overstorey, midstorey, and understorey); the general idea is to
compare the number of laser pulses (per unit area) of pulses that are uninterrupted by a given forest
layer to the total number of points per unit area (Wulder et al., 2008). Figure 3.3 illustrates the
general idea behind estimating canopy cover from LiDAR.

3.2.4 Canopy Base Height
Canopy base height (CBH) refers to the lowest height at which the canopy fuel density exceeds
a critical threshold (normally 0.011 kg/m3 ) (Andersen et al., 2005). CBH plays a critical role in
forest fire behavior modeling. LiDAR has been widely used in estimating CBH with high levels
of accuracy being reported (e.g., Popescu and Zhao, 2008; Korhonen, 2012; González-Olabarria
et al., 2012). This increase in accuracy in CBH estimation means improved accuracy in forest fire
behavior modeling, particularly crown fires which depend on CBH for their initiation. Fire behavior
simulation tools such as FARSITE (Finney, 2004) take CBH as one of their inputs therefore accurate
CBH is crucial for them to give reliable results. Chapter 5 discusses methods of estimating CBH
from LiDAR in detail.
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(c)

(a)

(d)

(b)

Figure 3.2: Illustration of canopy height estimation from LiDAR: (a) original point cloud; (b) DTM extracted fro the point cloud in (a); (c) DTM
overlaid with a CSM generated from the point cloud in (a); (c) a CHM obtained by subtracting the DTM in (b) from the CSM in (c).
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Figure 3.3: Estimating canopy cover from LiDAR. Canopy cover is computed as the percentage of LiDAR pulses that cross a pre-determined cut-off height or break line (shown as a black
horizontal line).

3.2.5

Canopy Bulk Density

Canopy bulk density (CBD) is another forest parameter used in forest fire behavior modeling. It
refers to the amount of fuel contained per unit of canopy volume (Hall and Burke, 2006). As it
has been with CBH, many studies have reported improved accuracy in estimating CBD using LiDAR
(e.g., Riaño et al., 2003; Andersen et al., 2005; Erdody and Moskal, 2010; Skowronski et al., 2011).
Like CBH, CBD is a direct input to some forest fire simulation models and accurate CBD is crucial
for these tools to give reliable results.

3.2.6

Canopy & Crown Volumes

Canopy volume and crown volume (volume metrics) are important parameters that can be used as
input for many forestry applications including single-tree branch biomass estimation (Hauglin et al.,
2013) and forest fire behavior modeling (particularly CBD estimation) (e.g., Agca et al., 2011). Unfortunately, measuring/estimating volume metrics is very difficult. Because of this challenge, most
studies estimate individual tree crown using simple geometric shapes such as cones and cylinders
which do not give accurate results, leading to propagation of errors to other parameters computed
from these estimates.
Recently, more robust methods for estimating volume metrics from LiDAR have been proposed (Korhonen et al., 2013; Vauhkonen et al., 2014). These methods are based on computational geometry
(e.g., topological connectivity, alpha shapes, and 3-D convex hulls) and give more accurate results
compared to traditional methods, which means other forest parameters depending on volume metrics can also be estimated with improved accuracy.
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3.3

Derived Forest Parameter Estimation

In the following discussion, derived forest parameters refer to those parameters that use one or
more LiDAR-observed forest parameters for their estimation. Examples of derived forest parameters
include parameters that have to do with, for example, biomass, and forest fire behavior parameters.
3.3.1 Biomass Estimation
Based on the volume of literature on biomass estimation from LiDAR, biomass estimation, particularly above ground biomass (AGB), is perhaps one of the most investigated areas related to the
application of LiDAR in forestry. Because of this fact, a great deal of methods and techniques on the
application of LiDAR for biomass estimation have been proposed.
Following problems associated with accumulation of green house gases (GHGs), i.e., global warming and climate change, caused mainly by burning of fossil fuels (see e.g., de Figueiredo et al.,
2010), a lot of attention has been directed to sustainable forestry as a means to mitigate these problems. Forests play a key role as carbon sinks in mitigating the problems of global warming and
climate change (Pan et al., 2011). During the process of photosynthesis, trees sequester carbon
from the atmosphere in the form of CO2 to produce energy for growth and store the rest as carbon
(Nowak and Crane, 2002; van Minnen et al., 2008; Willcock et al., 2014). This process is reversible,
i.e., the stored carbon can be returned back to the atmosphere through natural decomposition of plant
matter and burning of biomass through, for example, forest fires and wood for generating energy.
This is the essence of renewable energy sources which do not contribute to accumulation of GHGs
in the atmosphere.
To curb the problems of global warming and climate change, it is necessary for nations, particularly developed ones, to reduce their annual GHG emissions while at the same time promoting
carbon sinks, mostly forests, to offset their GHG emissions. The Kyoto protocol and the Reducing
Emissions From Deforestation and Forest Degradation plus (REDD+) are two important schemes
designed to accomplish these goals (Missfeldt and Haites, 2001; Noble and Scholes, 2001). REDD+
is designed to encourage developing nations to put into practice proper and sustainable forest management practices that will minimize forest degradation and deforestation. Both schemes are under
the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
Currently, developing nations can benefit financially by trading what are known as carbon credits,
which refer to the amount of carbon stored in the forests of a particular country. This practice
is known as carbon trading. Under REDD+, for a nation to be eligible for financial benefits its
carbon credits needs to be scientifically verifiable (Corbera and Schroeder, 2011). This requirement
has been a driving factor for the development of biomass estimation methods from remote sensing
technologies, particularly LiDAR (see e.g., Goetz and Dubayah, 2011; Avtar et al., 2013). A few
examples of these methods follow.
Estornell et al. (2011) studied the effect of LiDAR point density on the accuracy of shrub biomass
estimation in a Mediterranean ecosystem, which is characterized by evergreen or drought deciduous
shrublands. LiDAR densities ranging from 2 to 16 points/m2 were tested. It was found that good estimates of shrub biomass (R2 = 0.73) were obtained with LiDAR densities of upwards of 8 pulses/m2 .
The good estimate of shrub biomass found was due to a small DTM error thanks to the high LiDAR
density used in the (see Section 4.1).
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In another study, Clark et al. (2011) used small-footprint LiDAR and hyperspectral sensors to estimate AGB in a tropical rain forest in Costa Rica. The study used single- and two-variable linear
regression analyses to relate LiDAR and hyperspectral metrics to the AGB of plantation, managed
parkland and old-growth forest plots. Results of the study showed that using all biomass sample
plots (83) and two LiDAR metrics (plot level mean height and maximum height) the best model
obtained had: R2 = 0.90 and RMSE = 38.3 Mg/ha. When the analysis was constrained to plantation
plots, which had the most accurate data, R2 increased to 0.96 and RMSE dropped to 10.8 Mg/ha. Furthermore, the findings of this study showed that LiDAR metrics are superior in estimating biomass
compared to hyperspectral metrics.
In other studies LiDAR has been used together with other remote sensing data for different purposes.
Pflugmacher et al. (2014) used both LiDAR and Landsat time series data to map forest biomass
dynamics in a mixed-conifer region. In this study, LiDAR was used to create high-resolution AGB
maps of the area and the LiDAR-derived AGB was used for training Landsat-based models and for
error assessment. Saarela et al. (2015) studied the use of LiDAR and Landsat data as auxiliary data
in field-based model-assisted forest inventories in a middle-aged Scots pine boreal forest. Results
of this study showed that the use of wall-to-wall Landsat data and LiDAR strip samples as auxiliary
data gave very precise results were obtained in estimating growing stock volume compared to the
use of LiDAR auxiliary data alone.
3.3.2

Forest Fire Behavior Modeling

Understanding the behavior of forest fires is critical for fire managers in order for them to be in
a better position to make informed decisions concerning e.g., resource allocation, fire mitigation
plans, and post-fire recovery. There has been an increasing trend in both the frequency and the
extent of burned forest area over the past decade (Riebau and Qu, 2005); the main drivers for this
trend being extreme drought and accumulation of fuel loads (see e.g., Pausas et al., 2008; Collins
et al., 2013; San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2013; Montealegre et al., 2014).
For example, the frequency of forest fires in the European area is estimated at 65,000 fires per year
and the burned forest area is estimated to be 500,000 ha (San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2013). About
85% of these fires take place in the Mediterranean region (Greece, Spain, and Portugal) (European
Commission, 2004, 2006; Pausas et al., 2008; San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2013; Collins et al., 2013).
Forest fires have a number of consequences. For example, it is not uncommon for forest fires
to be associated with human casualties (e.g., loss of life) and loss of property. Forest fires also
have financial implications—budget for fire fighting and post-fire recovery. For example, in 2003
21 people lost their lives as a result of large forest fires that took place in the districts of Castelo
Branco, Portalegre, and Santerm in Portugal, with damages estimated at 1 billion euros (European
Commission, 2004, 2006).
Following the consequences of forest fires, fire managers need accurate and timely information that
will enable them to (1) minimize the risks of forest fires happening and; (2) be able to predict the
behavior of forest fires when they break out.
To minimize the risk of forest fires, managers rely on fuel management practices (e.g., thinning and
prescribed fires) to control the amount of fuel available in forest stands (Agee and Skinner, 2005).
If there is less fuel to burn, both the intensity of the fire and its rate of spread will be substantially
minimized (Peterson et al., 2003; Graham et al., 2004). In order to organize and conduct fuel
management practices, managers need to have information about the spatial distribution of fuels in
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a particular area (Arroyo et al., 2008). In addition, fire simulation models such as FARSITE (Finney,
2004), which combine spatial and temporal information on topography, fuels, and weather, and
combine existing models for surface fire and crown fire etc., are invaluable to fire managers as they
can greatly help to simulate the behavior of fires (e.g., intensity and rate of spread) and help fire
managers to plan for fire suppression and mitigation.
Modeling the behavior of forest fires requires a good knowledge of critical fuel metrics, namely
canopy base height (CBH), canopy height (CH), and canopy bulk density (CBD) (Riaño et al., 2003;
Andersen et al., 2005; Agca et al., 2011). CBD refers to the amount of fuel per unit volume (measured in kg/m3 ). CH is the highest height at which the canopy fuel density is greater than a critical
threshold (normally 0.011 kg/m3 ), and CBH refers to the lowest height at which canopy bulk density
exceeds a threshold of 0.011 kg/m3 (Andersen et al., 2005).
Of the three fuel metrics, CBH is special in that it plays an important role in crown fire initiation
(Jain and Graham, 2007; Agca et al., 2011). Crown fires are of special interest because they burn
much faster than surface fires; they burn more severely and with larger flames, making them more
destructive and difficult to control; and they can occur in a variety of forest types (Rothermel, 1983;
Cohen and Butler, 1998). However, depending on the situation, there are other more important parameters that can play part in crown fire initiation. These parameters include ladder fuels (e.g., small
trees, lichens, and shrubs) and the fuel strata gap (the distance between the surface and canopy fuels)
(Gajardo et al., 2014). The latter, despite being less commonly used in fire modeling, represents a
more realistic measure of the risk of crown fires as it represents the physical distance separating the
two fuel layers.
Authors have been describing CBH in slightly different ways depending on the situation at hand
(Gajardo et al., 2014). When viewed as the distance from the ground to the crown base, an accurate
CBH is a good indicator of various stand characteristics including tree growth, forest health, and
timber quality (Vauhkonen, 2010; Maltamo et al., 2010).
L i DAR has proven to be robust and accurate in modeling forest fire fuel metrics, particularly CBH
(see e.g., Andersen et al., 2005; Hudak et al., 2009; Lemmens, 2011a). Later in this thesis (Chapter
5) a review of methods for CBH estimation from LiDAR will be given and a case study of a method
developed in this thesis will be presented.

3.4

Forestry Applications of LiDAR

The LiDAR-derived and derived parameters discussed below are normally used in high level forestry
applications. This section discusses two examples of applications namely forest inventory and
change detection.
3.4.1 Forest Inventory
Forest inventory refers to the systematic collection and analysis of forest data to obtain valuable
information about a forest (Köhl et al., 2006, pp. 1–11). This information includes, for example,
number of trees per hectare, species composition, basal area, and stem volume. This information is
normally derived by measuring tree variables such as DBH, height, and species of tally and sample
trees, which are given varying probabilities of being included in samples that represent the underlying tree population and the dependencies between tree variables.
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Forest inventory has been evolving over the years with respect to the type of information and how
the information is collected. For example, in the USA the process has evolved from mainly timberfocused inventory in the 50s through the 60s to multiresource inventory covering as diverse areas as
non-forest lands, habitats, old growth and primary forests ecosystems, biodiversity, and non-wood
goods and services (NWGS) (Lund and Smith, 1997; Köhl et al., 2006, pp. 277).
L i DAR has shown success in forest inventory, especially at large scales involving millions of square
kilometers (see e.g., Næsset, 2004a; McRoberts et al., 2010b; Wulder et al., 2012). The use of
remote sensing technologies, and LiDAR in particular, has enhanced inventory sampling and estimation over very larger areas; National Forest Inventories (NFIs) are a good example of this. Variables
of great interest in NFIs for which population parameters are estimated are forest area and growing
stock volume (Tomppo et al., 2010, pp. 19–32). Remote sensing has also facilitated the construction
and assessment of forest attribute maps and related spatial products (McRoberts et al., 2010a).

Næsset (2004b), for example, used LiDAR to estimate inventory parameters including basal area,
stem number, and timber volume for 116 georeferenced field sample plots in 5000 ha of forest
consisting of mainly Norway spruce, Scots pine, and deciduous species using regression analysis.
Regression analysis was used to create stratum-specific relationships between field measurements
and LiDAR. Inventory variables were regressed against predictor variables derived from LiDAR’s
distributions of first and last returns (mean values, coefficient of variation, and height deciles).
3.4.2

Detection and Estimation of Forest Dynamics

Forests change over time due to factors such as growth and deforestation/forest degradation. Over
time, trees increase in height due to growth while at the same time disturbances such as overharvesting, forest fires, pests, and climatic events such as drought cause changes in tree height and
cover (Riebau and Qu, 2005; Herold et al., 2011).
Several studies have addressed the problem of detecting height changes in forests. What is common in most of these studies is the use of digital elevation models (DEMs) as a means to detect
height changes. For example, Avtar and Sawada (2012) used the shuttle radar topography mission
digital elevation model (SRTM-DEM) and the advanced space-borne thermal emission and reflection radiometer global digital elevation model (ASTER-GDEM) together with the panchromatic remote sensing instrument for stereo mapping digital surface model (PRISM-DSM) to monitor height
changes due to deforestation in Cambodia. This study showed that the method used was cost effective but is not accurate—vertical accuracy of 7–20 m.
With its 3-D accuracy, LiDAR has a great potential for applications in change detection. Elevation
models and surface models derived from LiDAR are far more accurate compared to the global digital
elevation models such as SRTM and ASTER. When LiDAR is captured with high enough density
even the growth of individual tree crowns can be monitored. The study conducted by Reutebuch
et al. (2005), for example, illustrates how multitemporal LiDAR can be used to accurately monitor
changes of individual trees over time.
However, with new developments in technology, such as the advent of the synthetic aperture radar
(SAR)-based TanDEM-X (Huber et al., 2010), the accuracy of global DEMs will continue to improve
(see e.g., Rizzoli et al., 2012). Moreover, high-resolution satellite stereo imagery can provide precise
DSM s if ground control points are used (see e.g., Aguilar et al., 2013).
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3.5

Case study: Use of Different Field Plot Designs For Biomass Estimation

Involving local communities in sustainable forest preservation/monitoring (participatory forest monitoring) has several potential benefits including bringing about a sense of ownership and thus increasing the chance of success of forest monitoring measures. However, skeptics of this approach
argue that local-community forest preservation teams can not easily attain the level of technical
proficiency required for accurate forest monitoring.
Participatory forest monitoring has a great potential in schemes like REDD+, especially in places
where community forests are involved. A good example of this is Nepal. With support from the
Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD), the International Center for Integrated
Mountain Development (ICIMOD) partnered with the Federation of Community Forestry Users
Nepal (FECOFUN) and the Asia Network for Sustainable Agriculture and Bioresources (ANSAB)
implemented a project titled
Design and setting up of a governance and payment system for Nepal’s community
forest management under reduced emissions from deforestation and forest degradation
REDD

The aim of the project was to develop and demonstrate an innovative benefit sharing mechanism
for REDD+ incentives using institutionally and socially inclusive approaches to address the drivers
of deforestation and forest degradation and improve forest governance in three watersheds in Nepal
namely, Kayarkhola, Ludikhola, and Charnawati in Chitwan, Gorkha, and Dolakha districts, respectively. This is one of the first carbon offset demonstration projects in the world that involved local
communities in monitoring the carbon in their forests after providing the necessary training to do
the job.
3.5.1

Motivation

The motivation behind this study (see publication IV) was to assess the robustness of modelbased high-resolution prediction of forest biomass against different field plot designs. Two field
plot designs, namely the field plot data collected by local community (Comm.) forest teams, and
field plot data collected by professional forest teams (Prof.) are compared for use in model-based
biomass estimation, the main questions of interest (hypotheses) being if the two sets of field plot
data can give similar results (thus supporting the argument that participatory forest monitoring is
viable) and whether the two data sets can be combined and used together in model building (thus
improving model robustness). Even though the two data sets were collected in the same area, the
data sets are expected to have different characteristics because they were collected by two different
teams that operated independently and had different levels of expertise.
For the purpose of this study, AGB was estimated using linear models based on the Bayesian truncated Singular Value Decomposition (BtSVD) proposed by Junttila et al. (2015). BtSVD uses the
singular value decomposition (SVD) of normalized predictors and allows a bigger deviation from
zero to the regression parameters of the orthonormalized predictors, which are known to explain the
original predictor variability the most (have the biggest singular values).
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3.5.2 Results
AGB prediction results using B t SVD and different combinations of training/validation sets are shown
in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. In Figures 3.4 and 3.5: the solid line represents a 1:1 relationship while the
dashed line represents model trend; the values of RMSE are based on leave-one-out cross-validation
(LOOCV) using validation sets indicated on the title of each sub-figure; and D is the difference in
distribution means of field estimates and predicted AGB values.

3.5.3 Conclusion
Results of this study showed that in one of the test sites, Gorkha, the different field sample plot
data produced equivalent regression models. In the other site (Chitwan) discrepancies between the
models were observed using the different field sample plot data. This discrepancy can be attributed
to the complex nature of the terrain and dense forest in Chitwan which makes it difficult to obtain
accurate DTMs (see Section 4.6). Overall, this study showed that field plot data gathered by different
teams, i.e., professional forest teams and community forest teams can be used together for modelbased biomass estimation without affecting prediction performance, provided that there is good
correlation between LiDAR and field measurements (see Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.4: Biomass prediction scatterogram and validation results for Chitwan. VS= validation
set, TS=training set, and ∆D = mean difference.
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Figure 3.5: Biomass prediction scatterogram and validation results for Gorkha. VS = validation
set, TS = training set, and ∆D = mean difference.
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C HAPTER IV

Methods for DTM Extraction From LiDAR

This chapter begins by discussing the role of the DTM in estimating various structural forest parameters (Section 4.1), followed by a detailed discussion of the process of extracting DTMs from LiDAR.
First, an overview of DTM extraction from LiDAR is given in Section 4.2 followed by a discussion of
ground filtering and DTM interpolation methods in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4, respectively. Section 4.5 discusses the methods of representing DTMs and their pros and cons. The next two sections
(Section 4.6 and Section 4.7) discuss the sources and quantification of errors in DTMs and challenges
in DTM extraction from LiDAR, respectively. Section 4.8 summarizes the contents of publication I
and publication II.

4.1

The Role of the DTM

In Section 3.1 it was pointed out that estimating structural forest parameters makes use of LiDAR
metrics, which are based on LiDAR heights. Since LiDAR point clouds consist of points that represent
elevation (the z-coordinates), they must be normalized to represent height from the ground before
any metrics are derived from them. To normalize a point cloud, a DTM is used (see e.g., Clark et al.,
2004; Estornell et al., 2011). A DTM is a representation of the ground surface which is generated
from ground points in the point cloud (see Chapter 4 for details on DTM extraction from LiDAR).
An accurate DTM is therefore critical when estimating structural forest parameters. Errors in the
DTM are easily propagated to estimated forest structural parameters. For example, tree height is
directly affected by errors in the DTM; as was mentioned in Section 3.2.1, tree height is a fundamental input to many models used to estimate other structural forest parameter, therefore errors in
tree height estimation are easily propagated to derived parameters whose estimation depend on tree
height. As will be seen in Chapter 5, DTM errors are more pronounced in steep/complex terrain
and thick canopy cover. In these conditions, a reliable DTM becomes indispensable to ensure the
accuracy of estimated structural forest parameters. Tinkham et al. (2012), for example, investigated
the influence of LiDAR-derived DTM errors on derived forest inventories (timber volume) in central
Idaho (USA) and found that with steep slopes (>30◦ ) the error in timber volume approached 3%
while with gentle slopes the error did not exceed 1%.
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4.2

Overview of DTM Extraction

DTM extraction from L i DAR is generally a two-step process. The first step is called ground filtering
and its purpose is to remove (filter) non-ground points (buildings, boulders, vegetation, etc.) from
the LiDAR point cloud, leaving only ground points. The second step is called DTM interpolation
and its purpose is to estimate the elevations of unsampled locations. Several algorithms have been
proposed in the literature for both ground filtering and DTM interpolation; the following sections
discuss these algorithms in detail.

4.3 Ground Filtering
A number of ground filtering algorithms (ground filters) have been proposed in the literature. These
ground filters can be grouped into four main groups based on criteria used to distinguish between
ground and non-ground points: (1) slope-based; (2) interpolation based; (3) mathematical morphology based; and (4) hybrid ground filters.
4.3.1 Slope-based Ground Filters
Slope-based ground filters assume the slope between two ground points is smaller compared to the
slope between a ground point and a non-ground point. The idea behind this assumption is that
non-ground points are from vegetation and therefore should be located above ground points in the
point cloud. These filters operate by comparing the slope between two adjacent candidate points
in the point cloud to a pre-determined threshold value; if the slope between the points is less than
the threshold slope then the points are assumed to be ground points. If the slope between the points
is greater than the threshold slope the point with a higher altitude value is considered a vegetation
point.
Vosselman (2000) proposed a slope-based filter which performs filtering by comparing the height
difference between two candidate ground points as a function of their distance apart against a given
threshold value. For a point to be classified as a ground point, there must be no other point such
that the height difference between the point and any other point—computed as a function of their
distance apart—is larger than the threshold value.
The major limitation of slope based-filters is their inability to perform well in steep terrain (Sithole
and Vosselman, 2004; Liu, 2008; Meng et al., 2010). The main reason for this limitation is the fact
that in steep terrain the height difference—and therefore the slope—between two adjacent points
can be higher than the height difference between a ground point and a vegetation point, leading
to many legitimate ground points being rejected. Sithole (2001) proposed an adaptive slope-based
filter in which the threshold varies with respect to terrain slope. With this modification, ground
points in steep terrain are not rejected.
4.3.2 Interpolation-based Ground Filters
Unlike slope-based ground filters, which work with two adjacent points at a time, interpolation based
ground filters operate on all the points in the point cloud at once. These filters work by iteratively
fitting a single large parametric surface to the data and filtering points based on their residuals with
respect to the fitted surface. By eliminating points with higher residuals the quality of fit improves
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and the surface gets closer and closer to the true ground points. One way of selecting points to
eliminate in each iteration is to give each point a weight which is based on its residual relative to the
surface; points with negative residuals are below the surface and hence are more likely to be ground
points. These points are assigned bigger weights in the following iterations and vice versa.
A good example of an interpolation based ground filter is that proposed by Kraus and Pfeifer
(1998)1 . The algorithm proposed in this study is based on linear prediction with individual accuracy for each measurement (z-value). In the first iteration of the algorithm, an average surface
is fitted in the data and all measurements are assigned equal weights. Based on their position relative to the surface, ground points are likely to have negative residuals while vegetation points are
likely to have positive or small negative residuals. Residuals for each point are used to compute
corresponding weights pi using the following weight function

pi =



1

1
 1+(a(vi −g)b )



0

vi ≤ g
g < vi ≤ g + w

(4.1)

g + w < vi

where vi are the residuals; a and b are parameters which control the steepness of the weight function
(in this study the values of a and b were set to 1 and 4, respectively); g is a shift value (less than zero
for LiDAR) whereby all points with residuals less than it are assigned a maximum weight of one;
w is an offset from g whereby points with large positive residuals (pi > g + w) are assigned zero
weight (see Kraus and Pfeifer, 1998).
Interpolation-based filters, like slope-based filters, do not perform well in steep and complex terrain.
However, modifications or additions to the concept of interpolation-based filters show improvements
in performance. Mongus and üZalik (2012), for example, proposed an algorithm which is based on
thin plate spine interpolation. This algorithm performs better in steep and complex terrain compared
to traditional interpolation-based ground filters.
4.3.3

Mathematical-Morphology-based Ground Filters

Unlike slope-based and interpolation-based ground filters, mathematical-morphology-based ground
filters are based on the the concept of mathematical morphology commonly used to analyze digital images (see e.g., Haralick et al. (1987)). As a result, these ground filters do not operate on
the LiDAR point cloud directly, instead the point cloud has to be transformed into a digital image
first. Thereafter, filtering is performed using morphological operations such as opening and closing
(Zhang et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2007).
The main advantage of mathematical-morphology-based ground filters is their simplicity and ease of
implementation. These ground filters are suited for filtering surface objects such as buildings. However, mathematical-morphology-based filters perform poorly with low numbers of ground points in
the point cloud, especially in steep forested terrain (Sithole and Vosselman, 2004; Liu, 2008; Meng
et al., 2010).
1
This algorithm has been implemented in the FUSION LiDAR processing software which has been used for some
of the experiments in this thesis. See http://forsys.cfr.washington.edu/fusion/fusionlatest.
html for details about this software.
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4.3.4 Hybrid Ground Filters

Other ground filters proposed in the literature do not fall perfectly into any of the categories of
ground filters discussed above. These ground filters either use a completely different filtering strategy or they combine the functionality of two or more existing ground filters in some way to come
up with an improved filtering strategy. Also, some of these ground filters combine ground filtering
and DTM interpolation in one algorithm. Maguya et al. (2013), for example, proposed an adaptive,
hybrid ground filter which makes use of trend surfaces for ground filtering. Unlike other trendsurface-based ground filters which make use of weights as a basis for rejecting non-ground points,
this ground filter rejects non-ground points based on their influence on the goodness of fit (R2 ) of the
trend surface. Moreover, unlike other trend-surface-based ground filters which fit one trend surface
to the entire point cloud, this ground filter fits smaller surfaces (tiles) repeatedly until all of the point
cloud is processed. This approach has the advantage that it helps to cope (adapt) with variations in
the terrain.
In another example, Kobler et al. (2006) proposed a two-stage ground filter which makes use of
existing ground filters (e.g., mathematical-morphology-based and slope-based filters) in the first
stage of filtering. In the second stage of the algorithm, DTM interpolation is performed to estimate
the elevations of unsampled locations.

4.4

DTM Interpolation

With the exception of mathematical-morphology-based ground filters, ground filters produce points
which are randomly distributed. To produce a digital elevation model (DEM) (see Section 4.5)
with regularly spaced points, elevations at unsampled locations of the terrain must be estimated
using some spatial interpolation algorithm. Examples of common spatial interpolation algorithms
(hereafter simply referred to as interpolation algorithm) used for DEM interpolation include inverse
distance weighting (IDW), Kriging, and TIN interpolation (Caruso and Quarta, 1998; Mitas and
Mitasova, 1999; Li and Heap, 2011).
Interpolation algorithms can be categorized as: (1) exact/inexact; (2) deterministic/schocastic; and
(3) local/global (Ali, 2004). Exact interpolation algorithms produce a surface which pass through
all the data points while inexact (approximative) interpolation algorithms produce surfaces which
do not pass through every original data point but only follow the general trend in the data. Deterministic interpolation algorithms assume every data point has influence when estimating the value
of unsampled locations. The influence of each point is inversely proportional to the distance between the point and the point with unsampled value. Stochastic interpolation algorithms, on the
other hand, make use of geostatistics to estimate a surface with a certain level of uncertainty. Local
interpolation algorithms use only neighboring data points to estimate values at unsampled locations
while global interpolation algorithms use all the sampled points to estimate the values at unsampled
locations. Table 4.1 lists examples of interpolation algorithms and their classifications.
Following are brief descriptions of the interpolation algorithms commonly used for DEM interpolation (Li and Heap, 2011).
4.4.1 Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)
Inverse distance weighting estimates the unknown elevation values by using a weighted average
of the elevation values of sampled points within a given search radius, or from a given number
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Table 4.1: examples of interpolation algorithms and their classifications.
Algorithm
IDW

Kriging
Splines
TIN

Exact
•
•
•

Inexact
•

Classification
Deterministic Schocastic
•
•
•

•

Local
•
•
•

Global
•

of closest points (normally 10–30 points) (Mitas and Mitasova, 1999). Weights used are normally
inversely proportional to a power of their distance from the unsampled point. For an unsampled
location r the IDW estimate is given by
f (r) =

n
X
i=1

Pn
p
i=1 f (ri )/|r − ri |
wi f (ri ) = P
n
p
i=1 1/|r − ri |

(4.2)

where p (typically p = 2) is a parameter and n is the number of neighboring points. Although IDW
is easy to understand and implement, the method does not reproduce well the local shape inherent
in the data points and tends to produce local extrema at the data points (Lu and Wong, 2008). IDW
works well with dense and evenly distributed data (Liu and Mason, 2009). Figure 4.2 shows an
example of a raster DEM interpolated from a set of irregularly spaced ground points.
4.4.2 Kriging
Kriging is a geostatistical method for interpolation which is based on the concept of random functions (Mitas and Mitasova, 1999). The surface to be estimated is assumed to be one realization of
a random function with a certain spatial covariance. The interpolated surface is constructed using
statistical conditions of unbiasedness and minimum variance, hence the Kriging estimate is the best
linear unbiased estimate (BLUE). All forms of Kriging are based on the following relationship
f (r) = µ(r) + ε(r)

(4.3)

where f represents the predicted surface, µ is the deterministic mean or trend of the data, and ε is
the spatially autocorrelated error associated with the prediction (Liu and Mason, 2009).
Kriging exists in many forms that are suited for different applications, the most common form is
known as ordinary Kriging (OK). OK assumes there is no trend in the data, i.e., a constant unknown
mean at all locations and that the data values are spatially autocorrelated about the mean (Liu and
Mason, 2009). Unlike IDW, Kriging is not easy to understand but it offers attractive features such
as error estimates and confidence intervals for the estimated points (Lam, 1983).

4.5

DTM Representation

After ground filtering and DTM interpolation the resulting points have to be represented in a special
form (structure) such that the spatial proximity and spatial relationship between the points can be
determined either implicitly or explicitly. When this happens the resulting structure is referred to
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as a DEM. DEMs are normally represented using three main forms, namely triangular irregular
networks (TINs), raster (grid) form2 , and mathematically.
4.5.1 Triangular Irregular Networks
A TIN is a structure used to represent a surface in which sample points are connected by line segments to form a network of triangles. These triangles are represented by planes to form a continuous
representation of a surface (Ali and Mehrabian, 2009). Many algorithms exist for creating TINs from
a sample of points (e.g., LiDAR ground points) but the most commonly used one is the Delaunay
(see e.g., Guibas et al., 1992) triangulation which has some favorable geometric properties (e.g.,
geometrical constraints that tend to avoid skinny triangles) (Fowler and Little, 1979). Figure 4.1
shows an example of a TIN model formed from a set of irregularly spaced ground points.
Since no comprehensive analysis framework for analyzing TINs exists, not much information can
be derived from TINs. As a result, TIN models are mostly used for visualization purposes only (Ali
and Mehrabian, 2009).
4.5.2

Raster Models

Unlike TIN models, raster models represent DTMs in a regular grid and are therefore not continuous
in nature (Ali and Mehrabian, 2009). A raster represents only a selected number of locations sampled at regular intervals, forming a grid of cells in which both, the spatial proximity and the spatial
relationship between the cells of the grid can easily be determined. The raster format is a common
form of representing terrain data due to its simplicity and suitability for a variety of analyses that
may need to be performed on the data (see e.g., Guan and Clarke, 2010). Figure 4.2 shows an example of a raster model formed from a set of irregularly spaced ground points. Rasters are commonly
stored using the tagged image file format (TIFF) with georeferencing information embedded into
the file (the GeoTIFF file format) (see http://trac.osgeo.org/geotiff). The TIFF format
has several interesting features, including support for data compression and tiling.
For a given dataset and DEM interpolation method, the accuracy and suitability of rasters for different
applications depend on their spatial resolution (cell size); the smaller the cell size the more accurate
the raster is and vice versa. The resolution of a raster DEM can vary from a few meters (e.g., DEMs
derived from LiDAR) to several tens of meters (e.g., DEMs covering very large geographical areas
such as the GDEM).
4.5.3

Mathematical DTM Representation

To represent a DTM mathematically, a function (surface) is constructed from the known sample
points and the elevations of unsampled points are interpolated by evaluating the function at those
locations (Li et al., 2005). Representation can be achieved by using a single function which covers
the entire area and is constructed from all the data points (global), or it can be done locally by
using functions that cover smaller areas that are constructed using a subset of the data points. The
global approach is used when the terrain is simple while the local approach is used when the terrain
2
There is no clear distinction between the abbreviations DTM and DEM in the literature; sometimes the terms are
used as synonyms while in other occasions they have distinct meanings. See e.g., http://www.usgs.gov/faq/
node/5071 for more information.
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is complex. Examples of functions which can be used for the former include Fourier series and
polynomials while examples of functions which can be used for the former include regular and
irregular patchwise functions (Li et al., 2005).
The choice of a mathematical function to use depends on the complexity of the terrain and the
required smoothness of the resulting surface. If the terrain is simple and smoothness is not a requirement, exact bilinear interpolation can be used which takes the form
f (x, y) = a0 + a1 x + a2 y + a3 xy

(4.4)

where a0 , a1 , a2 , and a3 are unknown coefficients which have to be determined from a system of
four linear equations using four reference points using the following equation
  
−1 

a0
1 x1 y1 x1 y1
f (x1 , y1 )
a1  1 x2 y2 x2 y2  f (x2 , y2 )
 =
 

(4.5)
a2  1 x3 y3 x3 y3  f (x3 , y3 ) .
a3
1 x4 y4 x4 y4
f (x4 , y4 )

After the unknown coefficients have been determined the elevation of any location (xi , yi ) is obtained by substituting (xi , yi ) into Equation 4.6.

On the other hand, if the terrain is relatively complex or a smooth surface is required, bicubic exact
interpolation can be used, which takes the form
f (x, y) =

3 X
3
X

aij xi y j

j=0 i=0

= a00 + a10 x + a20 x2 + a30 x3
+ a01 y + a11 xy + a21 x2 y + a31 x3 y
+ a02 y 2 + a12 xy 2 + a22 x2 y 2 + a32 x3 y 2
+ a03 y 3 + a13 xy 3 + a23 x2 y 3 + a33 x3 y 3

(4.6)

where a00 , a10 , a20 . . . a33 are sixteen coefficients to be determined. To determine these coefficients
sixteen equations are needed—four equations formed from four sampled data points and twelve
equations formed from conditions of connection between patches.
In the technique described above the function passes through all the data points (exact interpolation).
If the terrain is very complicated or the data points contain errors it might not be possible to find a
function that can pass through all the data points. In this case a function which best fits the data can
be used to approximate the terrain surface. This can be done by using least squares fitting of local
surfaces whereby a second order polynomial of the following form is used
f (x, y) = a0 + a1 x + a2 y + a3 xy + a4 x2 + a5 y 2

(4.7)

where a0 , a1 . . . a5 are six coefficients which need to be determined from n sample points (n > 6)
using the following system of linear equations


 
 
f (x1 , y1 )
1 x1 y1 x1 y1 x21 y12
a0
 f (x2 , y2 )  1 x2 y2 x2 y2 x2 y 2  a1 
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f (xn , yn )
1 xn yn xn yn x2n yn2
a5

(4.8)
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4.6

Sources and Quantification of Errors in DTMs

Although LiDAR has proven to be very accurate for DTM extraction, particularly for forestry applications, there are several factors that can cause errors in DTMs extracted from LiDAR. In this
discussion, DTM errors refer to elevation errors, i.e., discrepancies between the elevation of points
in the DTM and the elevation of actual ground points (ground truth)—vertical accuracy. Unlike
errors present in traditional DTM generation methods such as ground surveys, which are mostly
human-centered (Fisher and Tate, 2006), errors in DTMs extracted from LiDAR (and other remote
sensing technologies) depend on three main factors (Gong et al., 2000): (1) the nature of data used
for DTM interpolation; (2) the nature of the terrain in question; and (3) the nature of the DTM interpolation algorithm employed. These factors together with the quantification of error in DTMs are
discussed next.
4.6.1 Nature of LiDAR Data
The nature of the data (accuracy, density, and distribution) used in generating a DTM has a direct
impact on the accuracy of the resulting DTM. The accuracy of the LiDAR data is affected by two
types of errors, namely systematic and random errors (Wei and Bartels, 2012). Systematic errors
are due to the LiDAR equipment and its settings and are therefore reproducible. Random errors are
due to gross errors, blunders, and random perturbations such as birds and low flying aircraft (Sithole
and Vosselman, 2004).
The density and distribution of the LiDAR data also depend on equipment settings (scan parameters)
as well as the nature of the vegetation covering the scanned area (see Section 4.7). Scan parameters
such as point spacing, flying speed, and beam footprint size affect the density of the resulting data
while the nature of the vegetation in the area under study affects the distribution of points.
Vertical DTM error can also be caused by planimetric errors (shifts) in the LiDAR point cloud (Liu
and Mason, 2009; Höhle and Pedersen, 2010). If the LiDAR point cloud is affected by planimetric
shifts, the resulting DTM is also going to be shifted by the same amount, resulting in vertical DTM
errors. The effect of this shift on vertical DTM accuracy more evident in steep terrain. The main
causes of planimetric errors include drifts in the INS, mechanical vibrations and oscillations on the
scanning mirror, nature of terrain, and post processing of the data. In addition, scan zenith angle
influences the ability of the laser beams to penetrate the canopy and reach the ground and its effect
is coupled with vegetation geometry.
4.6.2

Nature of Terrain

The nature of the terrain (complexity) in the area under study has great influence on the accuracy of
the resulting DTM (see Section 4.7). Errors in DTMs caused by the complexity of the terrain are the
result of the inability of many ground filtering algorithms to perform well in complex terrain (steep
and undulating) (see e.g., Hodgson and Bresnahan, 2004).
Terrain complexity can be deduced from the degree of similarity between terrain points in a given
horizontal interval d (Li et al., 2005). Generally, the higher the degree of similarity between the
points the simpler the terrain and vice versa. The degree of similarity in a DTM is normally expressed
using either an auto-correlation function or the semivariogram. An auto-correlation function is given
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by the following equation:
R(d) =

Cov(d)
V

(4.9)

where R(d) represents the correlation coefficient of all the terrain points falling in a horizontal distance d, Cov(d) is the covariance of all the points in the same horizontal interval, and V represents
the variance calculated from all the points in the interval. Cov(d) and V are given by the following
equations
Cov(d) =

V =

PN

PN

i=1 (Zi

− M )(Zi+d − M )
N −1

− M )2
N −1

i=1 (Zi

(4.10)

(4.11)

where Zi represents the elevation of point i, Zi+d is the elevation of the point at an interval d from
point i, M is the average elevation of all the points, and N is the number of points in the interval.
The autocorrelation curve is normally represented by the exponential function as
Cov(d) = V e−2d/c

(4.12)

and the Gaussian model as
2 /c2

Cov(d) = V e−2d

(4.13)

where c is a parameter that represents the distance at which the value of the covariance approaches
zero, i.e., the smaller the value of c the less similar are the terrain points (complex terrain) and vice
versa (Li et al., 2005).
The simivariogram is given by
γ(d) =

PN

− Zi+d )2
2N

i=1 (Zi

(4.14)

where Zi is the elevation of point i, Zi+d is the elevation of the point at an interval d from point i,
and N is the number of points in the interval. Like in the case of R(d), values of γ(d) can be plotted
against d. The resulting curve can be approximated by the exponential function
γ(d) = Adb

(4.15)

where A and b are parameters describing terrain roughness with a large value of b indicating smooth
terrain. This behavior can be explained by the fact that, unlike the auto-correlation function whose
values tend to decrease with increasing values of d, the values of γ(d) tend to increase with increasing values of d.
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4.6.3 Nature of DTM Interpolation Algorithm
Interpolation algorithms differ in terms of how accurately they estimate the elevation of unsampled
points as well as how well they preserve topographical features (see e.g., Smith et al., 2004; Chu
et al., 2014). This is particularly true when the data used for interpolation is sparsely distributed;
previous studies (e.g., Desmet, 1997; Chaplot et al., 2006) have shown that when the density of the
data is high most interpolation algorithms give similar results (insignificant differences). For lower
data densities, however, DTM accuracy is significantly influenced by the choice of an interpolation
algorithm.
4.6.4 Quantification of Errors in DTMs
The role of the DTM in accurately estimating forest structural parameters was discussed in Chapter 3.
It follows that the suitability of a DTM for this purpose should be based on how accurate the DTM
is. The accuracy of a DTM is judged by the magnitude of error present in a given DTM, i.e., the
discrepancies between the elevations reported by the DTM and the actual elevations (ground truth)
of a set of control points whose elevations are known. The most common way of quantifying this
error is the root mean square error (RMSE) (Fisher and Tate, 2006), which is given by
sX
(ZDT M − ZRef )2
(4.16)
RM SE =
n
where ZDT M is the DTM elevation value, ZRef is the reference elevation value (ground truth), and
n is the number of control points. Different approaches exist for producing reference elevation
values. Examples include ground surveying (Reutebuch et al., 2003; Stereńczak and Kozak, 2011);
data partitioning, i.e., dividing the LiDAR ground points into prediction and validation sets (Bater
and Coops, 2009); and using terrestrial laser scanning to generate a reference DTM (Heritage et al.,
2009).
Since RMSE is calculated for an entire DTM based on a limited number of control points, it does
not give a good picture of the statistical distribution of error in a DTM (Fisher and Tate, 2006). As
a result, some authors have proposed alternative metrics to quantify errors in DTMs which give a
good overall picture of the statistical distribution of errors (e.g., Fisher, 1998). These metrics are
the mean error (ME) and the standard deviation of error (S) which are respectively given by
X
(ZDT M − ZRef )
(4.17)
ME =
n
and
S=

sX

[(ZDT M − ZRef ) − M E]2
n−1

.

(4.18)

ME can assume either negative or positive values and represents the under- or over-estimation of
elevations in the DTM, i.e., bias. Thus, RMSE can be expressed as

RM SE =

√

M E2 + S2 =

√

bias2 + S 2 .

(4.19)
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It should be noted, however, in addition to the number of reference, the layout (pattern) of the
reference points is also important in quantifying DTM errors. To assess DTM accuracy with higher
sampling density stratification based on, for example, canopy height/closure or landform type can
be used.

4.7

Challenges in DTM Extraction

Although LiDAR has proven to be an accurate and reliable technology for DTM extraction (especially
in large forested areas) compared to other remote sensing technologies, several challenges face the
process of extracting DTMs from LiDAR in forested areas. The major challenges, however, are
canopy cover and terrain complexity.
To address these challenges, several algorithms have been developed specifically for extracting
DTM s form L i DAR in forested terrain. These algorithms use different approaches to for ground
filtering. The algorithm by Mongus and üZalik (2012) is based on thin plate spline surface interpolation. Thin plate spline interpolation is used in order to overcome the challenges posed by
complex terrain and discontinuities in the data caused by presence of objects such as buildings and
vegetation. The advantage of this algorithm is that it is parameter-free, i.e., no tuning of parameters
to suit a specific area is required. Despite this fact test results showed that the algorithms works
well in forested terrain and complex terrain. Kraus and Pfeifer (1998) proposed a similar algorithm
that uses linear prediction. The algorithm starts by fitting an averaging surface to the data which is
improved (approaches the true ground) iteratively. In each iteration vegetation points are removed
based on their residuals from the surface (see Section 4.3.2). This algorithm works well in forested
terrain but its performance tends to deteriorate with increasing canopy cover and terrain complexity.
In another example, Kobler et al. (2006) propose an algorithm for ground filtering in steep forested
terrain. This algorithm is designed to perform well in heterogeneous forests where there is more
variation in the number of ground returns per unit area. The algorithm filters LiDAR in two stages.
In the first stage, the LiDAR is filtered using existing methods in order to remove outliers and nonground points. The points obtained in the first stage are then used in the second stage to repetitively
interpolate elevation samples at each DTM location to form a distribution of elevation estimates at
each DTM location. The final elevation values for each DTM location are finally derived from these
distributions. Test results showed that this algorithm performs well in steep and forested terrain with
an RMSE value ranging between 0.16 and 0.37 m.
Finally, Axelsson (2000) proposed an algorithm for ground filtering based on TINs. Like most
ground filters, this algorithm works in an iterative manner whereby initially a sparse TIN-based
surface constructed from a set of seed points is fitted to the data from below. Next, the TIN surface
is iteratively densified by adding more points that meet data-derived threshold parameters. This
algorithm is capable of generating high resolution DEMs with mean elevation errors of as low as
0.05 m (on well defined surfaces).
These algorithms perform well with relatively high number of ground points which are obtained
when flying heights are relatively low (typically 200–300 m AGL) due to improved penetration rate
of LiDAR pulses (Takahashi et al., 2008). However, in large scale forestry applications (e.g., REDD+)
flying at such low heights would be prohibitively expensive and therefore in such projects the flying
height is normally higher (typically 1–2 km AGL) so as to cover as large areas as possible for the
given budget without compromising the utility of the data for DTM extraction (particularly point
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density) and estimation of various forest parameters (see e.g., Jakubowski et al. (2013) for the effect
of LiDAR point density on estimation accuracy of various forest parameters). The following sections
discuss the effect of canopy cover and terrain complexity in DTM extraction from LiDAR.
4.7.1

Effect of Canopy Cover

Extracting accurate DTMs relies on the availability of an adequate number of ground points; however, in forested terrain the number of ground points is often limited due to most of the laser pulses
being blocked by the forest canopy. This is particularly true in tropical rain forests where the canopy
is normally very thick and the understorey is more pronounced. These factors make it very difficult
for laser pulses to penetrate the canopy and reach the ground, as a result very few pulses reach the
ground. Moreover, this problem also affects the spatial distribution of ground points, i.e., in some
places where the canopy is completely closed no ground hits will be recorded while in places where
the canopy is partially open some ground hits will be recorded. This phenomenon adds complexity
to DTM interpolation; under extreme conditions ground filters are fooled into classifying points from
low-lying branches as ground points, leading to large DTM errors.
Takahashi et al. (2006) studied the penetration rate of small footprint laser pulses in closed canopy
forest stands of middle-aged pure sugi and hinoki cypress in Japan. In this study it was found that
in the middle-aged pure sugi only 1.1% of the transmitted pulses reached the ground while in the
hinoki cypress only 8.1% of the transmitted pulses reached the ground. The effect of canopy cover
is also seen in the study sites of publication II whereby the percentage of ground points diminishes
with increasing canopy cover: Nepal (29.3%), Ghana (4.54%), and Brazil (2.2%).
In certain kinds of forests (e.g., managed forests), however, the canopy normally contains openings
due to human activity through which laser pulses can pass and reach the ground. In these forests,
DTM s of reasonable accuracy can be extracted using small footprint L i DAR and the DTM error is
normally low (see e.g., Reutebuch et al., 2003; Hyyppä et al., 2005). Furthermore, the rate of
penetration of laser pulses can be improved by adjusting some of the LiDAR acquisition parameters,
e.g., flight altitude and scan angle (Hyyppä et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 2008).
4.7.2

Effect of Terrain Complexity

Several studies (e.g., Gong et al., 2000; Hyyppä et al., 2005) have shown that terrain complexity has
a significant impact on DTM extraction from LiDAR. Steep slopes, discontinuities, and undulating
terrain are among the most difficult terrain features for both ground filters and DTM interpolation
algorithms (Sithole and Vosselman, 2004; Maguya et al., 2014). Slope-based filters are the most
vulnerable to terrain complexity; based on the way they operate, these filters tend to reject legitimate
ground points on steep slopes. On the other hand, steep slopes also affect DTM interpolation—most
DTM interpolation algorithms are based on the assumption that points closer to the point to be
estimated (unknown elevation value) posses more information about the unknown point and are
thus given more weight. However, on steep slopes even neighboring points can have big elevation
differences.
Complex terrain, combined with canopy cover, has proven to be a very challenging combination
for ground filters and DTM interpolation algorithms (Sithole and Vosselman, 2004). In publication
II, the performance of three ground filtering algorithms is compared in three sites (Nepal, Ghana,
and Brazil) which differ greatly in terms of canopy closure and terrain complexity. Results of the
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publication show that the biggest DTM errors are observed in Nepal which has the highest percentage
of ground points (more open canopy) but has the most complex terrain.

4.8

Case study: Novel Methods For DTM Extraction

This section summarizes the contents of publication I and publication II. It covers the motivation
behind the proposed algorithm (Section 4.8.1), algorithm design (Section 4.8.2), algorithm design
challenges (Section 4.8.3), and proposed solutions to address these algorithm design challenges
(Section 4.8.4).
4.8.1 Motivation
The cost of LiDAR for large scale acquisition continues to fall; at the same time the rate at which
L i DAR is being adopted as the tool of choice for estimating forest structural parameters is unprecedented (see Chapter 3). Despite these developments, the area of LiDAR processing is still facing
many challenges (see Chapter 6), particularly DTM extraction in forested and complex terrain is one
of these challenges and an important one.
Although many algorithms for DTM extraction from LiDAR have been proposed in the literature,
they tend to be limited in scope, i.e., they can only be applied to certain types of terrain or LiDAR
data with certain characteristics. For example, the flying altitude reported in most of the LiDARstudies varies in the 200–500 m range. Flying altitudes in this range lead to good pulse penetration
rates, and hence a good number of ground hits needed by many DTM interpolation algorithms is
obtained. However, in large scale LiDAR applications (e.g., REDD+) flying at such low altitudes
would be prohibitively expensive, this is why in such LiDAR applications flying altitudes of up to
2 km AGL are sometimes necessary to cover large areas and minimize cost (see e.g., publication I).
Flying at high altitudes helps to minimize cost but the data collected tends to contain limited ground
hits because the rate of penetration of LiDAR pulses decreases with increasing flying altitude. Since
many DTM interpolation algorithms were not designed to perform well with a limited number of
ground points, they tend to perform poorly when applied to data collected in this way. Furthermore,
covering large areas also increases the chances of encountering different kinds of terrain: from flat
terrain which do not pose any challenges to ground filters to steep and undulating terrain which pose
serious challenges to ground filters.
This study aimed at addressing these challenges by proposing an algorithm which can cope with a
low number of ground hits and cope with variations in terrain (adaptability). The algorithm would
be able to filter the point cloud for ground points and use the ground points to interpolate a DEM of
reasonable which can be used for forestry applications.
4.8.2

Algorithm Design

The design of the algorithm for ground filtering and DTM interpolation had to address the two main
issues mentioned above, i.e. complex terrain and limited number of ground points in LiDAR data,
and produce an algorithm that will accomplish two goals, i.e., the algorithm should
(i) be able to perform well in different kinds of terrain as well as coping with terrain variations
within the same site by adapting itself to accommodate those changes; and
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(ii) perform reasonably well with a low number of ground points in LiDAR point clouds typical of
high-altitude LiDAR acquisition missions.
To achieve the first goal, two design decisions were made. The first design decision was to view
the terrain as being made up (consisting) of patches (tiles) of the same size which lie adjacent to
one another. Using this approach even complex terrain can be broken down to relatively simpler
sub-terrains which can easily be modeled individually.
To model the individual tiles, two types of approximation strategies were employed, namely trend
surface and cubic spline interpolation. In the first stage, a sample of candidate ground points are
taken (sampled at regular intervals) from the points with the lowest elevations and used for modeling
the current tile. The type of approximation strategy to use (trend surface or cubic splines) is decided
based on the result of fitting a surface (starting with a linear trend surface) using the sample points
and examining the the goodness of fit (R2 value) (see publication I). After fitting the surface to the
candidate points, points with positive residuals are removed in turn and the value of R2 is examined:
if the value of R2 decreases the point is considered a vegetation point and discarded, otherwise the
point is retained. When all the points with positive residuals have been tested the final value of R2
is compared to a pre-determined threshold value R2 . If the final R2 value is greater than or equal
to the threshold value of R2 the current surface is accepted, otherwise the surface is rejected and a
quadratic trend surface is fitted to the original sample points and the process of examining points
with positive residuals is repeated. If both the linear and quadratic trend surfaces fail to attain the
required R2 value, cubic splines are used instead (the tile is too complex to be modeled with a
trend surface). Figure 4.3 shows examples of tiles which are suitable for different approximation
strategies.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3: Examples of tiles suitable for different approximation strategies: (a) linear (planar)
trend surface; (b) quadratic trend surface; (c) cubic splines. The z-axis represents elevation while
the x- and y-axes represent easting and northing values, respectively.

The steps described above constitute the ground filtering part of the algorithm. If cubic splines
are used, ground filtering is done by examining the points in a cubic spline for abrupt changes in
slope. Points at which there is an abrupt change in slope on both sides of the point are considered
vegetation points and discarded. Abrupt changes in slope are considered to indicate discontinuities
in terrain–indicating the presence of a non-ground point.
In the second stage—DTM interpolation—elevations at selected unknown locations are estimated.
This step is done by evaluating the respective function (trend surface) obtained in the previous stage
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(ground filtering stage).
Using the approach described above enables the algorithm to adapt to variations in the terrain. Also,
by splitting the terrain into tiles even complex terrain can be reduced to smaller, manageable tiles
which can be modeled using the strategies described above. Dealing with a low number of ground
points is achieved by making use of the trend in the trend surfaces or cubic splines. The assumption
made here is that within a tile ground points lie close to the surface/cubic splines, i.e., they follow
the trend of the surface. Therefore, following this assumption, if there are a few ground points that
can be used to fit a trend surface with reasonable accuracy then the fitted surface can be used to
approximate the elevations of the missing points.
4.8.3 Design Challenges
The design challenges associated with the design decisions made above include the following questions:
(i) how to choose the threshold value for R2 ?,
(ii) what is the appropriate tile size to use?,
(iii) how to minimize the misalignment of adjacent tiles?, and
(iv) how to deal with insufficient number of ground points?
Figure 4.4 presents an illustration of the third challenge.

Figure 4.4: The problem of misalignment between adjacent tiles (border effect). Notice the lack
of proper alignment between some of the adjacent tiles.

Proposed solutions for addressing these challenges are outlined in the following section.
4.8.4 Proposed Solutions
Choosing the appropriate threshold value for R2 has to be done by experimenting with different
values of R2 and picking a value which works well for the entire area under study. The effect of
choosing a small threshold value for R2 is that most of the tiles will be approximated with a linear
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trend surface (thus leading to a considerable loss of terrain artifacts) while the effect of using a large
(more strict) value is that most of the tiles will be approximated with cubic splines (thus introducing
unnecessary computational overhead). To avoid this behavior a suitable value for R2 that works well
in the entire study area should be chosen experimentally.
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The approach used for choosing a suitable threshold value for R2 , i.e., experimenting with different
values and picking the best one, was also used for choosing an appropriate tile size to use. This
approach is necessary because these values are highly dependent on the characteristics of the LiDAR
point cloud, particularly the distribution of points. Figure 4.5 shows how the value of tile (patch)
size affects the accuracy of modeling results.

th (m)

Figure 4.5: Plot showing how the choice of a combination of tile size and threshold value
for R2 affects the accuracy of approximating tiles using trend surfaces for the test data used in
publication I. Accuracy is assessed based on the value of RMSE in the DTM.

To deal with the third challenge, i.e., the border effect, an iterative DTM interpolation scheme has
been proposed in publication II. In this scheme, several coarse DTMs are generated using varying
tile sizes and these DTMs are then combined to generate the final DTM. The reason behind this
technique is to induce an overlapping effect between the tiles thus minimizing the border effect.
Figure 4.6 illustrates how this technique works and helps to minimize the border effect.
The last challenge is about insufficient ground points to fit neither a trend surface nor cubic splines.
This happens, for example, when most of the laser beam is blocked by vegetation, leading to gaps
in the LiDAR point cloud. To overcome this problem, an interpolation technique was introduced to
estimate the elevations at these gaps. The technique uses linear interpolation in R3 and makes use
of the elevation values of neighboring points. This technique is illustrated in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
As it can be seen in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, the interpolation technique performs well when the terrain
is relatively flat. With undulating terrain, however, the technique performs poorly. This behavior
is expected as there is no way to recover/estimate the lost elevation information from neighboring
points in undulating terrain.
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(a) Patch width = 50 m

(b) Patch width =60 m

(c) Patch width =70 m

(d) Patch width = 80 m

(e) Final DTM after combining sample
DTM s above by taking the median elevation value at each DTM location.

Figure 4.6: Minimizing the border effect by combining several coarse DTMs generated using
varying tile sizes. The different tile sizes used to generate the sample DTMs help to induce
an overlapping effect between adjacent tiles. Notice how spikes in the sample DTMs are also
suppressed.
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(a) Original

(c) Gap repaired

(b) Gap introduced

(d) Difference model

Figure 4.7: Filling gaps in a DTM on a level surface on a steep slope: (a) original terrain before
a gap is introduced; (b) after a 40 m by 40 m gap has been introduced; (c) after the gap has
been repaired; (d) a difference model showing the error in estimation between the original and
estimated elevation values. Slope at this location is approximately 37%.
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(a) Original

(b) Gap introduced

(c) Gap repaired

(d) Difference model

Figure 4.8: Filling gaps in a DTM on a curved surface on a steep slope: (a) original terrain
before a gap is introduced; (b) after a 40 m by 40 m gap has been introduced; (c) after the gap
has been repaired; (d) a difference model showing the error in estimation between the original
and estimated elevation values. Slope at this location is approximately 33%.
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C HAPTER V

Methods for CBH Estimation From LiDAR

CBH is a critical parameter used in modeling and analysis of forest fire behavior and it plays a
key role in crown fire initiation (see Chapter 3). Spatial CBH maps are valuable resources to fire
managers as they help the managers easily identify high-risk areas (prone to crown fires) so that
they can take appropriate measures.

Like modeling (estimating) of other forest structural parameters, CBH estimation has been greatly
enhanced by the use of LiDAR (see Chapter 3). However, estimating CBH is a challenging task.
One reason which makes CBH estimation a challenging task is the fact that to accurately model
the behavior of forest fires, e.g., its intensity and rate of spread, a good knowledge of the physical
characteristics of fuels in a particular area is needed. Since it is very difficult to describe all the
physical characteristics for all the fuels in an area, a generalized description, known as a fuel model,
is normally used (Keane et al., 2001). However, these fuel models have several limitations (Arroyo
et al., 2008). In particular, they are
(i) site-specific: created for a given geographical area and forest type hence can’t easily be applied
elsewhere;
(ii) application-specific: they are created for a specific purpose, e.g., modeling the rate of fire
spread and therefore can’t be used for other purposes, such as fire intensity modeling;
(iii) confusing: there are many classification systems in existence making it challenging to pick the
right model for a given task.
Another factor which makes estimating CBH difficult is that measuring CBH in the field (at the plot
and individual tree levels) is a challenging task. The challenge arises partly due to the way CBH is
defined (see Chapter 3) which makes it difficult to measure in practice. Consequently, there is no
standard metric which is used to represent CBH at the plot and individual tree levels (Gajardo et al.,
2014), making authors to resort to simple metrics such as the arithmetic and Lorey’s means (see
e.g., Agca et al., 2011) for estimating CBH at the plot level, and the distance between the ground
and the lowest live branch in the crown (crown base) as the estimate of tree-level CBH. The latter
has been widely used because it is easy to measure on the field (see e.g., Mutlu et al., 2008; Erdody
and Moskal, 2010; Agca et al., 2011; González-Olabarria et al., 2012).
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These complications are perhaps one of the reasons why different authors have tackled the problem
of estimating CBH from LiDAR in many different and problem-specific ways. This chapter summarizes some of the methods for CBH estimation from LiDAR (Section 5.1) and summarizes the
findings of publication III (Section 5.2).

5.1

State-of-the-Art in CBH Estimation

The following is a summary of selected works on CBH estimation from LiDAR (for details see:
Riaño et al., 2003; Andersen et al., 2005; Popescu and Zhao, 2008; Erdody and Moskal, 2010). In
the following discussion these works are going to be referred to as Erdody and Moscal, Popescu
and Zhao, Andersen and others, and Riaño and others, respectively.
5.1.1 Erdody and Moscal
This study aimed at determining which data source among LiDAR, imagery, and the fusion of the two
is the best in estimating canopy fuel metrics. The study was carried out in the Ahtanum State Forest
in Washington. The forest is dominated by ponderosa pine (P. ponderosa) and associated mixed
mesic confers such as Douglas-fir (P. menziesii), grand fir (Abies grandis), lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta), Engelmann spruce (Picea engalmanii), and western larch (Larix occidentalis). Elevations
in the area range from 960 to 1530 m.
For estimating CBH, regression models were built using field-measured CBH as the dependent variable and LiDAR and imagery metrics as independent variables. On the field crown base height was
used to estimate CBH. LiDAR metrics used are similar to those used by Andersen et al. (2005), i.e.,
maximum and mean heights (hmax and hmean ), coefficient of variation (CV), density metric (D), and
various percentile values (10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th).
Three predictive models for CBH were built using derived variables from LiDAR, imagery, and a
combination of the two (fusion of LiDAR and imagery). The best models were selected based on the
Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC), the coefficient of determination (R2 ), and the fit of residuals. To
check for collinearity between independent variables, variance of inflation tests were conducted for
each model and if collinearity were found another model was selected. Best models were selected as
those having a good balance between a high R2 value, a low RMSE, no collinearity, and parsimony.
Results of this study showed that fusion of LiDAR and imagery gave CBH models with the highest
R 2 values and lowest RMSE for cross validation ( RMSE cv ). On the other hand, models based on
L i DAR alone had the least discrepancy between RMSE and RMSEcv , i.e., the most parsimonious
models. Therefore, models based on fusion of LiDAR and imagery should be chosen if the goal is
to get lower RMSEcv while models based on LiDAR alone should be chosen if simple, parsimonious
models are preferred.
5.1.2

Popescu and Zhao

This study aimed at estimating crown base height from LiDAR using a voxel-based approach. The
study was carried out in eastern Texas in a forest consisting of pine plantantions in various developmental stages, old growth pine stands, and hardwoods. The topography in the area consists of
gentle slopes with average, minimum, and maximum elevations of 85, 62, and 105 m, respectively.
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This study used both the frequency and intensity values of the LiDAR to create vertical intensity
and height bins (voxels) which are later used to derive the height to the crown base. The crown
base is detected by detecting the height where intensity or the frequency of laser hits drop abruptly
on the vertical profile. The height where the intensity of laser hits drops abruptly was detected by
fitting a fourth-degree polynomial curve to the vertical profile and analyzing the shape of the fitted
polynomial to determine where the drop occurs (using Fourier and wavelet analysis).
Two kinds of linear regression models for CBH were built: (1) models using the LiDAR-derived
crown base height as the only independent variable; and (2) models using all LiDAR-derived measurements (total tree height, crown width, and crown base height) as independent variables.
Results of this study showed a high correlation between LiDAR and field-measured CBH estimates
for pines compared to deciduous trees. R2 values obtained for the models ranged between 0.73
and 0.80, which agree well with similar previous studies. Moreover, the study showed that LiDARderived crown base height overestimates (RMSE =2.03 m, R2 = 0.8) crown base height, which is
consistent with similar previous studies (e.g., Riaño et al., 2003; Andersen et al., 2005; Erdody and
Moskal, 2010).
5.1.3 Andersen and Others
This study aimed at estimating canopy fuel parameters, including CBH, using LiDAR. The study
was carried out in the Capitol State Forest, Washington. The forest in the area is dominated by
coniferous Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), and western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla).
As independent variables, the study used standard LiDAR predictor variables, namely the coefficient
of variation (CV), canopy density metric (D), and several percentile-based metrics (25th, 50th, 75th,
and 90th), together with the maximum and mean LiDAR heights. Plot level CBH values (dependent
variables) were estimated at the plot level using the method proposed by Beukema et al. (1997).
To estimate CBH, stepwise regression was used to identify the best model whereby models with
a limited number of variables that are parsimonious were preferred. The predictive value of the
chosen model was determined using leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV). The best model for
estimating CBH identified in this study had an R2 value of 0.77 and an RMSE of 3.9 m.
5.1.4 Riaño and Others
This study aimed at estimating crown base height in a forest consisting of green meadows, conifer,
and deciduous forests in southwestern Germany. The area consists of mainly gentle slopes with
elevations ranging from 572.16 to 603.02 m.
Unlike the studies discussed above, this study is parameter-free, i.e., no model was fitted in order
to estimate crown base height. The study uses a decision-tree-like mechanism to estimate crown
base height from LiDAR. The method operates on small units of the point cloud called cells. Given
a normalized point cloud, the method starts by separating ground points from vegetation points in
a cell. The criterion for this step is that all points with height greater than 0.6 m are considered
vegetation points while points with height less than or equal to 0.6 m are considered ground points.
After removing ground points, the next step is to determine whether the current cell is a forest cell
or it is a shrub, young forest, grass, or bare cell. To determine the type of cell the 99th percentile of
the LiDAR heights is computed. If the computed 99th LiDAR height percentile is greater than 4 m the
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cell is considered a forest cell. For forest cells, the next step is to cluster the points into overstorey
and understorey points. After clustering the points, crown base height (which approximates crown
base height) is estimated as the first percentile of the overstorey points.

5.2

Case Study: Innovation in CBH Estimation

This section summarizes the contents of publication III. It covers the motivation behind the proposed algorithm (Section 5.2.1), algorithm design (Section 5.2.2), and limitations of the proposed
algorithm (Section 5.2.3).
5.2.1 Motivation
The importance of CBH in modeling the behavior forest fires was described in Chapter 3. Also,
Chapter 5 pointed out the different challenges faced when estimating CBH from LiDAR. Traditionally, CBH estimation from LiDAR has been mostly done using LiDAR metrics based on height percentiles. These metrics work well but are prone to LiDAR point cloud variations due to, for example,
species and the date/season the data were collected. Because of these variations, it is very challenging to model CBH in an area consisting multiple species using metrics based on height percentiles
because the point cloud will have different characteristics that reflect the respective characteristics
of the species. The aim of this study was to develop a new LiDAR metric for estimating CBH that
will minimize the effects of variability caused by presence of different species and season of LiDAR
data collection.
5.2.2

Algorithm Design

The main idea behind the design of the proposed algorithm is to estimate the heights of the partial
gaps that exist in the LiDAR point cloud that are formed by the absence of reflecting objects between
the tree crowns and the ground (see Figure 5.1).
The height of the partial gap shown in Figure 5.1 from the ground is a close approximation of the
height of the lower live branches of the trees from the ground. Since most field-measured CBH
values are based on this idea it follows that this quantity can form the basis for a robust metric for
estimating CBH from LiDAR.
A moving voxel was used to estimate the heights of the partial gaps in a normalized LiDAR point
cloud (search space) from which ground points have been discarded (all points with a height of
0.5 m and less). The search space can be thought of as a large cuboid with its origin at one of the
lower corners. To locate gaps, the voxel starts to move horizontally from the origin in predetermined
steps until a gap is located. A gap is said to have been located when the number of points contained
in the voxel is less than or equal to given threshold value. When a gap is located, its height is
estimated by moving the voxel vertically in steps equal to its height, while counting the number of
points contained in the voxel at each step, until the number of points contained in the voxel exceeds
the point threshold value. The height of the gap is estimated to be N ∗ Hv , where N is the number of
times the voxel moved up and Hv is the height of the voxel.
Since the voxel moves in fixed steps along rows in the search space, a completed search in the search
space results in a raster (grid) of gap height values. Each cell of the raster represents the height of
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(b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: Formation of a partial gap below the canopy due to the absence of reflecting objects
between the tree crowns and the ground: (a) & (b) show a tree crown and the effect of lack of
reflecting objects between the crown and the ground, respectively; (c) a cross section of a real
L i DAR point cloud showing a partial gap between the canopy and the ground.
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the gap (or zero) found at that location. The resolution of the raster is equal to the step size the voxel
moves in the horizontal direction.
The next step is to generate metrics from the raster produced in the previous step. To do this, circular
plots are extracted from the raster that correspond to field plots (in this study the field plots had a
radius of 9 m approximately). Depending on the step size used to move the voxel in previous step,
the gap height values extracted from the plots may contain many duplicates especially if the step
size used to move the voxel is relatively small (in this study the step size was 0.5 m and it led to
many duplicates in each plot); therefore the next step is to remove the duplicates form the gap height
values for each plot. The remaining values after removing duplicates are then used to extract the
metrics used to model CBH as independent variables. The metrics used are the percentile values
(25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th) of remaining gap height values. These metrics correlate strongly with
the field-measured CBH values as shown in Figure 5.2.
The values in Figure 5.2 were generated for each plot by removing duplicates from gap height
values, sorting the values in descending order and taking the largest values corresponding to the
number of measured trees in respective plots; for example, if a plot had 10 measured trees then after
sorting the gap height values in descending order only the first 10 values were taken.
The generated metrics are used as independent variables (predictors) when estimating CBH using
linear regression while field-measured CBH values are used as dependent variables (responses).
For comparison purposes different derived dependent variables were used, including Lorey’s mean
(LOR), arithmetic mean (AVG), and the 40th (P40) and 50th (P50) percentile values of measured
CBH values for individual trees in each plot.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show a comparison of regression models obtained using
the metrics proposed in this study (indicated by gi s) against traditional height percentile metrics
(indicated by hi s). As seen in these figures and tables, the metrics proposed in this study perform
better when compared to traditional height percentile metrics (see publication III).
Table 5.1: Regression models obtained using different dependent variables against the proposed
LiDAR metrics as predictor variables.
Variable

Model

RMSE
(m)

RMSEcv
(m)

LOR
AVG

CBH = (0.60)g75 + 0.79
CBH = (1.05)g25 − (1.47)g50 +
(1.06)g75 + 0.40
CBH = (1.28)g25 − (1.97)g50 +
(1.98)g75 − (0.69)g90 + 1.20
CBH = (1.16)g25 − (1.82)g50 +
(2.09)g75 − (0.75)g90 + 1.16

2.40
2.04

P40
P50

R2

p-value

2.69
3.66

0.46
0.61

0.0003
0.0003

1.74

3.36

0.75

0.00002

2.01

3.90

0.71

0.00006

5.2.3 Limitations of the Algorithm
The main limitation of the proposed algorithm for CBH estimation is its inability to distinguish
between legitimate gaps formed due to the absence of reflecting objects underneath the tree crowns
and the gaps formed when laser pulses are completely blocked by the canopy. In both cases the
algorithm will report a gap.
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Figure 5.2: Correlation between calculated gap heights (in meters) (y-axis) and field-measured
CBH values (x-axis) for the 24 sample plots used in this study. The strong linear relationship evident in the figures suggests that metrics based on gap height values can serve as good predictors
of CBH. There was no immediate explanation for the deviation seen in plot no. 17.
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Table 5.2: Regression models obtained using different dependent variables against traditional
percentile LiDAR metrics.
Variable

Model

LOR
AVG
P40

CBH
CBH
CBH
2.56
CBH
2.29

P50

RMSE
(m)

RMSEcv
(m)

= (0.56)h50 − 0.31
= (0.44)h50 − 0.07
= (1.62)h50 − (1.19)h75 +

1.92
2.31
2.48

= (1.80)h50 − (1.26)h75 +

2.38

16
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12
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4
2
0
0

0.65
0.44
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0.002
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Figure 5.3: Plots showing comparison between measured and estimated CBH for the proposed
L i DAR metrics. The diagonal line shows a 1:1 relationship.
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Figure 5.4: Plots showing comparison between measured and estimated CBH traditional percentile LiDAR metrics metrics. The diagonal line shows a 1:1 relationship.
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C HAPTER VI

Implementational Challenges in Forestry Applications of LiDAR

The success of LiDAR in forestry applications has been discussed in previous chapters. This chapter
discusses the challenges in the application of LiDAR in forestry applications. These challenges are
going to be categorized into six groups: (1) field measurement challenges (2) data acquisition costs;
(3) computing power limitations; (4) algorithm development; (5) processing software problems; and
(6) operational challenges. Sections 6.1–6.6 discuss these challenges.

6.1

Field Measurement Challenges

While LiDAR has a high potential for estimating various forest parameters, the estimation accuracy
of these parameters relies on the quality of the field measurements used to calibrate LiDAR models.
Obtaining accurate field measurements, however, is a challenging task especially when the canopy
is dense and the terrain is complex taking into consideration that a large number of sample field
plots is normally required (see e.g., Maltamo et al., 2011).
Dense canopy causes two main problems pertaining to taking field measurements. First, it is difficult
for field measurement teams to navigate to the identified sample plot locations under dense canopy.
Hence, presence of a dense canopy in a study area does not only hamper the process of taking field
measurements, but it also makes the process expensive and time consuming. Second, dense canopy
makes the process of measuring tree attributes, especially height, error prone. Most tree height
measuring devices require the top of the tree to be visible, when the canopy is dense it becomes
difficulty to distinguish tree tops. To address this challenge, different techniques for minimizing the
number of sample field plots have been proposed (e.g., Junttila et al., 2013).
Complex terrain, on the other hand, causes two main problems. First, like in the case of dense
canopy, complex terrain makes it difficult for measurement teams to navigate the plots. Second,
measuring tree height on steep slopes is difficult and error prone. Although the error due to slope can
be corrected, the chance of making errors while measuring tree height in complex terrain remains
high.
In addition to the above challenges, an interesting phenomenon arises when measuring the height
of leaning trees. The common method of measuring tree height in the field is based on simple
trigonometry whereby a simple device is used to measure the angle of elevation relative to the top
of the tree. This information together with the horizontal distance between the operator and the tree
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trunk is then used to derive the height of the tree using simple trigonometry. With leaning trees the
height can be significantly underestimated or overestimated depending on the position from which
the measurement is taken relative to the tree (see Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1: Measurement errors when estimating the height of leaning trees using trigonometric
techniques. When measured from position A the perceived height is hA (overestimation). When
measured from position B the perceived height is hB (underestimation).

Leaning trees also cause problems when calculating LiDAR heights. When normalizing LiDAR
points to obtain their heights, the elevation of each point is subtracted from the elevation of the
DEM cell vertically below it. With leaning trees the heights can either be underestimated (if the
terrain is flat) or overestimated (if the terrain is steep). This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Problems arising when calculating LiDAR height from leaning tree point clouds.
Left: leaning tree on flat terrain (underestimation); right: leaning tree on steep terrain (overestimation). The points marked with an L represent LiDAR points while the points marked with a D
represent DEM elevations. The broken line represents the perceived height of the LiDAR points.
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Data Acquisition Costs

While the cost of LiDAR acquisition is considered relatively low, especially for acquisitions covering
large areas, in some cases the cost of data pre-processing can be considerably high. Hummel et al.
(2011), for example, reports a price of $1.35/acre for data acquisition over an area of 31,614 acres
and an additional $33,424 for processing the data to get various raster layers required for further
analysis. Therefore, while the cost of data acquisition might have dropped over the years, there are
additional costs which need to be considered as part of data acquisition and these have to do with
data handling and pre-processing.
Furthermore, the cost of acquiring LiDAR normally quoted in many studies considers what can be
considered the ideal case, i.e., moderate terrain and normal flight parameters (pulse frequency, flying
height, footprint size, etc.). However, as was pointed out in Chapter 3 that the accuracy of various
forest structural parameters estimated from LiDAR highly depend on the availability of an accurate
DTM , and later in Chapter 4 that extracting DTM s in forested and complex terrain is a challenging
task. Following this fact, flight parameters mentioned above may have to be adapted (e.g., lowering
the flying height and flying speed; and increasing pulse frequency) in order to facilitate the process
of creating accurate DTMs. Adapting flight parameters in order to overcome complex terrain and
increase pulse penetration rate can add significantly to the cost of data acquisition. In some forests,
e.g., tropical forests, this adaptation may be necessary in order to obtain data of required density
(see e.g., publication II).
Another factor which can contribute to the cost of LiDAR is the fact that many forestry applications
have an element of monitoring; for example, monitoring growth over time (height changes), monitoring carbon stocks, etc. This means to monitor these variables over time several LiDAR mission
have to be flown in order to detect the changes. Again, this requirement translates to additional
costs.

6.3

Computing Power Limitations

Processing LiDAR point clouds requires a considerable amount of computing power. This power
requirement is due to the fact that a typical LiDAR point cloud tends to contain an enormous number
of points. For example, the LiDAR data used in publication I consisted of 300 tiles with the number
of points in each return type in all the tiles as follows: first return (511,192,368 points), second
return (130,878,981 points), third return (18,425,728 points), and fourth return (1,028,612) for a
total of 661,525,689 points. This is a considerable amount of data to process even for a fast personal
computer (PC)1 .
The computing power challenges have to do with both processing power (CPU speed) and memory
(RAM) requirements. A fast CPU is needed to process the point cloud in a reasonable period of time
while a good amount of RAM, apart from facilitating the processing speed, helps to ensure that large
data tiles can be loaded into memory for processing thus avoiding the need to fragment the data into
small tiles (thus avoiding file handling overhead).
Several approaches have been proposed for dealing with the challenge of computing power. The
first approach is based on data reduction. Previous studies which have investigated the relationship
1
It used to take up to one week to process this data for DTM extraction in Matlab running under Ubuntu GNU/Linux
and in a PC with Intel Core i5 processor and 8GB of RAM running at 3.1 GHz.
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between LiDAR data/pulse density and the accuracy of prediction of common forest structural parameters such as tree height, DBH, and basal area showed that reducing the density of the data does
not have a significant impact on the accuracy of the estimated forest parameters; for example, in the
study by Jakubowski et al. (2013) it was found that correlations between LiDAR and forest parameters such as tree height, DBH, and basal area are not relatively affected until when the pulse density
is dropped below 1 pulse/m2 . The results of this study mean that not only can the data processing
times be significantly reduced, but also the cost of data acquisition can be reduced (see Section 6.2).
Data reduction is also possible with DTM extraction in areas with high pulse penetration rates (Liu
et al., 2007; Liu and Zhang, 2008). In the study by Liu et al. (2007), for example, it was found
that data can be reduced to 50% of the original point cloud without a significant difference in DEM
accuracy. Furthermore, reducing the data to 50% of the original point cloud also led to halving the
processing time for DEM generation.
The second approach for dealing with computing power challenges is to make use of high-performance
distributed computing facilities such as cloud computing environments (see e.g., Hegeman et al.,
2014). High-performance computing environments such as cloud computing environments are still
confined to a select group of research institutions and therefore this approach is currently mainly
for research purposes only. However, the emergence of graphics processing unit (GPU) parallel programming technology, which offer a low-cost and readily available parallel computing platform is
opening new possibilities (see e.g., Barlas, 2015; Allombert et al., 2014).

6.4 Challenges in Algorithm Development
Although LiDAR technology has matured and is in widespread use, there are still challenges in the
area of point cloud processing algorithms (Wulder et al., 2013). Although many algorithms have
been proposed in the literature, these algorithms tend to be narrow in scope and therefore perform
poorly outside their scope. For example, many general purpose ground filters will not perform well
in forested terrain because these ground filters were not designed to cope with such low numbers
of ground points. Even ground filters designed specifically to operate in forested terrain tend to be
specific to or designed to work in specific settings (point cloud characteristics and terrain type) hence
they tend to perform poorly when applied to other kinds of terrain or point clouds with different
characteristics (see e.g., publication II).
Complex terrain and vegetation cover continue to be the major challenges for ground filters (Sithole
and Vosselman, 2004; Meng et al., 2010). Therefore, to keep up with the developments in LiDAR
technology and take full advantage of the same, a new generation of ground filters need to be
developed or existing ones improved. Because of these challenges some authors have decided to
take a hybrid approach, i.e., combining several ground filters in order to take advantage of the good
features of the different ground filters. One particular case where this approach is necessary is in
wetland environments (see e.g., Rose et al., 2013). In these environments, there is no clear division
between ground, peat, and vegetation and therefore ground filters tend to miss many ground points.

6.5

Processing Software Problems

When it comes to point cloud processing software several challenges can be identified. First, the
availability of point cloud processing software for research purposes (open source or free software)
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is limited. Several free software tools exist (see e.g., Evans et al., 2009) but they are either not
well maintained, limited in functionality, or they are offered in library form and therefore require
programming skills in order to use them. The second challenge with the available point cloud
processing software is that they tend to be outdated in terms of the algorithms they support. A
good example of this is the FUSION LiDAR processing and visualization software (McGaughey
and Carson, 2003). Although several new and improved ground filters for forested terrain (e.g.,
Kobler et al., 2006) have been proposed, this software still uses an old algorithm proposed by Kraus
and Pfeifer (1998). This algorithm works well with moderate forest cover but its performance
deteriorates in thick canopy cover and complex terrain (see publication II).

6.6

Operational Challenges

Many LiDAR missions are flown today, ranging from small scale missions geared for research purposes to large scale missions conducted by government agencies and large corporations. Despite
this large number of LiDAR missions and the widespread use of LiDAR in the forestry community,
there is still a lack of standards governing LiDAR acquisition missions (Reutebuch et al., 2005;
Evans et al., 2009). As described in the previous chapters, LiDAR acquisition encompasses a number of parameters which affect the characteristics of the resulting data. Therefore, standards in
project planning are essential to ensure the suitability of the data for a particular purpose. Evans
et al. (2009) identifies three specific areas for which standards are needed: project planning, data
processing, and deliverables. In project planning things to consider for standardization include sensor type (terrestrial versus airborne, discrete return versus full waveform), acquisition parameters,
equipment used (aircraft, laser scanner, GPS equipment etc.), and processing software. Data processing should consider what level/type of processing should be done by the vendor (e.g., ground
filtering) while deliverables should standardize the number and types of deliverables the vendor
should provide (e.g., metadata, DEM, and DSM).
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C HAPTER VII

Conclusion and Discussion

This thesis has investigated the area of LiDAR data processing in three areas, namely ground filtering/ DTM extraction, forest fire behavior modeling, and robust use of different field plot designs for
model-based high-resolution biomass estimation. Regarding the area of DTM extraction, the thesis
has proposed algorithms for DTM extraction from LiDAR data in demanding environments typical of
tropical rainforests, i.e., complex terrain and low LiDAR data density (low number of ground points).
The algorithms for DTM extraction from LiDAR data proposed in this thesis differ from most existing
algorithms in that they operate on the LiDAR data in a piecemeal fashion, i.e., they view the terrain
as being made up of smaller units called patches (tiles) which are processed individually. Using
this approach, together with the use of trend surfaces and cubic splines for DTM interpolation, the
algorithms can automatically adapt to terrain changes and cope with a low number of ground points
in the LiDAR data.
Regarding the area of forest fire behavior modeling, the thesis has proposed a new metric for modeling canopy base height (CBH). This metric is the result of a moving-voxel algorithm which searches
for and estimates the height of partial gaps available in the LiDAR point cloud (and therefore the
corresponding forest from which the LiDAR data was acquired) between the ground and the canopy
formed by the absence of reflecting objects between the ground and the canopy. The height of these
gaps exhibit a strong correlation with field-measured individual tree CBH (especially that based on
the height of first live branches from the ground) thus they make a good predictor of CBH.
Regarding the use of different field plot designs for model-based high-resolution biomass estimation, the thesis has established that field plot data from different sources (e.g., professional foresters
and professionally trained community foresters) can be combined and used together for LiDARbased high-resolution of forest biomass without affecting prediction performance. However, prediction performance relies on presence of a good correlation between LiDAR predictors and field
measurements. Moreover, results of a study conducted in two watersheds in Nepal, namely Chitwan
and Gorkha showed that difficult terrain and dense canopy have a big impact on biomass prediction
performance. This is because in difficult terrain and dense canopy obtaining a reliable DTM is a
challenging task. In addition, obtaining reliable field measurements in difficulty terrain and dense
canopy is also difficult. This fact is reflected in the results of the study conducted in Chitwan and
Gorkha whereby in Gorkha where the terrain is relatively less complex biomass prediction performance using field plot data form different sources gave good results. In Chitwan, where the terrain
is relatively complex, biomass prediction performance was poor.
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7. Conclusion and Discussion

The algorithms for LiDAR data processing proposed in this thesis can find uses in forestry applications particularly in challenging environments. The algorithms for DTM extraction have been tested
in different real tropical forest LiDAR data in Brazil, Ghana, and Nepal, covering a wide variety of
terrain complexity/data density combinations with promising results. Similarly, the algorithm for
CBH estimation has been tested in the Koli forest, Finland, and compared with conventional methods
for CBH estimation based on LiDAR height percentiles and gave better results (low RMSE/RMSEcv ).
These algorithms , however, have several limitations. Starting with the algorithm for CBH estimation, the main limitation of the algorithm is its inability to distinguish between legitimate gaps in
the LiDAR point cloud formed by the absence of reflecting objects and gaps formed by the inability of the laser pulses to penetrate the forest canopy. On the other hand, the main limitation of
the algorithms for DTM extraction is their tendency to suppress small terrain artifacts following the
use of trend surfaces for DTM interpolation. However, the improvement in performance offered by
the DTM extraction algorithms outweighs this limitation especially in estimating tree heights where
small terrain artifacts have little or no effect.
Since the main limitations of the proposed algorithms pertain to the inability of LiDAR pulses to
penetrate thick canopies, future research should focus on these limitations by looking into the possibility of data fusion, i.e., combining LiDAR data with data from other sensors. Emerging sensor
technologies such as terrestrial LiDAR and full-waveform LiDAR are good candidates to consider.
Finally, results on robust use of different field plot designs for model-based high-resolution biomass
estimation can find use in global schemes geared towards fighting the global warming and climate
change problems through reducing deforestation and forest degradation (e.g., REDD+). Involving
local forest communities in these schemes does not only provide employment to the locals but it also
brings about a sense of ownership of the project in question thus increasing the chances of success.
Nepal is a notable example of involving local forestry communities in forest preservation schemes.
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a b s t r a c t
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) has become a valuable tool in forest inventory because it yields accurate measurements of tree heights. However, tree height can be accurate only if the height of the ground,
i. e., the Digital Terrain Model (DTM) is ﬁrst accurately established.
Although great advances have been made in LiDAR technology over the past decade, ﬁltering LiDAR data
for Digital Terrain Model (DTM) interpolation is still a challenge, especially in steep and complex terrain
with forest cover. Several algorithms proposed in the literature address this challenge but their performance deteriorates with the decreasing point density caused by the presence of forest cover and steep
slopes. In this paper, we propose a new adaptive algorithm for DTM interpolation from LiDAR data in steep
terrain with forest cover. The algorithm partitions the input data and estimates a section of the DTM by
ﬁtting a linear or quadratic trend surface, or uses cubic spline interpolation depending on the complexity
of the section of terrain. The performance of the algorithm is tested in three ways: by visual assessment,
by comparison of the tree-height estimates produced using the generated DTM with those obtained using
ﬁeld survey, and by use of International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) test data.
Test results show that the algorithm can cope well with steep slopes and low LiDAR point densities, giving
a more accurate estimate of average tree height compared to conventional algorithms. The algorithm can
be used for DTM extraction in large scale forest inventory projects in challenging environments–complex
terrain and low LiDAR point densities.
Ó 2013 International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Inc. (ISPRS) Published by Elsevier
B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) play a key role in modeling of various geographical phenomena, as well as acting as an intermediate
step in modeling of natural resources and man-made features on
the earth’s surface. For example, DTMs have been used to assess
damage caused to the earth’s surface after natural disasters (e.g.,
Kasai et al., 2009). In forestry, DTMs are commonly used to estimate
canopy height (e.g., Wang and Glenn, 2008). The estimated canopy
height is then used to estimate the mean tree height of forest
stands, which is a prerequisite step in multi-resource forest inventory (e.g., Næsset, 1997; van Leeuwen and Nieuwenhuis, 2010;
Nord-Larsen and Schumacher, 2012).
Today, several techniques exist for generating DTMs. For example, traditional ground survey, photogrammetry, Interferometric
⇑ Corresponding author at: Lappeenranta University of Technology, Department
of Mathematics and Physics, P.O. Box 20, FI-53851 Lappeenranta, Finland. Tel.: +358
465 233232; fax: +358 5 621 2350.
E-mail addresses: almasi.maguya@lut.ﬁ (A.S. Maguya), virpi.junttila@lut.ﬁ
(V. Junttila), tuomo.kauranne@lut.ﬁ (T. Kauranne).

Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), and airborne Light Detection
and Ranging (LiDAR). Ground surveys offer high accuracy but are
time consuming and laborious, making them unsuitable for large
scale applications. On the other hand, due to its passive nature,
photogrammetry does not perform well in places with forest cover
and during unfavorable weather conditions (e.g., clouds and haze)
because the aerial photography process and the quality of the
resulting photographs are adversely affected (Kraus and Pfeifer,
1998; Kilian et al., 1996). LiDAR and InSAR have been the technologies
of choice for large scale applications because of their accuracy and
the ability to cover large areas at relatively low cost (Lemmens,
2011; Wilson, 2012; Zhou et al., 2012).
Over the last decade, LiDAR technology has undergone signiﬁcant
development that has increased its potential for generating high
quality DTMs, especially for large scale applications such as forestry
(Hyyppä et al., 2004; Lemmens, 2011). These advances include enhanced sensor technology (increased pulse rates) and the introduction of full wave form LiDAR systems (Lemmens, 2011).
Many algorithms for generating DTMs from LiDAR data have been
developed in tandem with these changes (Liu, 2008; Meng et al.,
2010). These include algorithms for removing non-ground points
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from LiDAR data (ground ﬁltering), as well as algorithms for DTM
interpolation from ﬁltered LiDAR data.
However, many of these algorithms do not perform well in
steep and forested terrain, and when LiDAR data density is low.
The high accuracy and cost effectiveness of LiDAR make extraction
of accurate DTMs from LiDAR data for large scale forestry applications
(e.g., above ground biomass estimation) a worthwhile area of
investigation. In such applications, ﬂight height is normally relatively high (1–2 km above ground) and the LiDAR footprint is relatively large (0.5 m), resulting in low LiDAR point densities.
Although some ﬁltering algorithms (e.g., Mongus and Z̆alik, 2012;
Kobler et al., 2006) have shown good performance on steep slopes
and in forested terrain, the reported results are based on data with
relatively high point densities collected from low ﬂight heights
(typically 200–300 m above ground).
In this paper we present a new, hybrid, adaptive algorithm for
DTM interpolation from LiDAR in steep forested terrain. The algorithm
is adaptive in the sense that it automatically adapts to terrain
changes in the heterogeneous terrains typical of large tropical forests in which steep slopes and a limited number of LiDAR pulses
reaching the ground makes the task of DTM extraction challenging
for most conventional algorithms.
To overcome the challenges posed by heterogeneous terrain
and low LiDAR point densities, the algorithm presented in this paper
conducts LiDAR ground ﬁltering in two steps: it automatically
adapts to variations in the terrain and takes into account a set of
candidate ground points in a neighborhood while ﬁltering ground
points. The beneﬁt of this approach over most existing ﬁltering
methods is that it does not require the user of the algorithm to
determine a single threshold value (representative of the terrain
slope) since this can prove to be impractical in highly heterogeneous terrains.
Since the algorithm has been designed to cope with low LiDAR
point densities, it is suitable for DTM extraction in large scale forestry applications, especially those which require estimation of
tree heights.
The paper is organized as follows. A review of existing algorithms for LiDAR data processing is given is Section 2. In Section 3,
an overview of the study area and test data is given, followed by
a detailed description of the proposed algorithm. Section 4 presents accuracy assessment of the algorithm, followed by discussion
and conclusions in Section 5.
2. Background
This section presents a survey of existing methods for LiDAR data
processing. The state of the art in both LiDAR ground ﬁltering and
interpolation is presented.

DTM

2.1. Ground ﬁltering algorithms
Ground ﬁltering algorithms fall into four major classes: (1)
slope based, (2) interpolation based, (3) mathematical morphology
based, and (4) hybrid ground ﬁlters. A brief overview of these algorithms, which from this point on may also be simply referred to as
ﬁlters, is given below.
2.1.1. Slope-based ﬁlters
Slope based ﬁlters work by comparing the slope between two
adjacent points to a pre-determined threshold value. The assumption they make is that the slope (and hence the height) between
two adjacent ground points is smaller than the slope between a
ground point and a non-ground point. Hence, if the slope between
two points is larger than the threshold value, the point with a higher altitude value is considered to be a non-ground point. An exam-
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ple of a slope based ﬁlter is that proposed by Vosselman (2000).
The algorithm compares the height difference between two points
as a function of their distance apart against the acceptable height
difference. A point is regarded as a ground point only if there is
no other point such that the height difference between the two
points, computed as a function of their distance apart, is larger
than the allowed maximum.
Several studies have compared the performance of ground ﬁltering algorithms (e.g., Sithole and Vosselman, 2004; Liu, 2008;
Meng et al., 2010). These studies show that slope-based algorithms
work well with LiDAR data from relatively ﬂat terrain but perform
poorly with data from complex and steep terrain. One reason for
the poor performance is the fact that in steep terrain the height
or slope between two ground points can be higher than the predetermined threshold value, which causes many ground points to
be misclassiﬁed as non-ground. Moreover, determining a good
slope threshold may prove to be a very difﬁcult task. To overcome
these difﬁculties, several adaptive ﬁlters have been proposed. For
example, to overcome the problem of determining a threshold, Sithole (2001) proposed a modiﬁed slope-based ﬁlter in which the
threshold varied with the slope of the terrain. Using this approach
fewer ground points were misclassiﬁed.
2.1.2. Interpolation-based ﬁlters
While most slope-based algorithms work with two data points
at a time, interpolation-based ﬁlters operate on all points in the
data set at once. These ﬁlters are iterative algorithms which work
by ﬁtting a surface on the data and iteratively ﬁltering points based
on their residuals from the ﬁtted surface. In the ﬁrst iteration, an
averaging surface is ﬁt into the data and the residuals of the data
points relative to the surface are computed. Ground points are
more likely to have negative residuals, so they are given more
weight in subsequent iterations. Kraus and Pfeifer (1998) were
the ﬁrst to propose this approach. Their algorithm is based on linear prediction, whereby in the ﬁrst iteration all points are given
equal weights. A special function is used to compute weights for
each point based on their residuals. In each iteration, points with
large negative residuals are given maximum weights and thus they
attract the computed surface towards themselves. Points with
medium residuals get smaller weights and therefore have little
inﬂuence on the computed surface.
Like slope-based ﬁlters, interpolation-based ﬁlters perform
poorly in steep terrain. A similar method based on thin plate spline
surface interpolation has, however, been found to yield good results in steep terrain. Mongus and Z̆alik (2012) have recently proposed a ground ﬁltering algorithm in which a thin plate spline
interpolated surface is used iteratively to approximate the ground
surface. The approach uses residuals of points from the surface in
each iteration with a gradually decreasing window size to ﬁlter
ground points.i While test results showed that the algorithm can
cope well with steep terrain, the results also showed that the algorithm did not perform well with the low point densities commonly
found in forest data sets.
2.1.3. Mathematical-morphology-based ﬁlters
Mathematical-morphology-based ﬁlters are based on the concept of mathematical morphology used in digital image analysis.
Unlike slope-based and interpolation-based ﬁlters, which work
on the original LiDAR data, ﬁlters based on mathematical morphology transform the LiDAR data into digital images before performing
actual ﬁltering. Filtering is done using morphological operations
such as opening and closing (Chen et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2003).
These ﬁlters are simple and easy to implement and perform relatively well in ﬁltering surface objects, such as buildings, provided
that the data contain a high density of ground points. However, the
ﬁlters perform poorly with low point density in the data and steep
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terrains (Sithole and Vosselman, 2004; Liu, 2008; Meng et al.,
2010).
2.1.4. Hybrid ﬁlters
Some ﬁltering algorithms do not directly fall into any of the
above classes. They either use a different approach to ﬁltering or
make use of a combination of techniques used in other ﬁlters.
For example, Kobler et al. (2006) proposed a two-stage algorithm
whereby in the ﬁrst stage negative outliers are removed using
some existing ﬁltering algorithm (e.g., morphological ﬁlter) and
most non-ground points are then removed using a slope-based ﬁlter. This stage produces partially ﬁltered data which enters the second stage of the algorithm. In the second stage, elevations at
unsampled locations are estimated from repeated independent
estimates of elevation samples taken from sampled points. By
combining different ﬁltering methods, the algorithm performed
better than the individual ﬁlters.

Table 1
Characteristics of the three watersheds in the study area. Key: DF = Dense Forest,
SF = Sparse Forest, BS = Bare Soil, OT = Other. Source: Land Cover Analysis Report
(2010).
Watershed

Kayarkhola
Charnawati
Ludikhola

Area (ha)

8002
14,037
5750

Alt. (m)

245–1944
835–3549
318–1714

Land use (%)
DF

SF

BS

OT

51.48
35.56
67.34

21.27
17.82
17.31

0.38
4.48
4.19

26.88
42.14
11.16

Table 1 presents a summary of the characteristics of the three
watersheds. The other land uses (OT) shown in Table 1 include
grasslands and degraded forests, natural water bodies, agricultural
land, and built-up areas.
The terrain in the area consists predominantly of steep slopes
and hills, with the Charnawati watershed having the highest variation in altitude. The dominant tree species in the area are Hill Shorea Robusta, Schima Castanopsis and Rhododendron.

2.2. DTM interpolation algorithms
3.2. Test data
With the exception of morphology-based ﬁlters, ground ﬁltering algorithms produce irregularly distributed ground points.
Interpolation is used with these points to estimate ground elevation at places where measurements are missing. Interpolation
algorithms can be categorized based on the following criteria
(Ali, 2004): (1) exact or inexact (2) deterministic or stochastic,
and (3) local or global.
Exact interpolation algorithms produce DTM surfaces which pass
through every original data point, while approximative interpolation methods produce surfaces which do not pass through every
original data point but rather follow the general trend in the data.
Examples of exact interpolation algorithms are inverse distance
weighting (IDW) and spline interpolation. An example of an inexact
interpolation algorithm is trend functions (surfaces). Deterministic
interpolation algorithms assume that every data point has inﬂuence at an unsampled location that is inversely proportional to
its distance from the location. Stochastic algorithms, on the other
hand, make use of geostatistics to estimate a surface with some level of uncertainty. Local interpolation algorithms use only neighboring data points to estimate a value at an unsampled location,
while global algorithms use the entire data set to estimate values
at unsampled locations. Examples of commonly used interpolation
algorithms in DTM generation include inverse distance weighting
(IDW) (exact, deterministic, local), Kriging (approximative, global,
stochastic), and cubic splines (exact, local, deterministic) (Ali,
2004; Liu, 2008).
The choice of an interpolation algorithm to be implemented depends on several factors, including the quality of data and required
level of accuracy. For example, IDW offers high accuracy but only
when data density is high.

3. Material and methods
3.1. Study area
The study area consists of three watersheds in Nepal, namely,
Kayarkhola (Chitwan district), Ludikhola (Ghorka district), and
Charnawati (Dolakha district). This area was selected for a pilot
project called Design and setting up of a governance and payment
system for Nepal’s Community Forest Management under Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD) whose
aim was to demonstrate the feasibility of the REDD payment mechanism in community forests. The REDD project is funded mainly by
the World Bank.

LiDAR data used in this study covers an area of 13,750 ha and
were collected in four separate ﬂight missions between March
and April 2011. The data were collected using a Leica ALS50-II laser
scanner mounted on a Eurocopter AS350 helicopter (9N-AIW). Flying altitude and speed were 2200 m (relative to ground level) and
80 knots respectively. Sensor pulse rate and scan speed were
52.9 kHz and 20.4 lines per second respectively.
These ﬂight parameters led to a swath width of 1601.47 m at
ground level, a beam footprint of 50 cm, an average point density
of 0.8 points per square meter, and a maximum point spacing of
1.88 m across and 2.02 m down.
The data were collected for the Forest Resource Assessment (FRA)
and the Ministry of Forests and Soil Conservation of Nepal. The
data were provided courtesy of Arbonaut Ltd. (Finland) and the
International Center for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD)
in Nepal. The data were provided in raw (LAS ver. 1.2) format and,
for each point, it contained, among other ﬁelds, intensity, scan angle, return number (1–4), easting, northing, and elevation.

3.3. Proposed algorithm
The operation of the algorithm is based on the assumption that
when generating a DTM for complex terrain that is made up of a
combination of hills, steep slopes and plateau, the terrain can be
partitioned into patches of land that can be modeled using a combination of trend surfaces (for relatively less complex patches) and
cubic splines (for more complex patches). The partitioning is done
by dividing the x-y plane into square patches (tiles) of a given
width (W). Data points falling within a given square are then used
to interpolate the corresponding section of the DTM. Fig. 1 shows
examples of patches of land of varying complexity which require
different interpolation strategies.
Once the data has been partitioned, the algorithm proceeds in
two steps: (1) ﬁltering of non-ground points, and (2) DTM interpolation. The ﬁrst step is governed by two parameters: quality
of ﬁt ðr 2 Þ and search window width (w). r 2 varies between 0
and 1, controls the accuracy of the DTM (the higher the better),
and enables the algorithm to adapt to changes in terrain by
choosing an appropriate interpolation strategy based on the
complexity of the current patch. The value of r2 was calculated
using Eq. (1).

R2 ¼ 1 

RSS
TSS

ð1Þ
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Fig. 1. Examples of square terrain sections of 400 m in width which require different interpolation strategies: (a) planar trend surface, (b) parabolic trend surface, and (c)
cubic spline interpolation. The x- and y-axes represent the easting and northing while the z-axis represents elevation.

where RSS and TSS stand for Residual Sum of Squares and Total
Sum of Squares respectively and were calculated using Eqs. (2)
and (3)

In the second step, two trend surfaces represented by Eqs. (4)
and (5) are ﬁt into the grid points obtained previously.

Z 1 ðx; yÞ ¼ b10 þ b11 x þ b12 y þ 1

ð4Þ

n
X
^i Þ2
RSS ¼
ðyi  y

Z 2 ðx; yÞ ¼ b20 þ b21 x þ b22 y þ b212 xy þ b211 x2 þ b222 y2 þ 2

ð5Þ

TSS ¼

i¼1
n
X

Þ2
ðyi  y

ð2Þ
ð3Þ

i¼1

where the y’s are observed minimum elevation values at the current
^’s are predicted elevation values, y
 is the mean of the y’s,
patch, the y
and n is the number of observed elevation values.
The value of w determines the area to search for a point with
the lowest elevation value (to be used in interpolating the section
of DTM). In this study, the values of r 2 ; w, and W used were 0.95,
5 m, and 40 m respectively. The high value of r 2 used was chosen
in order to attain high DTM accuracy. On the other hand, the value
of w used was dictated by the data density (points per square
meter). In general, the smaller the value of w the better because
it helps to minimize interpolation error. With the LiDAR data used
in this study, values of w less than 5 m led to search windows
that repeatedly contained no points. We determined the optimal
value of W by experimenting with a range of values (10–80 m)
looking for a value that is robust, minimizes border effects, and
works well across the entire study area (terrain) and with the
given data.

3.3.1. Ground ﬁltering
To ﬁlter non-ground points, a moving window of width w is
moved across a patch and, at each location, the window area is
searched for a point with the lowest elevation value. The elevation
of this point is assigned to the location. If no points are found, the
location is left blank. This procedure results in a set of points
spaced at least w m apart in the patch. These points are a combination of both ﬁrst and last returns and all are assumed to be ground
points at this stage.

where the b’s represent model parameters with the superscript distinguishing the models and the ’s are residual terms. x and y represent the easting and northing values respectively at the center of
a 5 m grid cell.
For each trend surface, residuals and r2 values are computed.
Points with negative residuals (set A) below the surfaces are assumed to be ground points and are therefore retained. Points with
positive residuals (set B) above each surface are considered to consist of a mixture of both ground and non-ground points. At this
stage, if either model has a value of r2 below the threshold value,
it is discarded.
Filtering of non-ground points is done on points in set B of the
model(s) which pass the goodness-of-ﬁt test as follows. Points in B
are sorted in descending order of residuals. Starting with the point
with the largest positive residual, each point is left out in turn and
the corresponding surface is re-ﬁt using the remaining points in
both A and B. The value of r2 for the new surface is computed
and compared to the previous value. If the value of r 2 increases,
the point is considered to be a non-ground point and discarded
from B; otherwise the point is considered to be a ground point
and is therefore retained (see Fig. 2).
In Fig. 2, the value of r 2 for the linear model improved from 0.96
to 0.97 after removing non-ground points, while r 2 for the quadratic model improved from 0.96 to 0.98.
The result of the second stage of ﬁltering is either two sets of
ground points corresponding to Eqs. (4) and (5) (if both models
passed the r2 test), one set of points (if only one model passed
the r2 test), or an empty set (if both models failed the r 2 test). If
the ﬁrst case prevails, the set corresponding to a smaller value of
r2 is discarded, while the remaining set (C) is used to interpolate
the portion of DTM for the current patch. Failure of both models in
the r 2 test means that the patch is too complex to be reasonably
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Fig. 2. Ground ﬁltering steps: (a) point cloud for a 160 m2 patch; (b) points with minimum elevation values obtained from a 5 m search window in the point cloud in (a); (c)
and (d) linear and quadratic surfaces (sampled) ﬁtted to points in (b) showing points below the surfaces (set A) and points above the surfaces (set B); (e) and (f) points
remaining in the linear and quadratic models after non-ground points have been removed from points in (b); (g) and (h) linear and quadratic models reﬁt after removing nonground points.

Fig. 3. Illustration of a case when both the linear and quadratic models fail. (a) shows a grid of minimum points extracted from a point cloud while (b) and (c) show a
quadratic and cubic splines ﬁt of the data. Note how the quadratic model fails to follow the trend in the data. The r 2 values for the quadratic and linear (not shown) models
were 0.39 and 0.65 respectively.

estimated by either of the models. In this case the algorithm resorts to cubic splines (see Section 3.3.3) as illustrated in Fig. 3.
3.3.2. DTM interpolation
Ground points obtained in the ﬁltering step are used to interpolate the section of DTM in the respective patch. Inputs to this stage

include the desired DTM resolution (d), model parameters obtained
in the ﬁltering step, and ground points in C.
To assign elevation values at unsampled locations, a regular
square grid of width W and cell size d is created such that it spans
all the data points in C. Each cell of the grid is visited in turn and
assigned an elevation value as follows. The cell is searched for
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current patch. An example of the resulting
in Fig. 5(c).

Elevation

P1

P4
P2
P3

DTM

section is shown

3.3.4. Degenerate cases
If the area covered by input LiDAR is not rectangular in shape
(e.g., if it is triangular), some of the square patches along the diagonal will have very little data. When this happens, neither a linear
nor a quadratic trend surface can be ﬁtted to the data as the model
matrix in the linear model

Y ¼ Xb þ 
Fig. 4. Detection and replacement of non-ground points during spline interpolation. Due to a change of slope at point P1, elevation at P1 is replaced with P2, whose
elevation is the average of elevations at P3 and P4.

points (in C) lying within it. If any points are found, the minimum
elevation among the points is assigned to the current grid cell,
otherwise the elevation at the current cell is obtained by evaluating the trend surface function obtained in the ﬁltering step using
the easting and northing values at the cell.

used in least squares model ﬁtting becomes singular, where Y is a
vector of measured elevations, X is the model matrix, b is a vector
of unknown parameters, and  is a vector of residuals. In such cases,
spline interpolation also fails because the data do not form a complete grid of points. This problem can also arise if there are embedded gaps in the data. When this happens the algorithm skips the
current patch, leading to gaps in the resulting interpolated DTM.
The effect of this problem can be reduced by decreasing the patch
width (W), but the feasibility of this solution depends on the data
density.
4. Results and discussion

3.3.3. Spline interpolation
Spline interpolation is performed when both linear and quadratic models fail. The input to this stage is points in sets A and
B. Before interpolation, non-ground points are identiﬁed and discarded. This is achieved by scanning the points in two passes, ﬁrst
along the x-axis, then along the y-axis. Change of slope (positive to
negative) is examined (for each point in a line) (see Fig. 4). If there
is a change in slope across a point, the point is considered to present a discontinuity in the terrain. All such points are labeled for
replacement and their elevations are replaced by the average elevation of their right and left neighbors.
After the second ﬁltering pass, points labeled for replacement
are replaced and the remaining points are used for DTM interpolation. First, cubic splines are used to interpolate elevations on each
line along the y-axis according to the speciﬁed DTM resolution
(Fig. 5(a)). Next, interpolation is done along the x-axis as shown
in Fig. 5(b). This completes the DTM interpolation step for the

In this section, we present and discuss the results of the accuracy assessment of the proposed algorithm. Accuracy of the algorithm was evaluated in three ways: (1) by visually inspecting the
produced DTM; (2) by comparing tree height estimates obtained
using the produced DTM with ﬁeld measurements; and, (3) by testing the algorithm against the International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ISPRS) Commission III/WG3 test data set
(See Sithole and Vosselman, 2004).
4.1. Visual inspection of the DTM
The ﬁrst performance assessment measure entailed visual
inspection of the ﬁnal DTM and intermediate results of the
algorithm. In addition, the DTM was compared to a DTM produced
by an algorithm for determination of terrain models in wooded
areas proposed by Kraus and Pfeifer (1998) and implemented in

Fig. 5. Spline interpolation stages: (a) interpolation along the y-axis, (b) interpolation along the x-axis using points obtained in (a), and (c) the resulting

DTM

section.
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Fig. 8. A difference model obtained by subtracting elevation values of the DTM in
Fig. 7(c) from corresponding values in the DTM in Fig. 7(d). Elevation values are in
metres.

Fig. 6. Example DTM section generated from a hilly area of approximately 1 km2.
Assessment of how well the DTM follows the variations in the terrain was done by
superimposing the original LiDAR point cloud on the DTM.

Fusion software (see McGaughey, 2008). The comparison was
based on how well the resulting DTM follows variations in the terrain–slopes,ridges and valleys, and how well the DTM ﬁts the original data. Results are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 10.
Fig. 6 shows a DTM section for a part of the study area. It can be
seen that all the signiﬁcant terrain features (hills and valleys) are
reproduced.
Figs. 7 and 8 show a comparison of DTM sections produced by the
proposed algorithm ((a) and (c)) with those produced by the algorithm by Kraus and Pfeifer (1998) ((b) and (d)) using the same data.
From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the algorithm proposed in this paper
performed better both in terms of smoothness of the DTM and in
reproducing the physical features of the terrain. The presence of
humps in the DTM in (b), caused by the limited number of ground
points in the data, should be noted.
The presence of ridges in the DTM in Fig. 7(c) and the extreme
values in the difference model in Fig. 8 should also be noted. The

ridges are due to a lack of overlaps between the patches, which
makes DTM interpolation unstable at the borders of the patches.
However, due to the way the LiDAR data is normalized using the
DTM, the ridges do not make a direct contribution to the error in
tree-height estimates computed using the DTM. In normalizing the
data, the elevation of each point is subtracted from the elevation
of the nearest point on the DTM surface with distance measured
in the x–y plane (see Fig. 9). Thus, the error is constrained within
individual DTM patches. A possible solution to this problem is to
incorporate overlaps in DTM interpolation. On the other hand, the
extreme values in Fig. 8 are due to the presence of humps in both
Fig. 7(c) and (d). The humps occur at places where there are extremely few ground points caused by closed canopy which leads
which makes the algorithms classify points from tree branches as
ground points.
The proposed algorithm is designed for use in forestry inventory
where a DTM is used to obtain the height of trees. Fig. 10 shows two
examples of LiDAR point clouds for complex terrain ((a) and (b)), the
resulting DTM sections ((c) and (d)), and the original LiDAR point
clouds superimposed on the DTM sections ((e) and (f)). The ﬁgure
shows that the DTMs ﬁt the data reasonably well ((e) and (f)), leading to accurate tree-height estimates.

Fig. 7. Comparison of DTM sections produced by the algorithm proposed in this paper ((a) and (c)) with those produced by an algorithm proposed by Kraus and Pfeifer (1998)
((b) and (d)). (a) and (b) are approximately 0.3 km2 while (c) and (d) are are approximately 0.16 km2.
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Fig. 9. Illustration of how LiDAR points are normalized. A, B, and C represent
misaligned patches (border effects) and the dashed curve represents the true
ground surface.
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12.62 m each. For each plot, the measurements consisted of the
heights of all trees in the plot with a diameter at breast height
(DBH) greater than or equal to 5 cm. The heights were measured
using the Vertex IV and Transponder T3 devices.
The height of the tallest tree in each plot was calculated using
both the DTM generated from the algorithm proposed in this paper
and the one generated from TS. The height was estimated by taking
the average of the heights of the ten highest LiDAR points in each
plot. This approach was used because it was not possible to accurately distinguish individual trees within a plot due to low LiDAR
point density, hence the assumption that the highest LiDAR points
are more likely to belong to the tallest tree in a plot.
Root mean square values of the height estimates found using
the proposed algorithm and TS were computed using Eq. (6) and
compared.

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
ðHe  Hm Þ2
n

4.2. Comparison with ﬁeld measurements

RMSE ¼

In this section, we compare tree heights computed from the DTM
obtained using the proposed algorithm and those computed from a
DTM obtained from Terrascan software (TS)(Terrascan, 2012) with
tree heights obtained from ﬁeld measurements.
Field measurements used for comparison consisted of treeheight measurements from eighty circular plots with a radius of

where He is the estimated height, Hm is the measured height and n is
the number of plots.
The RMSE for the height estimates found using the proposed
algorithm and those found using TS were 1.92 m and 3.04 m
respectively. Fig. 11 shows scatter plots of heights computed by

ð6Þ

Fig. 10. LiDAR data from square patches of 400 m in width (top row), corresponding DTM sections interpolated from the data (middle row), and original data superimposed on
the DTM sections (bottom row). The x- and y-axes represent the easting and northing, while the z-axis represents elevation.
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Assessment was done by investigating the effect of the values
patch width (W) and r 2 on the resulting DTM root mean square error
(RMSE). Fig. 12 shows how RMSE varies with both W and r 2 .
With the ISPRS data, the smallest value of RMSE found was about
0.45 m at W = 45 m and r 2 ¼ 0:9. RMSE was calculated by normalizing the ground points in the reference data against the DTM using
Eq. (7).

RMSE = 1.92 m
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RMSE ¼

(b)
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RMSE = 3.04 m
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Predicted height (m)
Fig. 11. Scatter plots showing comparison of tree heights computed using the
proposed algorithm ((a)) and those computed using TS ((b)) with ﬁeld-measured
tree heights for 80 plots.

the two methods against measured heights.
The RMSE ﬁgures reported should, however, be taken as a relative
measure of the performance of the two methods only. This is due
to the presence of uncertainty in the ﬁeld measurements (e.g., data
entry and instrument errors) and the way the height of the tallest
tree in the plots was calculated. For example, branches of tall trees
outside the plot but overhanging the plot would be taken as the
tallest tree in the plot and contribute to the error.

4.3. ISPRS test data
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ð7Þ

where Z DTM ¼ dtm elevation value, ZRef = reference elevation value,
and n = number of sample points. In this case ZRef = 0 (ground
points).
The relatively high value of RMSE (0.45 m) is due to the presence
of gaps in the test data. As the algorithm cannot cope well with
gaps in the data (e.g., those caused by the inability of water to reﬂect laser pulses), the resulting DTM also contains gaps (as big as the
size of the patch used). Gaps in the DTM add signiﬁcantly to the elevation error of points in the original data falling within the gap,
because the height of a point is calculated by subtracting the elevation of the nearest point on the DTM from the elevation of the point.
In the presence of gaps in the DTM, the distance between a point in
the original data to the nearest point on the DTM can be large, leading to a large elevation error.

5. Conclusions
This paper presented an adaptive algorithm for DTM interpolation in heterogeneous forested terrain consisting of steep slopes,
valleys and ridges. The algorithm is based on three kinds of approximation (linear, quadratic and cubic splines) applied iteratively
over the terrain using square patches of a given width. Test results
showed that the algorithm can cope well with steep slopes and
variations in terrain structure. Moreover, since the algorithm uses
only a subset of the ground points to interpolate DTM, it can cope
well with low point densities in the data. This quality makes the
algorithm suitable for large scale LiDAR applications for estimating
AGB in large forests where data densities are normally low, due to
higher ﬂight heights and the relatively larger LiDAR footprints used
in order to reduce data acquisition costs.
Gaps in the input data were found to pose a big challenge to the
algorithm. However, the effect of this problem on the accuracy of
the heights computed using the DTM can be reduced by reducing
the patch width (W) (if the data allows). Moreover, before the algorithm proceeds the original LiDAR data is partitioned (tiled) into
manageable blocks that can ﬁt in computer memory. Partitioning
the data such that gaps in the data lie in the boundaries of the
blocks will also help to minimize the problem. We did not take into
account overlaps between patches during DTM interpolation, which
led to unstable interpolation along the edges of the patches and
contributed to the overall DTM error. Therefore, further work needs
to be done to improve the ability of the algorithm to handle gaps in
data, and to improve the robustness of the algorithm by incorporating overlaps in the DTM interpolation stage. Additionally, above
ground biomass (AGB) estimation tests with LiDAR data from different tropical forests need to be conducted.

lu
e

0.3
0.5
20

10

RMSE (m)

The ISPRS maintains a set of LiDAR test data used for testing ground
ﬁltering algorithms. The data come from different test sites including both city and forest. The data used in this test are from Site 5
(vegetation on a steep slope). The aim of the test was to determine
how well the algorithm performs in extreme conditions (e.g., the
presence of gaps in the data). ISPRS test data were used because
the data set was speciﬁcally designed for testing algorithms and
comes with reference data.

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
ðZ DTM  Z Ref Þ2
n

th (m)

Fig. 12. Plot showing how RMSE varies with patch width (W) and r 2 for the ISPRS test
data.
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Abstract: Extracting digital elevation models (DTMs) from LiDAR data under forest canopy
is a challenging task. This is because the forest canopy tends to block a portion of the LiDAR
pulses from reaching the ground, hence introducing gaps in the data. This paper presents an
algorithm for DTM extraction from LiDAR data under forest canopy. The algorithm copes
with the challenge of low data density by generating a series of coarse DTMs by using
the few ground points available and using trend surfaces to interpolate missing elevation
values in the vicinity of the available points. This process generates a cloud of ground points
from which the final DTM is generated. The algorithm has been compared to two other
algorithms proposed in the literature in three different test sites with varying degrees of
difficulty. Results show that the algorithm presented in this paper is more tolerant to low data
density compared to the other two algorithms. The results further show that with decreasing
point density, the differences between the three algorithms dramatically increased from about
0.5 m to over 10 m.
Keywords: DTM extraction; airborne LiDAR; biomass estimation; tree height estimation

1. Introduction
Airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) is an active remote sensing technology that uses
aircraft-mounted laser scanning systems in conjunction with a positioning and orientation system (POS)
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for ranging purposes [1]. The system measures the distance between the laser scanner and reflected
objects on the ground (or the ground itself) by considering the round-trip time taken by a laser pulse to
travel from the sensor to the reflecting surface and back.
The use of airborne LiDAR technology (hereafter, simply referred to as LiDAR) in forestry
applications has been increasing constantly in the past decade. This increasing trend in the use of LiDAR
technology in forestry applications can be attributed to both promising results obtained in applications
of LiDAR technology to forestry (e.g., [2–7]) and the maturity of the LiDAR technology over time; for
example, increased pulse rates and the introduction of full-waveform LiDAR [8]. Unlike conventional
LiDAR sensors, which can record up to four returns from multiple targets, full-waveform LiDAR sensors
can sample and record the entire echo waveform for each laser pulse [9]. This capability makes them
able to collect more information about the physical characteristics of the reflecting objects. This feature
has been exploited in generating DTMs from LiDAR data with notable improvements in terms of DTM
accuracy compared to conventional LiDAR sensors [9,10].
On the other hand, LiDAR data acquisition costs per unit area have gone down significantly, especially
for projects covering large areas (large-scale acquisitions) [11]. However, this cost-effectiveness of
LiDAR is a trade-off between cost and point density; to cover large areas at minimal costs flying
altitude needs to be relatively higher, leading to low point densities. Furthermore, recently, it has been
shown [12] that it is possible to minimize the number of field plots required for calibrating regression
models used to estimate various forest parameters. This innovation can help to cut the cost of LiDAR
campaigns for forest inventory purposes that feature both LiDAR collection and calibration plot
measurement by up to one half.
This section presents the state-of-the-art in applications of LiDAR in forestry activities, particularly
tree height estimation and DTM extraction. Challenges encountered in extracting DTMs from LiDAR
data in forested terrain are also discussed.
1.1. LiDAR-Based Forest Inventory
LiDAR has been used extensively to estimate various forest parameters pertaining to forest
inventory [13]. One particular parameter that has received substantial attention is tree height, i.e., mean
tree-height, dominant tree height or individual tree heights [14,15]. This is because tree height is an input
for estimating other forest parameters, such as biomass and tree volume [16].
A common technique that has been used for tree height estimation involves the estimation of
two models from LiDAR data, namely, the digital terrain model (DTM) and the digital surface
model (DSM) from which the canopy height model (CHM) is derived as their difference
(i.e., CHM = DSM − DT M). Using this technique, for example, [15] were able to estimate
individual tree heights of sugi plantations in three kinds of terrain: steep slope, gentle slope
and gentle, yet rough, terrain. Tree height estimates from this study correlated very well with
field-measured tree heights with coefficient of determination (R2 ) values of 0.857, 0.923 and
0.955, respectively, for the three terrain types. Similarly, [17] conducted a study to assess
the suitability of small-footprint LiDAR technology for estimating ground elevation and tree
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heights in tropical landscapes. In this study, individual tree heights were underestimated with
a mean absolute error (MAE) of 2.33 m.
Other methods related to tree height estimation, which do not require the use of DTMs, have also
been proposed. These are referred to as indirect methods [14].
For example, [18] used a DTM-free method to estimate the mean tree height in a hinoki cypress
forest using small footprint LiDAR. The method is based on the assumption that a hypothetical surface
passing through predominant tree tops is nearly parallel to the ground (and, hence, the DTM). In this
method, the difference in elevation between the hypothetical surface and ground points is assumed to
be an estimator of the mean tree height. Although test results showed that tree heights derived using
the method correlated well with field measured values (R2 = 0.94), the method was not tested on
other forest types and different terrain. Therefore, the suitability of the method to other forest types and
different kinds of terrain remains unknown.
In another study, [19] studied the effect of the laser beam footprint and LiDAR data sampling density
on tree height estimates in a pine stand. The study used footprints in the range 0.75–3.0 m, and tree
heights were underestimated by 2.1–3.7 m due to the lack of calibration using field data.
Forest parameters (e.g., average tree height, basal area, etc.,) and associated derivatives (e.g., DTMs
and CHMs) from LiDAR data are the inputs used to establish high-level information about forests.
This information includes, for example, above-ground biomass and carbon content (e.g., [7,20,21]). On
the other hand, LiDAR-derived DTMs and DSMs have been used to monitor forest height and crown
diameter changes, due to growth (e.g., [6]) and deforestation [22].
1.2. DTM Extraction in Forested Terrain
Generally, DTM extraction is a two-stage process [4,23,24]. In the first stage, called ground filtering,
ground points (points from LiDAR pulses reflected from the ground surface) are separated from
vegetation points (points from LiDAR pulses reflected from the canopy and low-lying vegetation). In
the second stage, the DTM is generated by estimating ground elevations at places where there are no
data through interpolation techniques.
Several general-purpose algorithms for ground filtering and DTM interpolation have been proposed
in the literature (e.g., [25–27]). Using a variety of filtering techniques (e.g., mathematical morphology,
linear prediction and slope information), some of these algorithms are dedicated to either ground filtering
or DTM interpolation, while others combine the two stages into one algorithm. DTM extraction in
forested terrain, however, is unique, due to the presence of the canopy (which limits the penetration
of LiDAR pulses) and the complex terrain normally present in forests. Most general-purpose DTM
interpolation algorithms perform poorly under these conditions. Consequently, specialized algorithms
have been developed specifically for this purpose (e.g., [3–5,28–30]).
In the algorithm proposed in [4], for example, filtering of non-ground points for DTM generation
is done by creating a surface from below the point cloud base on triangulated irregular network (TIN)
structures. This surface is then allowed to fluctuate within certain values based on, for example, active
contour models or a constrained spline function, such that ground points are included in the surface.
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In another example [3], filtering of non-ground points is done iteratively by fitting a surface to the data
points and assigning weights to each point based on the residual the point’s elevation residual from the
surface. In each iteration, points with large negative residuals (below the surface) receive more weight
and attract the surface towards them, while points with large residuals (above the surface) are eliminated.
Despite the development of these specialized algorithms, DTM extraction in forested terrain remains
to be a challenging task. This is partly due to the fact that no single algorithm can perform well in all kinds
of situations (data and terrain type), on the one hand, and the heterogeneous nature of terrain and LiDAR
data typical of forested terrain on the other. For example, an experimental comparison of ground filtering
algorithms [31] revealed that while most algorithms perform similarly in less demanding situations (e.g.,
flat terrain and the absence of discontinuity in the terrain), significant differences were observed in the
performance of the algorithms with increasing terrain complexity, the presence of large objects, such as
buildings, and the presence of vegetation cover.
1.3. Challenges in DTM Extraction in Forested Terrain
Despite the development of specialized algorithms to solve the problem of DTM extraction in forested
terrain, DTM extraction in forested terrain still faces some challenges. For example, [31,32] point
out many factors that affect the process of DTM extraction in forested terrain. These factors include,
for example, flight altitude above ground level, forest cover (canopy thickness), the date (season) the
LiDAR data was collected, terrain slope and scan angle [33–35]. These factors have a direct effect on the
penetration rate of LiDAR pulses through the forest canopy and, hence, affect the number of ground hits.
Flight altitude, for example, affects the point density in the data, i.e., the higher the flight altitude
above ground level, the lower the point density. For example, in the study carried out by [32], flight
altitudes of 400, 800 and 1500 m led to point spacing of 0.80, 1.6 and 3.0 m, respectively.
Similarly, canopy thickness and the season of data collection affect the density of the collected
data. Thicker canopies tend to block most of the LiDAR pulses, thus preventing them from reaching
the ground. In some extreme cases, the penetration rate of LiDAR pulses can be so low that DTM
extraction becomes extremely difficult. For example, in a study by [36], to determine the penetration
rate of small-footprint LiDAR in a closed canopy, middle-aged (40–50 years) hinoki cypress, out of
the 107,427 points/ha transmitted, only 1% managed to reach the ground. The density of the LiDAR point
cloud tends to decrease from the top of the canopy downwards. This decrease is the result of most of
the LiDAR pulses being blocked by the thick canopy.
On the other hand, if data is collected during leaf-off season, there will be a higher penetration rate
for the LiDAR pulses than if the data were collected during the leaf-on season [32]. This is because in
the leaf-off season, there are numerous gaps in the canopy for the LiDAR pulses to penetrate.
Terrain slope also poses a big challenge for most DTM interpolation and ground filtering algorithms.
Many studies assessing the effect of terrain slope on DTM accuracy showed that DTM accuracy tends to
deteriorate with increasing terrain slope (e.g., [32,37,38]).
The scan angle has also been found to have an impact on the penetration rate of LiDAR pulses through
forest canopies. Depending on the thickness of the canopy cover, studies [33,35,36] have shown that a
scan angle of 8–15 degrees is required in order to maximize the number of ground hits.
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The extent to which LiDAR is being used in forestry activities today suggests that it is the future of
forest inventorying. Unfortunately, the area of LiDAR data processing, especially in forested and steep
terrain, has not advanced as much as the LiDAR technology itself has. This difference makes the area of
LiDAR data processing, particularly ground filtering and DTM extraction in forested terrain, deserving
of further investigation. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for DTM extraction in forested terrain
from LiDAR data. The algorithm builds on the recent work by [39] and addresses the limitations of the
algorithm presented therein, namely, the lack of overlapping between adjacent patches, which leads to
ridges in the DTM, and gaps in the DTM caused by a lack of enough points to fit a model and along the
edges of non-rectangular patches (tiles).
Therefore, this study had three main objectives. These objectives were to:
(i) overcome the problems of low data density and the lack of overlapping between DTM patches by
iteratively generating a series of coarse DTMs (repeated sampling) using patch widths of varying
sizes and combining the coarse DTMs to form the final DTM;
(ii) develop an interpolation strategy for estimating elevation values at places where both spline and
trend surface interpolation fail (gap-filling); and
(iii) compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with two other algorithms for generating
DTMs in forested terrain using data sets from three different tropical test sites, which are
characterized by both low point density and varying degrees of terrain roughness.
This approach has the advantage that it helps to deal with low data density by creating a cloud of
elevation values using the available data, from which the final DTM is generated. Moreover, in places of
extremely low numbers of ground points, approximation is done using a suitable gap-filling algorithm.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Area
This study spans three test sites on three different continents, namely Nepal (Site 1), Brazil (Site 2)
and Ghana (Site 3). The three forest types studied in the article were chosen on the principle that they
represent typical dense tropical forest types on three different continents. All three LiDAR samples have
been collected for a different purpose, as described below.
2.1.1. Site 1
This site consists of three watersheds, namely, Kayarkhola, Charnawati and Ludikhola. The three
watersheds cover an area of approximately 27,789 ha. The terrain in the site is predominantly
mountainous and complex, consisting of steep slopes and valleys. Altitude in the area varies from 245 m
(Kayarkhola) to 3549 m (Charnawati). The average slope in the area is 29.7%, while the maximum slope
is 57.3%. The percentage of ground hits in this site is approximately 29.3%.
This site is part of a pilot project for measuring and monitoring carbon stocks in community forests.
The aim of the project is to design and set up a governance and payment system for Nepal’s community
forest management under the Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD)
payment scheme for developing countries.
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The forest tested in the current article lies on mountainous highland and represents steep orographic
variation under a dense canopy. The forest itself is looked after by a local community forest program and
has grown from a degraded state into a high biomass forest.
2.1.2. Site 2
This site is part of the Brazilian Amazon. The terrain in the area is predominantly flat with thick forest
cover. The point density of LiDAR capture is quite high, amounting to some 14 points per m2 . Despite
such unusually high point density and the corresponding relatively low flying altitude, the number of
ground hits is quite low, thereby making DTM generation a challenge. The percentage of ground hits in
this site is approximately 2.2%.
The forest in this site is by far the densest of all three, but like much of the Amazonian Forest, it lies
on relatively flat land, with local undulation only. The Brazilian sample is from a natural forest, and it
was collected for studying the ability of LiDAR to penetrate a very dense, multi-storied canopy. A very
high point density was used in the LiDAR capture in order to make sure that at least some pulses hit
the ground.
2.1.3. Site 3
The third site is in southwestern Ghana and represents a West African tropical forest in hilly terrain.
The forest is dense, even if the current patch is relatively flat. The percentage of ground hits in this site
is approximately 4.54%.
This site is part of a forest and land use inventory scheme for the Ghanaian Forestry Commission
(see [40]). It represents a West African closed canopy forest that was inventoried for the sake of land use
change analysis. The overall terrain is rugged, but with much less steepness than in the Nepalese case.
Forests in the sample are not protected and are used for a variety of purposes by the local population.
2.2. Test Data
Test data used in this study consist of three LiDAR data sets from each of the test sites together with
plot-level field measurements of tree heights except for Site 2, where tree height measurement from
the ground is not possible.
2.2.1. LiDAR Data
The data were collected to support a LiDAR-assisted Multiresource Programme (LAMP), which is
a large-scale method for carbon stock mapping that combines LiDAR sampling and satellite imagery
to produce accurate carbon stock maps of areas of interest (see [41]). Table 1 shows a summary of
the parameters of interest about the LiDAR data. Flying altitude refers to the vertical distance of the
aircraft from the ground level and should be maintained throughout the flight mission. Because of this
requirement, a helicopter is the only way to fly in Site 1, since a fixed wing aircraft cannot rise fast
enough to maintain a constant flying altitude and follow the quickly undulating terrain. The data was
provided courtesy of Arbonaut Ltd. (Joensuu, Finland) in association with the International Center
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for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) (Site 1) of Nepal in raw LASer file format (LAS)
(ver. 1.2) format.
Table 1. Parameters of the LiDAR data used in this study.
Parameter
Projection
Datum
Aerial platform
Flying altitude
Flying speed
Sensor type
Scan angle
Sensor pulse rate
Sensor scan speed
Average pulse density
Swath width at ground level
Beam footprint at ground level
Date collected

Site 1
UTM
WGS84
Helicopter
2200 m AGL
80 knots
Leica ALS-50 II
20 degrees
52.9 Khz
20.4 lines/s
0.8 points/m2
1601.47 m
50 cm
March 2011–April 2011

Value
Site 2
UTM
WGS84
Helicopter
850 m AGL
124 knots
Leica ALS-50 II
Unknown
115.8 Khz
Unknown
14 points/m2
350 m
Unknown
September 2011

Site 3
UTM
WGS84
Fixed wing aircraft
1300 m AGL
120 knots
Leica ALS-50 II
13.5 degrees
81 Khz
47.6 lines/s
2 points/m2
644 m
31 cm
December 2011–January 2012

2.2.2. Field Measurements
In addition to the LiDAR data, field measurements consisting of tree height estimates for 80 circular
plots (radius = 12.62 m) in Site 1 were used. There were no field measurements for Sites 2 and 3.
The height of each tree with a diameter at breast height of 5 cm was measured using Vertex IV and
Transponder T3 measuring devices.
2.3. Methods
The proposed method for ground filtering and DTM interpolation can be broken down into five steps:
(1) repeated DTM sampling; (2) generating gridded DTM samples; (3) generating initial DTM; (4) filling
gaps; and (5) generating final DTM. These steps are detailed below.
2.3.1. Repeated DTM Sampling
The repeated DTM sampling step generates a series of DTMs using varying patch widths. The aim
of this step is to generate several elevation samples at each candidate DTM location (cell) from which
the best are selected to form the final DTM.
Input to this step is the original LiDAR point cloud (in ASCII xyz format). Using the method for
ground filtering and DTM interpolation proposed by [39], a series of DTMs is generated using patch
widths of varying sizes (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Example from Site 1 illustrating repeated sampling of elevation values at DTM
locations by repeating DTM interpolation using increasing patch widths ranging from 50 to
80 m at increments of 10 m. (a) Patch width = 50; (b) Patch width = 60; (c) Patch width = 70;
(d) Patch width = 80.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

This procedure results in repeated sampling of elevation values at each candidate DTM location
(cell), while, at the same time, creating an overlapping effect between the DTM patches of varying
widths. The patch widths used in this study were 50, 60, 70 and 80 m. These values were found to work
well in all three test sites and were found by experimenting with values between 30 and 100 m using
a ten-meter increment.
While generating the individual DTMs in the repeated DTM sampling step, there are times when
the algorithm may fail due to a very low number of data points or gaps in the input data (see [39] for
details). When this happens during the repeated sampling step, corresponding areas are labeled with a
large negative value, so that they can be identified later. We call these bad areas. The magnitude of the
value used is roughly twice the average elevation value in the data (see Section 2.3.3 for details).
The output of the repeated DTM sampling step is a series of N DTMs with points created using patch
widths of varying widths, where N is the number of sample DTMs created.
2.3.2. Generating Gridded DTM Samples
In this step, a regular grid of desired spatial resolution is generated from each of the sample DTMs
generated in the previous step. The purpose of this step is to create candidate DTM locations at the
desired resolution, which are common to all the DTM samples and can be aligned easily. Generating
gridded DTM samples is done by first creating a grid of regularly spaced points (spaced according to
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the desired final DTM resolution) in the x-y plane. Next, the created grid is superimposed on each of the
sampled DTMs from the previous step, and for each point (x, y) in the regular grid, an elevation value is
assigned from the elevation of the closest point in the sampled DTM.
This step produces N gridded DTM samples, each with the same number of aligned grid points (DTM
locations), but with possibly different elevation values at corresponding grid points.
2.3.3. Generating Initial DTM
The initial DTM is generated by merging the N gridded DTM samples obtained in the previous
step. The merging is done by taking the median of the elevation values from corresponding DTM
locations in the gridded DTM samples. For example, in this study, four DTM samples were used,
therefore the elevation values at DTM locations in the initial DTM were assigned by taking the median
of four elevation values from corresponding DTM locations in the four gridded sample DTMs. Figure 2
illustrates how the merging is done.
Figure 2. Generating the initial DTM: DTM samples obtained by repeated sampling (A) are
converted into gridded DTM samples at the same resolution (B) from which the initial DTM
(C) is obtained by taking the median of corresponding DTM locations. W represents the
patch width in meters used to generate each of the sample DTMs.
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When generating the initial DTM by combining the sample DTMs, there are two possible cases:
(1) the number of sample DTMs to be combined is odd; and (2) the number of sample DTMs to be
combined is even. If the former case prevails, the median of elevation values at corresponding DTM
locations happens to be the middle value. In this case, this value is assigned to the corresponding DTM
location in the initial DTM regardless of whether this value is a legitimate elevation value or the large
negative value used for labeling bad regions. If the latter case prevails, however, the median value will
be the average of the two middle elevation values. In this case, it may happen that one or both of
the middle values is the special large negative value used for labeling bad regions. It is important at
this point to ensure that the resulting median value calculated is negative in order to preserve the identity
of bad regions. To meet this condition, the value used for labeling bad regions is chosen to be a negative
number with a magnitude of at least twice the average elevation value in the test data. This ensures that if
Case 2 prevails, bad regions retain negative elevation values, so that they can be identified in later steps
of the algorithm.
The generating initial DTM step results into an initial gridded DTM. The DTM contains negative
elevation values (gaps in the DTM) at places where elevation values could not be estimated in the
previous steps due to limited number of data points or gaps in the data. The next step is to estimate
the elevation values at those places (hereafter referred to as bad regions).
2.3.4. Filling Gaps
In the gap filling step, bad regions in the DTM are filled (repaired) by interpolation. The bad regions
can occur at three places in a DTM: (1) completely embedded in the DTM; (2) on the edge of the DTM;
and (3) on the corner of the DTM. Figure 3 shows the three possibilities.
Figure 3. Possible locations for bad regions in a DTM.
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The method described here repairs the bad regions that are completely embedded into the DTM and
those occurring on the edges. There is not enough information to reliably repair the bad regions occurring
at the corners. To repair the bad regions, the following steps are taken:
(i) locate the next bad DTM location to be repaired;
(ii) locate the coordinates of the first valid DTM location above the current bad point in the current
column (see Figure 4); if none exists, take the x and y coordinates of the topmost point and assign
a large positive value (L) for the z coordinate (elevation) and form the top point Pt : (xt , yt , zt );
Here, we use the terms above and below with respect to the positions of the points in the
vertical direction and the terms left and right with respect to the position of the points in the
horizontal direction.
(iii) Locate the coordinates of the first valid DTM location below the current bad point in the current
column (see Figure 4); if none exists, take the x and y coordinates of the bottom most point and
assign a large positive value for the z coordinate and form the bottom point Pb : (xb , yb, zb );
(iv) Locate the coordinates of the first valid DTM location on the left of the current bad point in the
current row (see Figure 4); if none exists take the x and y coordinates of the leftmost point and
assign a large positive value for the z coordinate and form the left point Pl : (xl , yl , zl );
(v) locate the coordinates of the first valid DTM location on the right of the current bad point in the
current row (see Figure 4); if none exists take the x and y coordinates of the rightmost point and
assign a large positive value for the z coordinate and form the right point Pr : (xr , yr , zr );
(vi) Determine if the bad DTM location is in a bad region lying on a corner by checking if any of
the following conditions are true: zt = zr = L, or zt = zl = L, or zb = zl = L, or zb = zr = L;
if any of these conditions hold, go to Step (i);
(vii) Determine which direction (vertical or horizontal) has a larger slope (steeper) by comparing the
magnitudes of the slopes of the lines segments Pb Pt and Pl Pr ;
(viii) If the vertical direction is steeper, use the line segment Pl Pr to interpolate the elevation value at
the current bad point, otherwise use the line segment Pb Pt .
The value of L is chosen, such that the slope between the current bad DTM location and the topmost
DTM location is considerably larger than the slope between the current DTM location and any other
valid DTM location in the DTM. In this study, a value of 10,000 was used, and it was about ten times
larger than the average elevation in the data.
The reason for using a line segment in the less steeper direction for estimation is to detect bad regions
located on the edges and corners of the DTM and to take appropriate action. This is achieved by the use
of the large dummy elevation value described above. For example, if a bad region to be filled is located
on either the top or bottom edges of the DTM, then the slope in the vertical direction will be larger than
that in the horizontal direction (due to a large elevation value assigned), making the algorithm resort to
using a horizontal line segment for estimation. On the other hand, if the bad region is located on either
the left of right edges of the DTM, vertical line segments are used for estimation.
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Figure 4. Locating valid DTM locations when repairing bad regions in a DTM: (a) the case
when the bad region is completely embedded into the DTM and all of the required points
(Pt , Pr , Pb , and Pl ) exist; (b) the case when the bad region lies on the border of the DTM and
one of the required points is missing; (c) the case when the bad region lies on the corner of the
DTM and either of the pair of the required points {Pt , Pr }, {Pl , Pt }, {Pl , Pb } or {Pb , Pr }
is missing. The darkest square at the center represents the DTM location, which is currently
being estimated within a bad region (the darker squares); the light squares bordering the bad
region represent valid DTM locations used for estimation.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Estimating Unknown Elevation Values
After the four points Pt , Pr , Pb and Pl , as well as the direction of a gentle slope have been determined,
estimation of the elevation value at the current bad DTM location is done. First, the direction vector vd
is computed using either Equation (1) or Equation (2).
vd = Pr − Pl

(1)

vd = Pt − Pb

(2)

p = p0 + tvd

(3)

Next, using the equation of a line in 3D,
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where p is a general point on the line, p0 is a known point on the line, t is a parameter and v is a direction
vector; the value of the parameter t for line segments Pb Pt and Pl Pr is determined using Equation (3)
above and available information, i.e., the values of the x and y coordinates of the current bad location
and either Pl or Pr if a horizontal line segment is used for estimation; and either Pt or Pb if a vertical line
segment is used for estimation. Thus, t is calculated using Equation (4).
x − xt
(4)
vd,x
where x represents the value of the x-coordinate at the current bad location, xt represents the x-coordinate
of the top point, Pt , and vd,x represents the x-coordinate of the direction vector, vd . Alternatively, the
same result can be obtained by using the y-coordinates of the vectors involved in Equation (3).
After the value of the parameter t for the interpolating line has been determined, it is used to estimate
the elevation value at the current bad location. The estimation is done by using the z-coordinates of the
vectors in Equation (3) and using Equation (5).
t=

(5)

z = zt + tvd,z

where z is the elevation value being estimated, zt is the z-coordinate of the top point, Pt , and vd,z
represents the z-coordinate of the direction vector, vd . Here, the vertical line segment Pb Pt is being used
with Pt as the known point. In a similar fashion, the bottom point Pb can be used or either of the points
{Pl , Pr } may be used in case a horizontal line is used for estimation.
2.3.5. Generating the Final DTM
The final step in generating the DTM is to detect and remove jumps (spikes) in the DTM. This is a
two-step process. In the first step, jumps are detected and marked, and in the second step, the jumps are
removed (repaired). To detect jumps, each DTM location’s elevation is compared with the elevation of
its 8 neighbors (for DTM locations not lying on the border) or 5 neighbors (for DTM locations lying on
the border) (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. Two kinds of neighborhoods used to detect jumps in a DTM: (a) 8 neighborhoods;
(b) 5 neighborhoods. The asterisk represents the DTM location being tested.

(a)

(b)

A DTM location is marked as a jump if it fails the test:
R<T
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where:
R=

s
X
i=1

|Zi − Zc |

and Zi represents the elevation value of the neighboring points, Zc represents the elevation value of the
point being tested, s is the upper limit of the summation (8 for the non-border location and 5 for the
border locations) and T is a threshold. The value of R is very sensitive to terrain slope, thus a suitable
value for T that works well for a particular area and data has to be determined experimentally. In this
study, the value of T roughly equal to Rs was found to be suitable in each test area.
After the jumps have been detected and marked, the next step is to repair them. This is done by treating
the jumps as small gaps in the DTM and to repair them using the method for filling gaps described in
the previous section. Figure 6 illustrates how jumps are detected and repaired.
Figure 6. Detecting and repairing jumps in the DTM: (a) original DTM section; (b) locations
detected as jumps marked (light spots); (c) jumps repaired using the gap-filling approach
described in the previous section. The width of each DTM section is approximately 350 m.

(a)

(b)

(c)
3. Results and Discussion
In this section, we present the performance results of the proposed algorithm. First, we show how the
proposed iterative approach helps to overcome the shortcomings reported in [39], namely, border effects
(poor overlapping between patches) and gaps in the DTM in places of extremely low data or the presence
of gaps in the data; second, we present results of the relative performance of the proposed algorithm
compared with two existing algorithms for the extraction of DTMs from LiDAR data in forested terrain
proposed in the literature in [3,4]. We chose to compare our method with these algorithms, because they
are in widespread use by the forestry community, both in research and industry.
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3.1. Minimizing Border Effects
Test results showed that by using patch widths of varying sizes, the problem of a lack of overlap
between patches is significantly reduced. As opposed to using only one DTM sample, the use of several
DTM samples (repeated sampling) results in the creation of several elevation samples at every DTM
location. These elevation samples are produced from DTM samples of different patch widths, thus
creating an overlapping effect between the patches of the DTM samples. Figure 7 shows how four DTM
samples generated using patch widths varying from 50–80 m at a ten-meter increment are combined to
produce the final DTM. Note how the border effects appearing in the four DTM samples are significantly
reduced after combining the DTM samples.
Figure 7. Combining four DTMs (a) Patch width = 50; (b) Patch width = 60; (c) Patch
width = 70; (d) Patch width = 80 generated using different patch widths to produce the final
DTM (e) After combining and removing jumps. Each DTM sample measures approximately
350 m in width.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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Similarly, repeated sampling of elevation values using DTM samples of increasing patch widths helps
to overcome the problem of gaps in the DTM resulting from either gaps in the data or low data densities
at certain places (due to closed canopy). This problem can be solved in two ways. First, as the patch
size is increased, gaps of a relatively small area compared to the patch width get embedded completely
or partially into the much larger patches. This is contrary to using a fixed patch width, where small
gaps often emerge. Second, gaps in the data are handled by using the gap-filling procedure described in
the previous section. This procedure is used to fill gaps that remain before the final DTM is produced.
Figures 8 and 9 show how the gap filling algorithm works.
Figure 8. Filling gaps in a DTM on a level surface on a steep slope: (a) original terrain before
a gap is introduced; (b) after a 40 m by 40 m gap has been introduced; (c) after the gap has
been repaired; (d) a difference model showing the error in estimation between the original
and estimated elevation values. The slope at this location is approximately 37%.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

The difference model in Figure 8 shows that the gap filling algorithm works well on flat surfaces (both
on slopes and flat terrain), while the accuracy deteriorates with increasing terrain curvature (Figure 9).
This is expected behavior, as a substantial amount of information is lost when a hole is located on curved
terrain compared to when a hole of the same size is located on flat terrain.
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Figure 9. Filling gaps in a DTM on a curved surface on a steep slope: (a) original terrain
before a gap is introduced; (b) after a 40 m by 40 m gap has been introduced; (c) after the gap
has been repaired; (d) a difference model showing the error in estimation between the original
and estimated elevation values. The slope at this location is approximately 33%.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

3.2. Comparison with Field Measurements
To assess the accuracy of the algorithm, tree height estimates computed using the algorithm were
compared to field-measured tree heights. Computed heights were obtained by first extracting the LiDAR
points corresponding to each plot, and the height of the tallest tree in each plot was assumed to correspond
to the average of the highest ten LiDAR points.
While comparison of tree heights estimates computed using the algorithm in Site 1 showed a slight
improvement against field measurements (RMSE = 1.65 m compared to an RMSE of 1.92 m reported
in [39]), the proposed algorithm has shown a significant improvement in dealing with gaps in the data,
as well as a low number of ground points. Moreover, the slight improvement in RMSE can be explained
by the fact that the field measurements were collected in areas accessible by field measurement crews,
i.e., areas with less complex terrain and moderate canopy cover.
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3.3. Comparison with Existing Algorithms
We compared the proposed algorithm with algorithms proposed in [3,4]. The comparison was
quantitative and was aimed at observing the relative performance of the three algorithms in different
kinds of forest cover and terrain type, i.e., the three test sites. This is due to a lack of field ground control
data (reference DTMs) in the three test sites. In the following discussion, we are going to refer to the
three algorithms as follows. The algorithm proposed by Karl Kraus as KK; the algorithm proposed by
Peter Axelsson as PA; and the algorithm proposed in this paper by MA (Maguya Almasi).
In our tests, we used the implementation of KK available in the FUSION software package (see [42])
and that of PA found in the Terrascan software package (see [43]). For details about parameters used
to generate the test DTMs from the two software packages; see Appendix A and B. Figures 10–12
show a comparison of the three algorithms. The comparison is based on the differences in elevation
between the DTMs and the smoothness of the DTMs, and the area covered measures approximately
0.16 square kilometers.
Figure 10. Comparing DTMs produced by (a) Karl Kraus (KK), (b) Peter Axelsson (PA) and
(c) Maguya Almasi (MA) at Site 1. The width of the DTM section is approximately 400 m.
(d) Difference model: KK − MA; (e) Difference model: P A − MA.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)

Figure 11. Comparing DTMs produced by (a) Karl Kraus (KK), (b) Peter Axelsson (PA) and
(c) Maguya Almasi (MA) at Site 2. The width of the DTM section is approximately 400 m.
(d) Difference model: KK − MA; (e) Difference model: P A − MA.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)

Figure 12. Comparing DTMs produced by (a) Karl Kraus (KK), (b) Peter Axelsson (PA) and
(c) Maguya Almasi (MA) at Site 3. The width of the DTM section is approximately 400 m.
(d) Difference model: KK − MA; (e) Difference model: P A − MA.

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)

Figure 10 shows that the biggest differences in elevation among the three algorithms occur in Site
1. This observation can be attributed to the fact that, of the three test sites, Site 1 encompasses the
most challenging combination of terrain and data for ground filtering algorithms, i.e., it has terrain with
steep slopes and low data density. Here, KK seems to perform poorly, whereas PA and MA seem to
agree for the most part, with a consistent difference of about 1 m, except for a few places where there
is a difference of more than 5 m. These places are the ones in which KK seems to suffer the most (see
Figure 10a). The big difference in elevation at these places is due to the closed canopy, which blocks most
of the LiDAR pulses. This fools algorithms into misclassifying LiDAR returns from tree branches as
ground returns.
In Site 2 PA and MA agree significantly, while KK still presents a significant discrepancy, although
not as significant as that observed in Site 1. These differences between the two sites can be attributed to
the fact that Site 2 is predominantly flat, less complex terrain. Similar results are observed in Site 3 for
PA and MA, while KK continues to deviate.
4. Conclusions
This paper has presented an algorithm for extracting DTMs from LiDAR data in challenging forested
terrain. The algorithm overcomes the challenge of low data density under forest canopies by iteratively
generating a series of coarse DTMs, which are then combined to form the final DTM.
A comparison with traditional DTM extraction algorithms showed that the performance of the
algorithm presented in this paper remained consistent with decreasing data density, while the
performance of the traditional DTM extraction algorithms deteriorated with decreasing point density.
The main limitation of the proposed algorithm is its inability to reproduce small artifacts in the terrain
(e.g., small hills). This is especially true with extremely low data densities, where the sizes of the
patches used for local interpolation have to be large enough to get the right amount of ground points
for interpolation. Under the challenging circumstances of our three test sites, the quality of the DTM
produced clearly outweighs the loss of small features in the terrain. Overall, comparing the ground hit
percentages of the three test sites and the challenge they pose to DTM extraction algorithms, it appears
that terrain complexity is more detrimental to DTM quality than point density: the Nepalese test site has
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the most complex terrain, but almost ten times the number of ground hits of the other two test sites, yet
it produced the biggest absolute differences between the DTMs.
The proposed algorithm will therefore serve as a base for a new generation of algorithms for DTM
extraction in challenging forested terrain. Further work needs to be done to improve the gap-filling
method, to find a more robust way to combine the sample DTMs and to conduct further tests on
the algorithm.
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Appendix
A. Parameters Used to Generate Test DTMs in Terrascan
The following parameters were used to generate the test DTMs used for comparison in this study:
Class:
Value:
Export:
Grid spacing:
Maximum triangle length:
Model buffer:
Outside points:
Z decimals:

2 (ground)
triangulated model
whole area
1m
700 m
100 m
skip
0.123

B. Parameters Used to Generate Test DTMs in FUSION
The following command was used to generate the test DTMs used in this study from FUSION:
Ground filtering:
groundfilter/gparam:−1/wparam:2/tolerance:0.1/iterations:10 <output laser data (LDA) file> 2 <input
LAS file>
DTM generation:
gridsurfacecreate/median:8/spike:20 <output DTM file> 2 M M 1 12 2 2 <input LDA file>
© 2014 by the authors; licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland. This article is an open access article
distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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Abstract: Canopy base height (CBH) is a key parameter used in forest-fire modeling,
particularly crown fires. However, estimating CBH is a challenging task, because normally,
it is difficult to measure it in the field. This has led to the use of simple estimators (e.g.,
the average of individual trees in a plot) for modeling CBH. In this paper, we propose a
method for estimating CBH from airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data. We
also compare the performance of several estimators (Lorey’s mean, the arithmetic mean
and the 40th and 50th percentiles) used to estimate CBH at the plot level. The method
we propose uses a moving voxel to estimate the height of the gaps (in the LiDAR point
cloud) below tree crowns and uses this information for modeling CBH. The advantage of
this approach is that it is more tolerant to variations in LiDAR data (e.g., due to season)
and tree species, because it works directly with the height information in the data. Our
approach gave better results when compared to standard percentile-based LiDAR metrics
commonly used in modeling CBH. Using Lorey’s mean, the arithmetic mean and the 40th
and 50th percentiles as CBH estimators at the plot level, the highest and lowest values for root
mean square error (RMSE) and root mean square error for cross-validation (RMSEcv ) and R2
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for our method were 1.74/2.40, 2.69/3.90 and 0.46/0.71, respectively, while with traditional
LiDAR-based metrics, the results were 1.92/2.48, 3.34/5.51 and 0.44/0.65. Moreover, the use
of Lorey’s mean as a CBH estimator at the plot level resulted in models with better predictive
value based on the leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) results used to compute the
RMSEcv values.
Keywords: canopy base height; CBH; forest fire; LiDAR; moving voxel

1. Introduction
The last two decades have seen an increasing trend in forest fire frequency and the amount of land
burned [1]. Extreme drought and the accumulation of fuels are the two major factors responsible for
this increase [2–5]. For example, in the European region alone, the number of forest fires taking
place annually is estimated to be 65,000, burning approximately half a million ha of forest [3]. Most
of these fires (about 85%) take place in the Mediterranean region alone (mostly Portugal, Spain and
Greece) [3–7]. Similarly, forest fires burn an average of 3.7 million ha of forest in the U.S. each year [1].
Forest fires can have a number of catastrophic consequences, including human casualties, destruction
of property and forest assets, financial implications (fire suppression and post-fire rehabilitation costs),
as well as ecological impacts. For example, in 2003, large forest fires in the districts of Castelo
Branco, Portalegre and Santerm in Portugal led to the death of 21 people and damages estimated at
over one billion euros [6,7], with more than one thousand people wounded. In another example, large
forest fires in Greece led to the deaths of 80 people in 2007 and burned 1710 buildings. The estimated
damage caused by these fires was 1.5 billion euros [8]. Forest fires also ravage boreal forests. Recently
(summer 2014), large forest fires (the largest witnessed in four decades) raged in central Sweden, leaving
at least one person dead and burning around 37,000 ha of forest [9,10].
Forest fires also play an important role in global carbon dynamics [11–13] by releasing a large amount
of carbon dioxide (CO2 ) gas into the atmosphere. Accumulation of CO2 gas in the Earth’s atmosphere
contributes significantly to climate change [14,15]. As forest fires can cause serious damage and have
other undesirable consequences, it is important that proper proactive measures be taken in order to:
(1) minimize the risk of such disasters happening; and (2) be able to predict the behavior of fires when
they break out.
Minimizing the risk of forest fire disasters is commonly done through fuel treatment practices, such
as thinning or prescribed fires, so as to reduce the amount of fuel accumulated over time [16]. Since
less fuel will be available to burn when fire breaks out, the intensity of the fire, as well as its rate of
spread will be greatly minimized [17,18]. This will not only make the task of containing the fire less
challenging, but it will also make the fire less destructive. In addition, being able to predict the behavior
of fire (e.g., intensity and rate of spread) is important for fire managers, because it will enable them
to make informed decisions in fire suppression (e.g., mobilization and allocation of resources). To this
end, fire behavior and growth simulation models, such as FARSITE(see [19]), are indispensable for fire
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managers. These models combine spatial and temporal information on topography, fuels and weather
with existing models for surface fire, crown fire, spotting, post-frontal combustion and fire acceleration
into a two-dimensional fire growth model [19].
To successfully model the behavior of forest fires or minimize their risk, however, good knowledge of
the spatial distribution of fuels in a particular area is required [20]. On the one hand, fire managers need to
know areas with excessive fuel loads, so that they can arrange resources for thinning and prescribed fires;
on the other hand, to benefit from fire behavior simulation tools, such as FARSITE, several data layers
pertaining to the fuel characteristics (metrics) in a particular area are needed [19]. Examples of these
metrics include canopy bulk density (CBD), canopy height (CH) and canopy base height (CBH) [21–23].
CBD refers to the amount of fuel per unit volume (measured in kg/m3 ). CH is the highest height at which
the canopy fuel density is greater than a critical threshold (normally 0.011 kg/m3 ), and CBH refers to the
lowest height at which canopy bulk density exceeds a threshold of 0.011 kg/m3 [21].
CBH describes the minimum amount of fuel required to propagate the fire from the surface fuel
layer to the canopy fuel layer and therefore plays a role as the most important factor in crown fire
initiation [23,24]. Crown fires are special in that they spread several times faster than surface fires,
and they burn more severely and with larger flames, making them more destructive and difficult to
control. Additionally, they can occur in a variety of forest types [25,26]. As a consequence, there has
been an increasing amount of literature on modeling CBH in recent years. Much of this literature is
based on current state-of-the-art remote sensing technologies, particularly light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) [27,28]. Unlike passive remote sensing technologies, such as aerial photographs, LiDAR is an
active remote sensing technology capable of penetrating forest canopies and providing 3D information
about the canopy structure [29].
In a study conducted by [23], for example, CBH was estimated for loblolly pine forests at the plot
level using both allometric equations and a software package known as CrownMass/FMAPlus. Unlike
many studies, this study used Lorey’s mean to estimate CBH at the plot level for a total of 50 sample
plots. Lorey’s mean is a weighted mean, which uses tree basal area as a weighting factor; thus, bigger
trees contribute more to the mean [30]. In this study, the difference in CBH estimated using the two
methods was relatively small (1.5 m), with Lorey’s mean giving a higher CBH estimate. In another
study, [31] used a data fusion (LiDAR and imagery) approach for estimating CBH and other canopy fuel
parameters. This study investigated which remote sensing dataset (LiDAR or imagery) could estimate
CBH more accurately and whether the fusion of the two could produce more accurate CBH estimates.
The results of this study showed that LiDAR alone provides more accurate CBH estimates (R2 = 0.78,
RMSE = 1.63 m) compared to imagery (R2 = 0.31, RMSE= 3.60 m), whereas fusion of the two led to a
small improvement in performance (R2 = 0.84, RMSE = 1.44 m).
LiDAR was also successfully used to estimate CBH in the studies by [21,22]. In the former study,
LiDAR metrics and field-measured fuel metrics were used to build regression models for predicting CBH
to develop maps for critical canopy fuel parameters, including CBH. The regression model for predicting
CBH developed in this study had R2 and RMSE values of 0.77 and 3.9 m, respectively. In the latter study,
LiDAR data were partitioned into cells, and cluster analysis was performed on each classified vegetation
cell to discriminate between understory and overstorey layers. CBH was taken to be the first percentile
of the overstorey layer.
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Although LiDAR has been used in many studies to estimate CBH and other critical canopy fuel
parameters, two major limitations are consistently reported by these studies. One, most of the models
proposed in these studies are species specific (e.g., [21,23,31]), and two, many studies report challenges
in measuring canopy fuel parameters in the field. The consequence of the former is that regression
models built in those studies cannot be applied directly to forests with different species, i.e., they are
limited to the area sampled in the respective studies and are likely to give unreliable results when used
outside the sampled area. The consequence of the latter, on the other hand, is that there has not been
a standard way for measuring canopy fuel parameters in the field, and hence, different studies adopt
different approaches for measuring canopy parameters in the field, particularly CBH. Since measuring
CBH accurately in the field is quite a difficult task [32], common practice has been to use the arithmetic
mean or weighted (Lorey’s) mean of tree crown base heights (Cr BH) in a plot (e.g., [23,31,33]), due to
the fact that these two quantities are easy to measure or calculate.
Despite these challenges, previous studies have shown that LiDAR has a high potential to estimate
crown fuel parameters with a high degree of accuracy. To this end, standardization of field measurement
practices is of great importance. This importance is due to role of field measurements in calibrating
regression models used to estimate CBH from LiDAR data. This paper seeks to address this challenge
by proposing new LiDAR metrics for estimating CBH. The proposed metrics are derived (measured)
directly from LiDAR height information. Unlike the common practice of using LiDAR height percentile
information, the proposed metrics are not percentile-based. In particular, this paper aims to: (1) develop
and test new LiDAR metrics for estimating CBH; and (2) use the developed metric as an independent
variable in regression models to compare the different independent variables used to estimate CBH in
the field, namely the arithmetic mean, Lorey’s mean and percentile scores.
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The study area is located about 340 m above sea level in Eastern Finland at the Koli Forest, which
belongs to the Lieksa municipality (about 63◦ 050 4000 N, 29◦ 480 3100 E) (see Figure 1). The area is known for
its white quartzite cliffs, steep topography and traditional landscapes. Over 70% of the region’s surface
area is forest land, and 20% is water. The forest is dominated by conifers (65% pine, 25% spruce, 7%
birch and 3% other species). The main tree species are Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), and Norway
spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst). The area is sparsely populated with a total area of 21,585 km2 and a
population of 175,000, which results in a population density of 9.8 inhabitants per square kilometer.
Figure 1 shows a map of Finland and the location of the study site. The forests in the study site feature
both natural and managed forests, with varying degrees of intensity. Conservation in the area is relatively
young and was imposed less than twenty years ago. Both forest classes contain undergrowth.
Forest fires in Finland are mostly caught early on, because the country is still populated densely
enough, and monitoring flights are frequent in the short hot season. However, as an example of
neighboring Sweden from 2014 shows, strong winds and canopy fires can still be a devastating condition
also in Finland.
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Figure 1. Map of Finland showing the location of the study area.
2.2. Experimental Data
Two kinds of experimental data were used in this study, namely LiDAR data and field data. The
following is a description of the data.
2.2.1. LiDAR Data
The LiDAR data used in this study were obtained free of charge from the National Land Survey
(NLS) of Finland (www.maanmittauslaitos.fi). The data were acquired in 2014 using an average flight
altitude of 2 km with a scan angle of ±20 degrees. The resulting average LiDAR pulse density was
0.5 pulses per square meter, with an offset of approximately 1.4 m between the measurements. The mean
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error for height was 15 cm at most, while the horizontal accuracy was 60 cm. The beam footprint at
ground level was 50 cm in diameter.
Information recorded for each LiDAR pulse includes the class of the pulse (ground or vegetation),
flight line number, time stamp of the outgoing pulse, X-, Y- and Z-coordinates, intensity and the
back-scattering order of the pulse. An automatic classification of the pulses into ground and vegetation
returns was performed, and the results were checked against a stereo model from aerial imagery by
the NLS.
LiDAR data used in the current article are of the same kind as the operational laser scanning of the
forests in Finland. In 2010, Finland decided to scan the entire country by airborne laser in ten year
cycles. The density chosen for this is roughly 0.5 returns per square meter. In the past, the scanners have
mostly used single pulse mode, but currently, multiple pulse mode is widely adopted. As the goal of the
current research is to calculate forest fire potential maps for the whole country, it has not been possible
to adjust scanning parameters, such as pulse density.
2.2.2. Field Data
Field measurements for crown fuels were collected in April 2014 for 26 circular plots equally
representing the dominant fuel types in the study area. Each plot covered an area of 256 m2
(radius = 9.03 m). A survey-grade Trimble GPS receiver was used to navigate to the plots and
to georeference plot centers, acquiring data for plot centers from an average of at least 100 Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) locations.
Plot boundaries were measured using the Haglöff Vertex Laser Range Finder. The same instrument
was used to measure the height of each tree. The diameter at breast height (DBH) was measured for
all trees using a diameter tape. For each tree with a diameter at breast height (DBH) ≥ 8 cm in a plot,
the following properties were recorded: tree class, species, DBH, height, crown base height (CBH) and
crown class (dominant, co-dominant, intermediate and suppressed).
CBH was considered to be the distance between the ground and the lowest live branch in the crown
of a tree. Small isolated branches with leaves, separated from the main crown, were not considered as
indicating crown base height. The Haglöff vertex was used to measure CBH. The crown class of each
tree was recorded as described above. Table 1 presents a summary of the field plots used as ground data.
In addition to CBH measurements for individual trees in each plot, five pictures were taken from the
plot center facing in the four cardinal directions (N, S, E, W) and the sky. These photos were taken
to help as a visual aid later when analyzing and interpreting the experimental data. Figure 2 shows
examples of plot photos.
2.3. Methods
The method for estimating CBH from LiDAR data proposed in this paper is based on the idea of
a moving voxel. A voxel, or volumetric pixel, is an analogy of a pixel in 3D. The use of the voxel in
estimating CBH and other forest properties from LiDAR data has been reported in several past studies. In
these studies, the emphasis had been to use the voxel to characterize the vertical structure of the canopy
by dividing the LiDAR data into vertical bins (voxels) and counting the number of LiDAR hits in each
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bin (e.g., [34,35]). This paper takes a different approach and uses a moving voxel to locate gaps in the
LiDAR point cloud (and hence, in the respective forest) and then estimates the height of these gaps from
the ground. This information is then used to derive LiDAR metrics, which are used to estimate CBH as
independent variables in a linear regression. The main assumption behind the method is that tree crowns
tend to block most of the LiDAR pulses falling on them, thus creating a partial gap underneath the crown
(see Figure 3). The idea is to use a moving voxel to locate gaps and estimate their height relative to the
ground. It turns out that, as will be shown in the next section, the heights of these gaps strongly correlate
with field-measured CBH values and are the basis for the LiDAR metrics used in estimating CBH in
this paper.
To estimate CBH from LiDAR data, three main steps are performed: (1) initialization and data
pre-processing; (2) searching for gaps and estimating their height (gap mapping); and (3) LiDAR metric
generation and CBH estimation.
Table 1. Summary of field plots used in this study. The mean value for canopy base height
(CBH) is based on live trees in each plot.
DBH

Height

CBH

Plot ID

No. of Trees

Min

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

1
3
4
5
6
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
26
27
32
33
44

17
1
21
3
32
4
19
29
16
16
16
24
14
24
6
19
26
35
43
16
24
28
28
22
14
20

9.9
17.5
8.5
10.9
8.0
9.8
9.0
8.3
8.4
6.8
8.2
9.0
8.3
8.0
19.0
8.6
7.5
8.8
8.8
13.9
9.3
8.0
8.7
8.0
8.0
9.7

33.7
17.5
42.6
23.8
20.0
29.1
37.3
59.3
34.3
46.0
37.5
32.8
36.5
28.9
31.4
42.0
27.0
39.4
22.8
39.7
37.0
27.2
35.0
17.1
11.8
30.8

19.4
17.5
13.7
19.4
12.1
23.5
19.9
18.4
21.6
21.4
20.8
17.9
17.2
11.4
26.8
26.0
16.0
19.3
13.3
24.9
22.2
16.0
16.9
10.0
9.3
18.6

2.0
16.0
6.9
11.4
6.0
6.6
9.4
6.1
6.6
8.4
3.3
1.7
5.8
5.5
22.2
5.8
7.7
3.2
7.1
12.3
6.1
5.9
7.0
1.8
5.9
5.1

28.8
16.0
26.2
18.8
16.0
21.8
23.6
24.4
25.8
26.5
27.1
22.8
19.8
16.5
29.1
26.1
22.6
26.7
16.4
28.2
24.8
21.8
23.8
13.9
8.8
21.2

15.0
16.0
13.0
16.3
11.4
14.6
17.2
15.7
17.8
19.4
10.8
13.1
11.3
9.3
25.7
19.7
14.9
16.7
11.5
21.9
17.3
13.3
14.6
9.0
7.4
13.4

0.0
3.1
2.8
0.0
0.4
0.5
4.7
0.5
5.7
0.2
0.3
1.0
0.8
0.0
8.7
1.2
3.6
0.9
0.5
1.5
1.4
0.7
1.7
0.9
0.4
0.9

11.7
3.1
9.2
1.0
5.7
18.5
12.5
14.7
15.3
16.9
11.9
10.8
6.6
3.2
16.9
16.2
10.8
14.4
8.9
12.1
14.2
11.0
12.8
5.1
4.5
10.3

6.3
3.1
6.1
0.3
3.3
8.8
8.9
7.5
11.0
8.5
3.2
6.5
3.6
2.2
14.3
9.6
7.9
6.2
5.2
5.2
4.0
3.7
4.9
2.6
2.3
3.3
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Examples of photos from one of the sample plots: (a) north facing; (b) south
facing; (c) east facing; (d) sky facing.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3. Illustration of how a partial gap is formed (marked with a G) below a tree crown
(a) in a LiDAR point cloud (b) due to most of LiDAR pulses being blocked by the crown
and the absence of reflecting objects between the crown and the ground; (c) shows a partial
gap formed below the canopy in a real LiDAR point cloud.
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2.3.1. Initialization and Data Pre-Processing
The initialization and data pre-processing step sets the stage for subsequent steps. In this step, the
LiDAR data are normalized, i.e., the elevation of every point is subtracted from the DTM of the area,
so that each point represents height (from the ground), and then, all points with a height of less than
0.5 m (considered ground points) are discarded. Next, parameters governing the operation of the method
are determined and initialized. These parameters include: voxel width, voxel height, step size and
point threshold. Voxel width specifies the width and length of the voxel (i.e., the base), while voxel
height specifies the height of the voxel. Step size specifies the distance (in meters) that the voxel moves
horizontally (in the x-y plane), while point threshold specifies the maximum allowed number of points
in a voxel to be considered a gap. Suitable values for these parameters for a given LiDAR point cloud are
determined by experimenting on the field and LiDAR data. Values of these parameters used in this study
were 8 m, 2 m, 1 m and 3 points for voxel width, voxel height, step size and point threshold, respectively.
The choice of voxel width is influenced by point spacing in the LiDAR point cloud. If the width is too
small relative to the point spacing, there will be too many false gaps, and if the width is too big, small
gaps will be missed. Similarly, voxel height and step size are chosen, such that both small and large gaps
are detected. Finally, if the point threshold is too small, very few gaps will be detected; if it is too high,
there will be a large number of false gaps.
2.3.2. Gap Mapping
In this step, gaps in the LiDAR point cloud are located, and their heights relative to the ground are
estimated. This is achieved by the use of a moving voxel in the search space. The search space is taken
to be the box enclosing the pre-processed LiDAR point cloud with its origin at the point (Eastingmin ,
Northingmin , 0), where Eastingmin and Northingmin refer to the smallest easting and the smallest northing
values in the point cloud, respectively (marked as P1 and P2 , respectively, in Figure 4). Two kinds of
movement are employed in the search space: (1) horizontal movement; and (2) vertical movement.
Horizontal voxel movement is used to detect gaps, while vertical voxel movement is used to estimate the
heights of the detected gaps.

Figure 4. Illustration of the search space and the horizontal (marked with a H) and vertical
(marked with a V) voxel movements.
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Horizontal Voxel Movement
The goal of the horizontal voxel movement is to locate gaps in the search space. Starting at the origin
of the search space, the voxel is first repeatedly moved along the x-axis (easting) using steps equal to the
step size. At each step, points enclosed in the voxel are counted. A gap is detected when two conditions
are met (see Figure 5): first, if the number of points in the voxel is less than or equal to the point threshold
and, second, when the number of all of the points above the voxel is greater than the point threshold (see
Figure 5a). The latter condition ensures that the gaps detected are not due to the absence of vegetation
in the corresponding locations (see Figure 5c). After a gap has been detected, the next step is to estimate
its height. This is achieved by using vertical voxel movement.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Detecting and estimating the height of a gap (side view): (a) a gap has been located
(the number of points in the voxel is less than or equal to the point threshold, which was 2
in this example); (b) the height of the gap (marked as h) is estimated by using vertical voxel
movement; (c) an example of a gap formed due to the absence of vegetation at a location.
The dashed boxes represent the position of the voxel before movement.
Vertical Voxel Movement
The aim of the vertical voxel movement is to estimate the heights of the gaps that have been detected.
To estimate the height of a gap, the voxel is repeatedly moved upwards in steps equal to the voxel height
until the number of points in the voxel exceeds the point threshold (see Figure 5). The height of the gap
is then given by voxel height × N .
The outcome of the gap mapping step is a gap height raster with cell size equal to the step size and
origin (top left corner) at (Eastingmin + voxel2width , N orthingmax − voxel2width ); note the starting point of
the voxel in Figure 4. Figure 6 shows a portion of the gap height raster. Note that to speed up processing,
searching for gaps can be confined to the space extending a few meters from the plot boundary, as shown
in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. A portion of the gap height raster with some of the sample plots superimposed.
The gap heights are in meters.

Figure 7. Speeding up processing by confining the search space (plan view). The arrows
indicate horizontal voxel movement.
Figure 8 shows the degree of correlation between the estimated gap heights and the field-measured
CBH values in 24 of the field plots. The plotted values for gap heights in each plot were obtained by
taking the highest gap height values corresponding to the number of plots and matching them to the
field-measured individual tree CBH values based on their magnitude (such that the highest goes with the
highest, etc.). Plots with ID numbers 3 and 5 do not appear in the figure, because no information could
be extracted from the LiDAR data corresponding to these plots. A possible reason for this anomaly is
the fewer number of trees present in the plots (see Table 1 and Figure 9) and consequently fewer LiDAR
points. Following this anomaly, subsequent analysis and results reported in the following sections are
based on only the 24 plots shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Correlation between calculated gap heights (y-axis) and field-measured CBH
values (x-axis) for individual trees in 24 sample plots.
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Figure 9. Cont
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(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Examples of plots with anomalies: (a) Plot 3 east facing; (b) Plot 5 east facing;
(c) Plot 17 south facing; (d) Plot 6 sky facing. The low number of trees in these plots or the
lack of thereof led to very few LiDAR points in those plots.
2.3.3. LiDAR Metrics Generation and CBH Estimation
In this step, LiDAR metrics for use in CBH estimation (independent variables) are generated. These
metrics are then combined with field-measured CBH values to form a dataset used for estimating CBH
through linear regression.
LiDAR Metric Generation
To generate LiDAR metrics, the gap heights raster produced in the previous step is used. Points
corresponding to each field-measured plot are extracted from the raster by taking all of the points that
satisfy the equation:
R2 ≤ (X − r)2 + (Y − s)2
where R is the radius of each plot (9.03 m); r and s are the x- and y-coordinates of the center of the plot,
respectively; and X and Y are the easting and northing values of the points in the gap heights raster.
This is similar to placing a hypothetical cylinder of the same radius as the plots on the plot, such that the
axis of the cylinder passes through the plot center, and taking all of the points in the cylinder.
Because of a small value for the step size used while generating the gap heights raster, there will
be a high degree of duplication in the values extracted for each plot. Therefore, the next step is to
remove duplicates from the values. To remove duplicates, the values are sorted (in either descending or
ascending order) to bring equal values together into groups and picking one value from each group (see
Figure 10). After duplicates have been removed, the following metrics (percentiles) are computed from
the remaining values in each plot: g25 , g50 , g75 and g90 . These metrics serve as independent variables for
estimating CBH.
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(b)

Figure 10. Removing duplicates from gap height values: (a) before duplicates are removed;
(b) after removing duplicates. Horizontal axes represent easting and northing.
CBH Estimation
To estimate CBH, several regression models were fitted. For the purpose of model fitting, several
variables representing CBH at the plot level were derived from the field data. These variables served as
dependent variables in regression models and include: (1) Lorey’s mean (LOR); (2) the arithmetic mean
(AVG); (3) the 40th percentile (P40); and (4) the 50th percentile (P50).
For comparison reasons, we fitted models using both the metrics introduced in this paper and
traditional percentile LiDAR metrics (the coefficient of variation (CV), percentage of first returns,
maximum height, mean height and the 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles) as independent variables.
Model fitting was done in the MATLABTM computing environment [36], whereby forward stepwise
regression was used to automatically select variables for each model. Variable selection was based on
the F-test. The minimum p-value for a variable to be removed was 0.1, while the maximum p-value
for a variable to be added was set to 0.05. Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) was used to
assess the predictive value of each regression model. For this purpose, the root mean squared error
for cross-validation (RMSEcv ) was used.
3. Results
CBH estimation results obtained by using the LiDAR metrics introduced in this paper as independent
variables are shown in Table 2 and in Figure 11. Results obtained using traditional percentile LiDAR
metrics as independent variables are shown in Figure 12 and in Table 3. The CBH estimation results
using traditional percentile LiDAR metrics are based on [21]. In each case, the best model for each
dependent variable (i.e., LOR, AVG, P40 and P50) obtained using stepwise regression is shown. The
results shown in Table 3 were computed based on [21].
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Table 2. Regression models obtained using different dependent variables against the
proposed LiDAR metrics. LOR, Lorey’s mean; AVG, arithmetic mean; P40, 40th percentile.
Variable

CBH

RMSE (m)

RMSEcv (m)

LOR
AVG
P40
P50

(0.60)g75 + 0.79
(1.05)g25 − (1.47)g50 + (1.06)g75 + 0.40
(1.28)g25 − (1.97)g50 + (1.98)g75 − (0.69)g90 + 1.20
(1.16)g25 − (1.82)g50 + (2.09)g75 − (0.75)g90 + 1.16

2.40
2.04
1.74
2.01

2.69
3.66
3.36
3.90

16
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Figure 11. Plots showing a comparison between measured and estimated CBH for the
proposed LiDAR metrics: (a) LOR; (b) AVG; (c) P40; (d) P50. The diagonal line shows
a 1:1 relationship.
Table 3. Regression models obtained using different dependent variables against traditional
percentile LiDAR metrics.
Variable

CBH

RMSE
(m)

RMSEcv
(m)

LOR
AVG
P40
P50

(0.56)h50 − 0.31
(0.44)h50 − 0.07
(1.62)h50 − (1.19)h75 + 2.56
(1.80)h50 − (1.26)h75 + 2.29

1.92
2.31
2.48
2.38

3.34
3.51
5.15
4.98

R2

p-value

0.65
0.44
0.44
0.55

0.002
0.0004
0.002
0.0002
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Figure 12. Plots showing a comparison between measured and estimated CBH for traditional
percentile LiDAR metrics: (a) LOR; (b) AVG; (c) P40; (d) P50. The diagonal line shows a
1:1 relationship.
3.1. Effect of Voxel Width and Point Threshold
To study how the different dependent variables perform under various voxel dimensions and point
thresholds, the effect of voxel dimensions was studied by varying the value of voxel width from 1 to
10 m, while keeping the point threshold and voxel height constant at three points and 2 m, respectively,
and observing how the model RMSE for each dependent variable was affected. Similarly, The effect of
point threshold was studied by varying the value of point threshold from 1–10 points. Figure 13 shows
the effect of voxel width and point threshold on the model RMSE on the four dependent variables.
Results in Figure 13 show that LOR outperformed the other variables in both cases with lower and
more consistent RMSE values in both cases. In the case of voxel width (Figure 13a), the best (more
consistent) values for RMSE are obtained in the 5–8-m range. Outside this range, the RMSE values
vary greatly among the variables. This behavior can be explained by the effect very large/very small
voxels have. The effect of a large voxel for a given point threshold is that legitimate gaps will not be
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detected (false negatives), while the effect of a small voxel is that illegitimate gaps will be detected (false
positives). For the LiDAR data used in this study, suitable values of voxel width are in the range 5–10 m.
On the other hand, all four variable are affected in a similar manner with changes in point threshold
(Figure 13b). Suitable values for point threshold in this case are those in the range of 3–6 points. These
results further demonstrate the suitability of LOR for representing CBH at the plot level.
Variation of RMSE with voxel width
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Figure 13. The effect of voxel width (a) and point threshold (b) on the model RMSE on the
four dependent variables.
4. Discussion
Comparison of the four dependent variables (LOR, AVG, P40 and P50) showed that LOR gave the
simplest model in either case (using traditional percentile LiDAR metrics and the proposed metrics) (see
Tables 2 and 3). Furthermore, in both cases, the LOR-based model had the smallest RMSEcv , which was
very close to the corresponding RMSE value. This implies that, in both cases, the LOR-based models
have better predictive value over models based on the other dependent variables. This observation is in
agreement with results reported in previous studies (e.g., [23]). This observation further supports the
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robustness of Lorey’s mean in CBH estimation over the commonly-used arithmetic mean. However,
Lorey’s mean should be used with caution due to its tendency to be affected by big trees. This fact
implies that in some cases, the CBH estimates obtained using Lorey’s mean may be higher than the
actual CBH, that is the minimum canopy bulk density required for the propagation of a surface fire to
the crown could be reached at a lower height than that estimated using Lorey’s mean.
With the exception of LOR, the remaining dependent variables gave more or less similar results in
both cases, with higher RMSE and less consistent RMSEcv values being evident with models based
on the traditional percentile LiDAR metrics. This similarity can be explained by the high degree of
correlation among the variables, as shown in Figure 14. This observation implies that the use of different
field estimates for CBH due to the lack of standardized field methods for estimating CBH does not have
a profound effect on the final CBH estimation results. Despite this fact, LOR and AVG should be used
with caution, because the former tends to be biased towards big trees, while the latter is susceptible
to outliers. Point-cloud based voxels can also be seen as another way of defining CBH in a relatively
objective way.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the four dependent variables used in estimating CBH: (a) LOR
vs. AVG; (b) LOR vs. P40; (c) LOR vs. P50; (d) P40 vs. AVG; (e) P40 vs. P50; (f) P50 vs.
AVG. r represents the coefficient of correlation between the variables.
The lowest degree of correlation is seen between P40 and LOR (0.88) (Figure 14b), while the rest of
the variable pairs exhibit higher correlation values of over 0.9. With this high level of correlation, it is
expected that models based on either of these pairs of variables exhibit a high degree of similarity. In this
respect, the two models based on the proposed metrics that used AVG and P50 as independent variables
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(Table 2) exhibited a higher degree of agreement compared to similar models using traditional percentile
LiDAR metrics (see Table 3).
Performance of the models based on the traditional percentile LiDAR metrics (see Table 3) compares
well with results obtained in previous studies (e.g., [21,34]), although there are significant differences
in the number and type of independent variables in the models. For example, [21] used the same
percentile LiDAR metrics for estimating CBH and obtained similar results (R2 = 0.77, RMSE = 3.9
and RMSEcv = 4.1), but some of the variables (coefficient of variation (CV) and percentage of first
returns (D)) did not appear in the regression models reported in this paper. A possible explanation for
this difference could be differences in the distribution (characteristics) of the LiDAR data used in the
two studies, which, in turn, is affected by tree species and the season of data collection, among other
factors. Conversely, models based on the proposed metric (see Table 2) gave better results based on
all four criteria (RMSE, RMSEcv , R2 and p-value). These models had smaller RMSEs, higher R2 and
smaller and more consistent RMSEcv values.
Although our results compare well with previous similar studies, the main limitation of this study
is the small number of field sample plots used (24 plots), which is one possible source of model
error. In contrast, previous studies have used significantly larger numbers of field sample plots
(e.g., [21] (101 plots); [34] (62 plots); [23] (50 plots)). In another example, [37] used the Sparse
Bayesian regression implemented in ArboLiDARTools [38] to build a linear model to estimate CBH
from cumulative percentile variables of the LiDAR point cloud and validated the results with laser
range-finding and a hypsometer on the ground in 250 sample plots. The RMSE of CBH estimated
from LiDAR was 1.03 m.
With more sample plots, and therefore more redundancy in the training data, we anticipate better
results also for the current method. Other possible sources of error include measurement error and
instrument error.
5. Conclusions
This paper has proposed new LiDAR-based metrics for estimating CBH. Several field-based plot-level
tree CBH variables, namely Lorey’s mean, arithmetic mean, the 40th and 50th percentiles, have been
compared in order to find if there are any significant differences in using one variable over another.
Results obtained in this paper showed that the use of Lorey’s mean to estimate CBH leads to a slight
improvement in accuracy compared to the other variables; no significant differences, however, were
found among the rest of the variables. The use of Lorey’s mean over the other variables, however,
will depend on the availability of the information required to compute Lorey’s mean, namely diameter at
breast height (DBH). This is because Lorey’s mean is a weighted average with the basal area of individual
trees as the weighting factor; therefore, bigger trees contribute more to the mean. However, since CBH
is the minimum amount of fuel required to propagate the fire from the surface fuel layer to the canopy
fuel layer, the use of Lorey’s mean has the potential to overestimate CBH due to the influence of bigger
trees. This means the minimum canopy bulk density required to propagate surface fires into the crown
can be reached at a lower height than the CBH obtained using Lorey’s mean. Therefore, based on this
fact, Lorey’s mean should be used with caution.
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The method for estimating CBH proposed in this paper gave better results (lower and more consistent
RMSE and RMSEcv values and higher R2 values) compared to the use of traditional percentile LiDAR
metrics, which have been widely used in previous studies. The main advantage of this method is that the
metrics used for estimating CBH are derived from the estimated heights of gaps below trees as directly
calculated from LiDAR data. The gap heights give an estimate of the distance of the lowest tree branches
from the ground and correlate strongly with field-measured CBH values of individual trees. Moreover, a
by-product of processing, which is a raster of gap heights, gives valuable information about the vertical
structure of the forest stand below the canopy, i.e., which areas are closed (contain ladder fuels) and,
hence, may need immediate attention (e.g., thinning), or identifying areas with low fuel volumes that
could be modified to create a fuel break with relatively little manual labor and cost. On the other hand,
the main limitation of the proposed method is that it is not suited for areas with pronounced understory
layers (e.g., tropical rainforests). This is because the method is suited for detecting fuel breaks, which
originate from the ground.
The method for estimating CBH from LiDAR data proposed in this paper gave better results over
the use of traditional percentile LiDAR metrics; therefore, the method can potentially be applied to
other fire-prone areas provided that suitable parameters are determined from the LiDAR data. The main
limitation of the study was that the number of sample plots used (24) was relatively small compared to
similar previous studies. Therefore, it would be interesting to conduct further tests on the method using
larger numbers of sample plots in different kinds of forests and different seasons.
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Abstract
Background: Participatory forest monitoring has been promoted as a means to engage local forest-dependent
communities in concrete climate mitigation activities as it brings a sense of ownership to the communities and
hence increases the likelihood of success of forest preservation measures. However, sceptics of this approach argue
that local community forest members will not easily attain the level of technical proficiency that accurate monitoring
needs. Thus it is interesting to establish if local communities can attain such a level of technical proficiency. This paper
addresses this issue by assessing the robustness of biomass estimation models based on air-borne laser data using
models calibrated with two different field sample designs namely, field data gathered by professional forester teams
and field data collected by local communities trained by professional foresters in two study sites in Nepal. The aim is
to find if the two field sample data sets can give similar results (LiDAR models) and whether the data can be com‑
bined and used together in estimating biomass.
Results: Results show that even though the sampling designs and principles of both field campaigns were different,
they produced equivalent regression models based on LiDAR data. This was successful in one of the sites (Gorkha). At
the other site (Chitwan), however, major discrepancies remained in model-based estimates that used different field
sample data sets. This discrepancy can be attributed to the complex terrain and dense forest in the site which makes
it difficult to obtain an accurate digital elevation model (DTM) from LiDAR data, and neither set of data produced
satisfactory results.
Conclusions: Field sample data produced by professional foresters and field sample data produced by professionally
trained communities can be used together without affecting prediction performance provided that the correlation
between LiDAR predictors and biomass estimates is good enough.
Keywords: Above-ground biomass, LiDAR, REDD+, Participatory forest monitoring
Background
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from tropical deforestation and forest degradation contribute about 15–20 %
of total annual global GHG emissions, making them the
second largest source of greenhouse gases globally [1]. To
reduce especially CO2 (carbon dioxide) emissions from
the forestry sector, the United Nations has established
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a program that would provide payments for the reduction of emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+). REDD+ is a performance-based policy
instrument aimed at reducing anthropogenic emissions
of GHG [2, 3].
Nepal is one of the countries participating in REDD+.
After successful implementation of a Community Forestry programme, Nepal has taken another leap by
piloting innovative REDD+ projects. The International
Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) is one of the first organizations to implement a
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community-based REDD+ pilot at micro-watershed
level. ICIMOD and its partners, the Federation of Community Forestry Users, Nepal (FECOFUN) and the Asia
Network for Sustainable Agriculture and Bioresources
(ANSAB) implemented a pilot project from 2009–2013,
with support from the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (NORAD) climate and forest Initiative
[4]. The major focus of the project was to develop and
demonstrate an innovative benefit-sharing mechanism
for REDD+ incentives using institutionally and socially
inclusive approaches to address the drivers of deforestation and forest degradation and improve forest governance [5] in three micro-watersheds, namely Kayarkhola
in Chitwan, Ludikhola in Gorkha and Charanawati in
Dolakha districts. The pilot project focused on sequestering carbon through community-based forest management. It is one of the first carbon offset demonstration
projects in the world that involves local communities in
monitoring the carbon in their forests and providing the
necessary training for them to do so. Training on assessing forest carbon pools was provided to the local communities that manage the forest [6]. The trained local
communities collected field plot data from 2010 to 2012.
The results of this effort are summarized in [7].
In a joint effort, the Forest Resource Assessment Nepal
project, Arbonaut Ltd. and ICIMOD carried out a wallto-wall airborne discrete-return light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data and subsequent field plot collection in
two watersheds in Chitwan and Gorkha. The main aim of
the work was to estimate accurately and with a high spatial resolution the forest above ground biomass (AGB)/
carbon in the watersheds. The field data was collected by
professional foresters and technicians.
In measuring biomass for calculating REDD+ compensation the measurements should be conducted in a
biennial manner, as has been recently agreed at a UNFCCC meeting in Bonn [8]. As national measurements
are required at such a high frequency, traditional sampling-based methods become prohibitively expensive.
We therefore propose to use a model-based strategy for
biomass prediction, where field plots are only used for
model calibration, i.e. model parameter estimation, and
biomass prediction models are based on remotely sensed
data, such as LiDAR, which is used in this study, or satellite imagery.
In this study, plot-level AGB values estimated from field
measurements (labelled as “AGB field estimates” in this
article) in given inventory areas are predicted (“predictions”) in new validation plot locations (“validation set”)
using linear model which is calibrated using field measurements obtained from the respective areas (“training
set”). The field measurements are collected by two types
of forest inventory teams: a professional measurement
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team (“Prof ”) and measurement teams trained from the
local community members (“Comm”). The local community members were trained to do forest inventory work
by professionals from ICIMOD and its project partners
that operated independently of the professional measurement team. Inventory work, i.e., field sample plot selection and actual measurement work, is thus performed
by two separate groups, which may lead to data sets with
different characteristics, even when the measurements
are conducted in the same area.
To justify the use of participatory forest monitoring
and inventory work of local communities, it is important
that there are no significant differences in AGB predictions based on field measurements of both teams. Thus,
it is needed to verify if different data sets from the same
area lead to similar model based predictions, and if the
datasets can be combined and used together in predicting AGB for the areas in the future. In this study, we first
analyse the field estimates measured by both teams and
validate the correlation between the model auxiliary data,
LiDAR predictors, and the corresponding field estimates.
We then validate the robustness of high-resolution
model-based biomass estimation against different sampling designs from the same area. Models using different sources of training set data but resulting in the same
predictions with the same validation data are considered
robust against the training set source.

Results
The model-based predictions and corresponding error
analyses were performed using data collected from two
inventory study sites located in Nepal, namely Gorkha
(labelled as “Go”) and Chitwan (“Ch”), see Fig. 1 for the
location of the sites. The scope in forest inventory by the
different inventory teams was different. The professional
team measured only closed canopy forest owned by both
the state and by the forest communities. The local field
teams measured both open and closed canopy forests
but only those owned by communities. Only the field
plots of similar forest types, plots from closed canopy
forest owned by communities, were used in this study.
The number of plots measured by the community teams
located in closed type forests that are owned by the communities is 151 in study site Gorkha and 151 in study site
Chitwan, while the number of plots measured by the professional teams located in closed type forests owned by
the communities is 41 in Gorkha and 26 in Chitwan. See
Fig. 1 for plot locations and Fig. 2 for the distribution of
field estimates.
Examples of the combined distributions of LiDAR predictor values and AGB field estimates of each sample are
shown in Fig. 3. The LiDAR predictor—AGB field estimate correlation of both sample in Gorkha, the plots
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Fig. 1 Maps of the study area showing the two watersheds in Chitwan and Gorkha. The map on top shows the ICIMOD plots used in this study

measured by professional teams and the plots measured
by the members of local communities, is higher than in
Chitwan. The correlation of AGB and the LiDAR example predictor in Gorkha is 0.66 for sample ProfGo, 0.59
for CommGo, and in Chitwan it is 0.52 for ProfCh and
0.45 for CommCh. With visual analysis, the LiDAR predictor—AGB distributions of different inventor teams
are similar in both study sites. Similar properties hold for
each predictor used in this study.
Results of study site Gorkha

The results for predictions in study site Gorkha are shown
in Table 1 and Figs. 4 and 5. In the table, model prediction precision and accuracy are evaluated by relative
root mean square error (RMSE %) and relative mean difference (D %). The prediction error distributions in two
validation sets (Comm and Prof ) resulting from three different model training set data (Comm, Prof and the combined set of these plots, Comm + Prof ) are verified. The

differences of the mean values (D %) between the self-validation (validation set and training set are the same) and
the cross-validation cases (training set is different than
validation set) are tested by a two-sample t test with a 5
% significance level against the case where the validation
set and training set are the same. Similarly, the difference
of the RMSE % values are tested with a two-sample F test
for equal variances with a 5 % significance level. The tests
show that distributions of prediction error among different models in the validation set Comm are similar. The
mean of the errors are the same as that for training set
Comm (t test p values > 0.79 for training sets Prof and
Comm + Prof ) and also the variance of the error distributions are similar (variance test p values > 0.89). Similar results are shown for the AGB predictions in the plots
measured by the professional teams. The statistical tests
for the prediction error show no significant difference in
error mean or error variance compared to the predictions
estimated with training set Prof (t test p values are > 0.84
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Fig. 2 Boxplots of AGB field estimates in plots located in closed type community owned forests. Median, 25th and 75th percentiles and outliers are
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Fig. 3 An example of LiDAR predictor—AGB field estimate scatterogram

Table 1 Results with different combinations of training
set–validation set in study site Gorkha
Training set

Error stat.

Test against baseline, p
values

RMSE % BIAS % Variance test t test for mean
Validation set: Comm
Comm (base‑
line)

59.2

0.0

Prof

59.3

Comm + Prof

58.6

−1.8

Prof (baseline)

37.5

0.2

Comm

34.4

Comm + Prof

34.8

Validation set: Prof

0.994

0.794

0.888

0.977

1.9

0.586

0.839

1.5

0.644

0.872

−0.2

and variance test p values are > 0.59 for training sets
Comm and Comm + Prof ). Figure 4 shows that independent of the training and validation set used, a relatively good model fit is obtained for validation set Comm
(r 2 ≥ 0.46 for all training sets) and for validation set Prof
(r 2 ≥ 0.58 for all training sets).
Also the distributions of the AGB predictions shown in
Fig. 5 are close to each other. The lack of ability to predict
accurately the largest AGB values in plots measured by
the Community teams is similar when using any of the
training sets (see the left sub-figure). Up to about 300
Mg/ha, the AGB distributions of all predictions are very
close to the distribution AGB field estimates of Community teams, the larger AGB values tend to be underestimated. In case of the AGB field estimates of the
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Fig. 4 Scatterogram and prediction error analysis of AGB predictions and field estimates in study site Gorkha. VS validation set, TS training set
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Fig. 5 Cumulative distribution of plot-level AGB field estimates and plot-level AGB predictions estimated with models based on different training
subsets in study site Gorkha

Professional teams, predictions estimated by different
training sets of either of the teams result in quite correct
AGB distributions. No big deviations can be seen up to
400–500 Mg/ha.
Results of study site Chitwan

Results of AGB predictions in study site Chitwan are
shown in Table 2 and Figs. 6 and 7. The variance test in
Table 2 shows no significant difference between the prediction precision (RMSE %) between the predictions
obtained with different training sets for either validation
sets (p values > 0.81 for validations set Comm, > 0.43 for
Prof ). However, the t test for the average values of the
average relative differences, D %, shows significant difference (p value 0.008 < 0.05) for prediction of community
Table 2 Results with different combinations of training
set–validation set in study site Chitwan
Training set

Error stat.

Test against baseline, pvalues

RMSE % BIAS % Variance test t test for mean
Validation set: Comm
Comm (base‑
line)

72.1

−0.5

Prof

74.2

Comm + Prof

71.7

−22.6

Prof (baseline)

55.5

Comm

52.9

Comm + Prof

51.3

Validation set: Prof

0.806

0.008

0.931

0.720

23.6

0.433

0.079

19.0

0.452

0.146

−3.5
−2.5

team plots using model calibrated with field estimates of
professional teams. Similarly, predictions for professional
team measured plots predicted with model calibrated
using the community team plots, the p value is close to
0.05 although not less than it. Thus, there is significant
average error in predictions when the training set and
validation set are different. Similar doesn’t hold when
the training set consists also data from the validation set
(Training set Comm + Prof ).
The one-to-one scatterograms in Fig. 6 shows that
the correlation between AGB field estimates and model
based predictions is poor in each cross-validation set.
Even the predictions estimated using the same training set and validation set (self-validation: validation set
Comm estimated with training set Comm and validation
set Prof estimated with training set Prof ) fail. The RMSE
of the predictions is large compared to the variation of
the AGB values and the model fit is poor (r 2 ≤ 0.33) in
each case.
In Fig. 7 it can be seen that the models severely underestimate the cumulative probability distribution of AGB
for values for AGB greater than 200 Mg/ha in validation
set Comm (left sub-figure). This happens regardless of
the training set used to train the model, also when the
training set is the same as validation set. For validation
set Prof, the model over-estimates the cumulative probability distribution of AGB for values of AGB less than
400 Mg/ha regardless of the training set used to train the
model (right sub-figure) and for values of AGB greater
than 400 Mg/ha the model under-estimates the cumulative probability distribution for each training set.
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Fig. 6 Scatterogram and prediction error analysis of the AGB predictions (“predicted”) and AGB field estimates in study site Chitwan
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Fig. 7 Cumulative distribution of plot-level AGB field estimates and plot-level AGB predictions estimated with models based on different training
subsets in study site Chitwan

Discussion
The results above show that the predictions in study site
Gorkha are quite accurate and precise in each case in the
cross-validation procedure and no significant difference
occurs when different sources of training set data are
used. However, there are severe problems in the predictions of AGB in study site Chitwan. The cross-validation
procedure shows that there is significant difference in the
mean of prediction error when the training set and validation set are different. However, in this study site, the
prediction precision overall is weak, the RMSE is large
and model fit poor.
In model-based prediction, the correlation between
the response, AGB field estimates, and the auxiliary data,
LiDAR predictors, define whether the auxiliary data can
be used to accurately predict the response over the whole
spatial area. In this study, the plot-level prediction map
in Fig. 6 and the LiDAR predictor—AGB field estimate
correlation in Fig. 3 (right sub-figure) show the basic
problem in Chitwan data—the signal (or correlation)
between the LiDAR predictors and AGB field estimates is
not good enough for precise prediction, and total lack of
fit ensues independently of the training set source. Even
the predictions of community team plots obtained using
community team plots as the training set of the model
show no correlation with the field estimates, as seen in
the middle left sub-figure in Fig. 6. Even though the error
mean is nearly zero, the model fit is poor (r 2 = 0.27).
Similar results can be seen for the predictions for professional team plots that are obtained using professional
team field measurements as the training set (bottom
right sub-figure).

With the lack of LiDAR predictor—AGB field estimate
correlation, the predictions in study site Chitwan are
dominated by the average values of the field estimates in
the training sets. In community team measurements the
average of the field estimates is larger than in the professional team measurements. The community plot AGB
field estimates are thus heavily under-estimated (22.6 %
of the average AGB field estimates) when using the training set of professional team measurements as training
set, and overestimated in the opposite case.
It is plausible that the lack of fit of model predictions
between different training sets in Chitwan is due to different forest populations used in their sampling. The
samples generated separately for each population are not
necessarily probabilistic samples on the intersection of
the populations, i.e. on closed canopy community forests
and bias may ensue. However, the prediction analysis of
the various models do not support such an interpretation. In both Gorkha and Chitwan model fit is similar,
acceptable in Gorkha and very poor in Chitwan, with all
combinations of teaching set and validation set, whether
these are cross-validated or self-validated. It seems therefore that the reason to the lack-of-fit in Chitwan is caused
by some other effect and not inappropriate sampling.
Model-based prediction of biomass uses field plots for
model calibration but they can also be used for model
validation. When plot collection is conducted by randomly sampling individual plots or plot clusters, such
field campaigns can also be used to test model-based predictions for possible lack of fit.
In the current tests between 50 and 200 plots were
measured for two areas of roughly 10,000 hectares each.
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In heterogeneous forests it is plausible that not every
forest type gets an adequate statistical coverage with
such a sample. However, even this sampling density far
exceeds the cost per area of any foreseeable field sample
for nationwide estimates, and is much higher than common sampling densities in national forest inventories. We
therefore have to try and use the randomness of sampling
as a guarantee against bias at least over sufficiently large
forest areas. Once lack of bias has been attained for a
model-based estimation method, it becomes much more
feasible to provide even high-resolution biomass updates
using remote sensing data alone.

Conclusions
The lessons from this study are positive towards using
participatory field measurements. The analyses above
show that the LiDAR-data based models calibrated with
in situ field estimates conducted by professional foresters
or by trained community forest members that use different field sample selection methods, different field sample
plot sizes and different methods at the field work itself
can be used together without degrading model prediction
performance, if the correlation between LiDAR predictors
and field estimates is good enough. This was evident in
study site Gorkha. In Chitwan, the correlation was poor
independent of the source of field measurements leading to imprecise predictions. The combined distributions
of AGB field estimates with respect to LiDAR predictors
were visually assessed to come from the same distribution in both study sites with both field data, Comm and
Prof, see Fig. 3. Thus, there is no evidence that the error in
Chitwan predictions is caused by the use of different samples, but from the lack of correlation between LiDAR predictors and AGB field estimates. Thus in both study sites,
the prediction results were equally good or bad for both
participatory and professional field plot measurements.
Previous studies, e.g. [9], concluded that it is possible
to utilize data collected with participatory approaches for
traditional forest inventories. The authors of [9] studied
the feasibility of participatory REDD+ MRV processes in
Tanzania. Their study compared the field estimates from
the community forest user groups and professional teams
and showed that the mean of AGB field estimates differed
by no more than 7 % and mostly by 5 %. The variance was
higher in the community measurements, therefore indicating that even though the accuracy was as good as professional measurements the precision was weaker.
These types of participatory inventories are limited
in the geographic representativeness [10], especially
when the aim is the estimation of carbon resources for
the remuneration of local communities, since the Community Forests are relatively small compared to the landscape scale.
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The present study is the first attempt of its kind to utilize field data collected by community people in LiDARbased biomass inventories within the REDD+ context.
The implementation of participatory methods for the
monitoring & measuring, reporting and verification
(M&MRV) of forest carbon credits with high accuracy
and resolution is a fundamental step for the implementation of REDD+ projects in community forestry level.
The results of this study support the conclusions of a side
event on evolving requirements and solutions for REDD+
monitoring, with community focus, at the UN climate
change conference in Warsaw in 2013 (COP19) [11]. The
side event concluded with the agreement that community
monitored data can be scientifically accurate and support
also new technology, such as LiDAR. But concerns were
raised on whether community monitoring of carbon performance can form the basis for broader financial rewards
for REDD+ and whether the data can be integrated into a
broader national forest monitoring systems.
This study agrees with the study by [12]. They reported
that the overall aboveground biomass estimated by community members differed only slightly from the estimates
by the professional foresters. The results of this study
therefore show that it is possible to use calibration plots
measured by community people in model-based predictions of above-ground biomass. They also show that a
model-based analysis can be used to validate the accuracy of field plots by calculating predictions with a model
based on different subsets of the plots. If the model predictions thus obtained are compatible and consistent, the
field estimates can be regarded as reliable. This approach
gives ownership of verified data to different stakeholders
which is key to implementing performance based financing mechanism.
The approach described here will hopefully be
helpful for unbiased monitoring, reporting, and verification under a result-based payment mechanism
in which plot data collected by local communities
are integrated with advanced remote sensing-based
measurements.

Methods
Study area

The study area consists of two separate sites, Kayarkhola
watershed in Chitwan (labeled as Ch) and Ludikhola
watershed in Gorkha (Go) located in Nepal, see Fig. 1 for
the site locations. The sites are located quite near each
other, the distance from northernmost part of Chitwan
area is about 20 km to the southernmost part of Gorkha
area. The study area in Chitwan is about 12.2 km from
west to east, 8.0 km from south to north. The distances in
Gorkha are about 10.6 km from east to west, 6.5 km from
south to north.
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The Kayarkhola watershed is located in Chitwan district, which is a part of the Central Development Region
of Nepal. Its total area is 8,002 hectares (ha) and it consists of tropical to sub-tropical forests, covering an altitudinal range of 245–1944 m [5] with 16 Community Forest
User Groups (CFUGs) managing this forest. The watershed consists of three different types of forest namely Sal
forest, mixed hardwood forest and Riverine forest [13].
The watershed is inhabited by socially and ethnically
diverse forest-dependent indigenous communities such
as the Chepang and Tamang [14]. These ethnic groups
are some of the most marginalized ethnic groups in the
country. Chepang and Tamang communities practice
shifting cultivation which puts severe pressure on forest
resources. The REDD+ pilot project implemented in the
area plays a major role to address the issues of forest degradation and deforestation by promoting sustainable forest management practices and linking it with the REDD+
incentive mechanism [13].
The Ludikhola watershed in Gorkha district is located
in the southern part of Gorkha. The watershed is located
in the Hill region characterized by sub-tropical broad
leaved forests, ranging from 318 to 1714 m above sea
level. The total area of the watershed is 5750 ha, out of
which 4869 ha is forest area, 632 ha is agricultural land
and the rest is barren, grassland and natural water bodies. There are 31 CFUGs managing an area of 1888 ha of
forests as Community Forests (CFs). The forest in Gorkha
represents sub-tropical forests. The watershed was heavily deforested in the past and this has been controlled
through sustainable community forest management and
conservation through REDD+.
Dominant forest types in the study area are hill sal
(Shorea robusta) forest, and Schima-Castanopsis forest.
Even though Shorea robusta mixed subtropical hill deciduous forest forms the major forest type in Kayarkhola
(Chitwan) and Ludikhola (Gorkha), associated species
varies between these two watersheds. Lagerestroemia
parviflora, Mallatus phillipinensi and Terminelia tomentosa are dominant associates in Kayarkhola (Chitwan)
whereas Schima wallichii and Castanopsis indica are the
most common associates in Ludikhola (Gorkha). According to broader climatalogical categorization of forests,
forests in Kayarkhola fall under tropical broadleaved
forests and in Ludikhola the forests are of sub-tropical
broadleaved forest mostly, with Shorea robusta and
Schima wallichi (sal and chilaune) as principal dominant
species.
LiDAR data

Airborne discrete-return LiDAR data was acquired in
February/March 2011 from the two watersheds. The
two watersheds were scanned in full coverage from 2200
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m average height above ground using a local helicopter
equipped with a Leica ALS50-II lidar-scanner device. The
helicopter flight path was east-west strips at 1 km distance. The scanning parameters are presented in Table 3.
The collected LiDAR data were evaluated after each
flight, and supporting scans were conducted if data gaps
or other problems occurred.
Raw LiDAR data were classified by the vendor into
three categories: ground, vegetation and error returns.
Further pre-processing included calculation of a digital
terrain model (DTM) from the ground returns, removal
of overlaps from the raw data, and conversion of height
coordinates (zvalues) of the vegetation returns from
absolute elevation into distance-to-ground using the
DTM [15]. Overlap removal is a procedure to ensure uniform density of points for estimation by the area-based
approach (ABA). ABA methods use quantized vertical
histograms as the regression variables and it is seen as
desirable that their sampling noise, i.e. density of LiDAR
points per square meter, is uniformly distributed. From
the pre-processed LiDAR data, several LiDAR features
were estimated in order to serve as the LiDAR-predictors
in the AGB prediction model. The features have been
taken from [16] and are an extended and modified version of those published by [17]. They include: (1) different height percentiles for the first-pulse and last-pulse
returns, (2) mean height of first-pulse returns above 5
m (high-vegetation returns), (3) standard deviation for
first-pulse returns, (4) ratio between first-pulse returns
from below 1 m and all first-pulse returns, and (5) ratio
between last-pulse returns from below 1 m and all lastpulse returns. These features were estimated from LiDAR
points within the plot footprints described below.
Field samples

Field sample plots were selected with two different methods, depending on the inventory team. The professional
Table 3 Specifications for the LiDAR scanning data
Parameter

Value

Average flying altitude above ground level

2200 m

Flying speed

80 knots

Sensor pulse rate

52.9 khz

Sensor scan speed

20.4 lines per second

Nominal outgoing pulse density at ground
level

0.8 points per square meter

Scanning field of view (FOW) half angle

20°

Swath width at ground level

1601.47 m

Point spacing on the ground (across-track /
along-track)

max. 1.88/2.02 m

Geometric accuracy (horizontal and verti‑
cal)

max. 1 m
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forest measurement teams and forest measurement
teams coming from the local communities collected the
field data during the year 2011. The selection criteria for
the field plots were different among the two groups of
forest measurement teams.
Field plot center coordinates were recorded using Differential GPS (DGPS) with ProMark 3 and MobileMapper CX devices, and corrected in post-processing mode
(GNSS Solutions software and MobileMapper Office
software). Plots were located with a family of GPS devices
where one device is left stationary for all day and it provides differential correction to all other GPS devices used
in positioning the plots within a cluster of plots. Subsequent off-line DGPS post-processing was also used and
plot geo-location error was estimated to be less than 1 m.
The professionally collected plots were collected as a
part of a much larger campaign addressing the REDD+
program in Nepal. This larger program requires sampling
from a national, officially accepted forest mask. Since that
nationally accepted forest mask does not admit auxiliary
information, such as vegetation index, elevation or aspect,
clustered random sampling with uniform probability on
the area of interest covered with LiDAR was used.
Sampling design and field plot design used by community
teams

A stratification was done where forests with more than
70 % of canopy cover were considered as dense strata (i.e.
closed canopy) and less than 70 % as sparse strata (i.e.
open canopy). In a post-processing step the classification
between open and closed canopy was revisited based on
LiDAR pulse density so as to obtain a uniform classification of closed canopy for both sets of field plots. Plots
deemed not to fall on closed canopy forest were eliminated from the sample by a 70 % canopy cover criterion.
The 70 % canopy cover was used as a surrogate variable
for selecting as similar a sample of community plots as
possible to the professional plot exclusion policy. This 70
% canopy cover was computed as the proportion of vegetation points of all LiDAR points. Since plot sampling
was clustered or simple random sampling for professional and community plots, respectively, it was assumed
that the plots satisfying the canopy cover criterion reflect
different AGB classes in their respective statistical proportions and the estimates are therefore unbiased.
Forest stratification was carried out using high resolution remote sensing imagery (GeoEye image) in ERDAS
and ArcGIS software. The random permanent plots that
were established during baseline survey were measured
for the purpose of monitoring. A total of 365 permanent
plots were measured in the field. There were 298 plots
in closed canopy forests and 67 plots in open canopy
forests.
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The size of the plot was fixed to a circle of 8.92 m
radius. A sub-plot of 5.64 m radius was established for
saplings and a sub-plot with 1 m radius was established
for counting regeneration.
Sampling design and field plot design used by professional
teams

Before the field campaign, the location of sample plots
was designed using a systematic clustered random sampling method. Each cluster contained eight sample plots.
Within the clusters, the sample plots were aligned in two
parallel columns in North-South direction, with four
plots per column. The distance between plots was 300 m,
both between columns and rows. The original sampling
design generated 16 clusters for the Kayarkhola watershed with a total number of 112 plots while it included
15 clusters for a total of 115 plots for the Ludikhola
watershed. The actual number of plots available for the
purpose of the study is less than that because some plots
were either placed outside the area of study or in non forested areas (water, agricultural and bare soil areas). The
total number of plots available for the study was therefore
57 for Kayarkhola and 92 for Ludikhola. The plots were of
fixed circular shape with a 12.62 m radius, equivalent to
an area of 500 m2.
The field data were collected in April/May 2011. All the
sample plots that were located in forest with at least 10 %
canopy cover were measured in the field. The measurements at tree-level included all living trees and shrubs
above 5 cm diameter within the plot area.
Above ground biomass measurement estimates

Within each plot, individual tree diameter at breast
height measurements for both live and dead trees were
taken and used in allometric equations given in [18] to
estimate above ground biomass, AGB (stem, branch and
foliage biomass). The individual tree AGB field estimates
were totaled for each subplot and converted to AGB Mg/
ha.
Large AGB field estimate values (over 1500 Mg/ha) are
assumed to be outliers, caused by e.g., plot-level AGB
estimation errors or measurement errors. At plot level,
with relatively small plots, it sometimes occurs that one
or a few very thick trees cause the polynomial formula
for plot level volume computation to become unstable
because of extrapolation. This extrapolation error may
cause the volume of a single exceptional tree to be estimated so high that a timber volume of more than 2000
m3 per hectare is attained, which is not realistic. There is
no adequate statistical data available to quantify this phenomenon and revisiting the plots for validation is not feasible either. We therefore resorted to manual removal of
probable outliers that are detected as statistical outliers
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of AGB field estimate distribution and also by visual
interpretation from LiDAR predictor—AGB field estimate scatterograms.
In field measurements of the local teams, there were
two plots in which the estimated AGB was very high,
2202.6 Mg/ha and 3257.6 Mg/ha, respectively, and could
be assumed as outliers. Visual assessment of the LiDAR
predictor—AGB field estimate distribution supported
this decision. Thus these two plots were discarded as outliers. Otherwise, the estimated AGB values of the plots
are treated as the ground truth. After deletion of outliers,
a total of 372 field plots measured by local forest measurement teams (182 in the study site Chitwan, 190 in the
study site Gorkha), and a total of 149 field plots by the
professional measurement teams (57 in Chitwan, 92 in
Gorkha) were available for this analysis.
Figure 8 shows the variability of AGB field estimates in
each dataset without outliers. Especially data collected by
the local forest inventory teams in the study site Chitwan
(CommCh) contain a significantly larger range of values
than the other subsets. Also, the averages of the ABG
field estimates in the field plots measured by local measurement teams were larger than those estimates by the
professional inventory teams in both study sites, Gorkha
and Chitwan.
Differences between field estimates due to different
sampling designs

Different sampling designs affect the distribution of AGB
field estimates due to different characteristics of the forest in which the sample plots are located. In particular,
the ownership of the forest affects the distribution average and median values, see Table 4 and Fig. 2. The sample
collected by local community teams contain fewer plots
from privately owned forests compared to samples collected by professional teams. After discarding those plots
from the sample of local community teams, i.e., considering only plots within community owned forests, the

average and median values of AGB are larger compared
to AGB values obtained by considering all the plots in the
professional teams’ sample. This effect does not happen
in the sample of local community teams. Also, in the case
where only plots within closed canopy forests are considered, the average AGB values are slightly larger than in
the case where all the measured plots are included.
When only the plots in dense community owned forests are considered, the average AGB values obtained are
the largest. The sizes of these subsets are relatively small
(only 26–41 field plots). This small sample size may cause
problems in the model-based prediction of AGB.
Validation procedure

In this study, a method based on a linear model to predict the AGB values, namely a Bayesian linear model with
orthogonal predictors resulting from truncated singular
value decomposition is used [19]. This model is designed
to give accurate and precise predictions when using a
small training set size compared to the number of possibly correlated predictors. It utilizes the singular value
decomposition of the normalized predictors, and allows
bigger deviation from zero to the regression parameters
of the orthonormalized predictors which are known to
explain the original predictor variability most, i.e., have
biggest singular values. With this method, the effective
number of predictors is cut down according to the given
data and predictor explanation ratio, and thus it performs
better especially with small training sets.
The characteristics and distributions of the AGB field
estimates vary among the subsets, e.g., subset CommCh
contains data with highest values of AGB, subset ProfGo
the lowest values. Variation can be seen also in the
LiDAR predictor values among different subsets. If the
data can be considered as samples from the same distribution, i.e., there are no significant differences in the forest characteristics nor in the field sample measurement
routines, a common model based on all these data should
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Table 4 Sizes and average AGB values (Mg/ha) of different measurement team dependent subsets in Chitwan
and Gorkha areas
Subset

Comm

Prof

N

AGB

N

AGB

All

190

203.3

92

127.3

Community owned

184

202.9

45

190.4

Closed canopy

157

216.5

82

133.5

Community owned and closed canopy

151

216.5

41

198.3

All

182

308.4

57

205.8

Community owned

178

313.8

31

290.3

Closed canopy

154

318.8

48

207.0

Community owned and closed canopy

151

323.7

26

298.0

Gorkha

Chitwan

perform well. That is, the prediction model where model
parameters are estimated with all the data (in this study
Comm + Prof ), or with some subset of data (Comm or
Prof ), should give equally accurate estimates, both in the
data belonging to the teaching set subset, or to the other
subsets [20]. Thus, to validate whether the data come
from the same distribution and if data from one subset
can be used to predict the AGB field estimates of another,
cross-validation procedure is used. Each subset (Comm
and Prof ) at time serve as the validation set and the predictions estimated with different subsets (Comm, Prof
and Comm + Prof ) are validated.
To verify the prediction performance of different data
validation subset of size Nv on different models, root
mean square error,

2
Nv 
i=1 ỹv,i − yv,i
(1)
RMSE =
,
Nv
mean difference,

D =

Nv

i=1



and self-validation cases (training and validation sets are
the same), LOOCV is used. In LOOCV, one plot of the
training set, i, at a time is used as the validation plot, and
the rest of the training set is used to estimate the model
parameters which are then used to predict the validation
plot AGB. With the predicted values ỹv,i , i = 1, 2, . . . , Nv
the error statistics are calculated using formulas (1)
and (2). In case where the AGB field estimates of one subset are predicted using a model calibrated with another
subset (e.g. validation set Comm plots are predicted
using training set Prof ), the calibrated model is used as
such to predict all the values of the other subset and the
error statistics are calculated in a straightforward manner
using the given formulas.
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ỹv,i − yv,i
,
Nv

(2)

relative RMSE (RMSE % = RMSE × 100 % /yv) and
relative mean difference (D % = D × 100 % /yv) are
used. Here ỹv,i is the the predicted AGB value for plot
i, yv,i is the corresponding field estimate (“truth”), and
 v
yv = N
i=1 yv,i /Nv.
The error statistics are calculated using both leave-oneout cross-validation (LOOCV) procedure and straight
cross-validation, depending on the case. In a case, where
the training set contains the same plots as the validation
set, for example in the full dataset case (Comm + Prof )
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